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FOREWORD. 

My study of Hindu social institutions such as 
caste and marriage with special reference to their 
origillal Vedic basis dates from 1905 when an associ
atiori for the resuscitation of the sway of true A,ryan 
ideals of life was formed in Mysore, with the desig-

'nation of Arya-Dharma-Ujjivi1ti-Sabha and -I was 
elected one of its Secretaries-Literary Secretary. 
The first fruits of this study took the form of an 
address to the association's anniversary meeting 
of 1907 in which 1 dealt with the question of the 
marriageable age of girls, then being hotly discussed 
in the Sabha. The address was published in 1908 
as a pamphle~ entitled Vedic Law oj Marriage. 
Since then 1 have continued my studies, the results 
having been given out in various forms from time 
to time. 1 hav~ embodied them mostly in lectures 
at public meetings 'conyen~ fQr the purpose, in 
my presidential addresses'at's'oc\a.l Conferences, in 
discourses at Theosophical Conventions, Confer
ences and Federations, in my Editorial leaders 
and notes in the English a~d Verriacular periodi
cals I edited while at Mysore, in articles 'in New 
India and The Commonweal and'replies t~ criticisms 
which appeared _ therein. In a few cases the 
results,of my studies were given out as expert evi-

,dence in Law Courts and as answers to questions 
in the course of debates with learned pandits inclu
ding the head of a' leading ,mutt. 'Out of these 
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expositions a considerable portion consisting of 
fully written out lectures as well as notes of 
lectures still awairp'ublicatibh. 

Ever since the issuing of the first pamphlet 
there has been aconlinuous demand .for the lite
~at~re;, but recently 'I have: found" myseJf qui,te 
unable ~Q meet the persistent ;'demand as some q( 
~ne pamphlets havegqne o,ut of print, while ~ )arg~ 
~ass of literature, lying,s~~t~ere.d overi,nanumbe~ 
ofperiodiC;:<ll pubJicationsj is not-readily ~vailable, 
\Vith' A : view ,to making all lhis literature 'easily 
accesslb.k to' those int,erefjted int~e subject, I have 
propo$~d to publish iil ,a: co!le~ted, 'fpn~ alJ. th~ 
disqui&itions, and notes tha~ hav~ be~n already 
publisheg apd whal~v.er else d,~serves pqblica~ion 
outo{ the unpublished notes alld~ 'lectUl:es. " 

1n this volume I have brought together most 
~rmy essays and notes: alre~dy,publi~he~,dealing 
'~ith the question; of marriage. , 1 ha~e, however, 
thpught ,i~ proper to include' in thi~,:~lume my 
lecture ,on A11cimi Hinduldca/ of Educatio1J, as it 
deals with Bralmtackarya or the student~Jife of boys 
and girls which, ,according to the Vedic LC). \v(){ 

. Marriage, forms a necessary preparatio:n {or mar,. 
riage and married life,~a preparatiop on whiqh I 
have, laid much stress ClS. deserving special 
consideration' in any scheme of ,Hindu· Marriage 
Reform. 'The other essays and notes wi1 be groupe4 
~nde~' separat~ h~ads' and published in separQ.t~ 
volumes as follows ': ' -
. V edic Rel~giDn and Caste; 

.. ' ,'iVe¢ic 13asis.,ojll~nd1tis1n ;" 
. j,; 



; SO,cial Relo:y", on 'Vedic lin.Ps~, , 
,Qbjecpom an,rA,tlSJ£)eYs. ,,' 
The s,evefal'se<;tiQos of the subject-matter of 

the present volume have been arranged ,in the 
chronological ordef of theirorigin,al production, 
which; \yilJ ;ser,ve, ~o indicate ,how, the thesis, has 
developed in, its, details with ;the, progress qf my 
~tudies. I.t has indeed. been a source or 'intense 
!1a ti.sfaction, anq a,strQng incenti vi! to further' studies 
that: PlY later stu<:lies in: df!tail of marriage and 
other ~()cio~r~ligiousinstitutions have:not qnly.con
fir,medth.€:lma~Q cooclusio!ls dra.wn ~t first; by , the - _. .' 

appl~ca tiol.1of ith~ ~J u nda meotalprinciples :0£ Vedi.c 
exegel'is: to ,the interpretation of the texts bearing 
onmarr,iage, bu~ have also. thrown avery, ilhimi
t;tative'iigl,lt ·on ,some: Qf those aspects of <our iosti
tutjon~ ,such.as :marriage, caste and ritual, which; 'as 
trea~ed in: Dharma-Sutras ,and Smritis, convey'Do 
intelligible, idea or: appear somewhat 'ludicrous. 
The results 'obtained so far, has str:engthened my 
faith in the 'method I have adopted of determining 
the main import of the propositions .forming the 
subject.matter.ofthe several kinds of our scriptural 

. . 
texts. ,1'h~ method here .followed is one planned 
by a mind which was early-imbued with the spirit of 
westerl1 philosophy and inductive science, ?,nd .later 
on tr'ai'ned' in the' eastern methods of exegesis by 
a purposeful and strenuous study-'-exteridiog 'ov~i' 
thirty years-of original Vedic texts 'and ritua
listic and philosophical Sofras in the light of 
the masterly exegetical expositions of Sabara, 
Sankara, $uresyara, Bhatta.Kumarila, Sayana, etc., 
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and in a most favourable environment consisting 
in a constant and close association· with eminent 
pandits -and a well-equipped library of Sanskrit 
Literahire. . 

In issuing these disquisitions in a collected 
form,my Object is not· merely' to make the results 
of my studies in this direction up to date readily 
accessible to those who have already appreciated 
them in part,. but also to invite further opinions based 
on a fuller study of my theses from those who have 
adversely criticised my early conclusions and 
objected to my interpretation of some of the texts 
quoted in support of those conclusions. It is 
due on my part to these critics to mention here 
that my interpretation ,of one or two passages has 
had to be slightly altered in "the light of their 
criticisms, though such alteration has not very 
materially affected the conclusions based on- them. 

In concluding this foreword, it is my pleasure 
as well as duty to convey my sincere thanks to the 
enterprising publisher, Mr. V. Venkatesvara Sastri 
of Messrs., V. Ramaswamy SastruJu and Sons, who 
has so readily and enthusiastically undertaken' the 
publication of this collection at considerable cost in 
these times of strain and stress. 

ADAYAR, A. MAHADEVA SASTHI. 

5th September 1918. 
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PREFACE. 

MARRIAGE is a social institution of such 
vital importance that a nation's ideals of 

marriage and married life have a direct bearing on 
its well-being and progress or the reverse. The truth 
of this proposition is well borne out by the history 
of the Indo-Aryans. The viCissitudes of their long 
and hoary civilization can be traced to the gradual 

changes in their ideals of marriage and married 
life and in the status assigned to woman in society. 

Three important stages with reference to 
the laws of' marriage and the status of woman 
may be distinguished in the history of the 
Indo-Aryan civilization as revealed in the extant 
literature. 

There was a time when~ among .the .cultured 
classes of the Aryan community, woman's status 
was almost equal to man's; when she had equal 
opportunities f9r receiving a complete education 
and was therefore equally free to choose between 
anh1dependent life of . sinslene$$ devoted entirely 
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to spirituai culture .and a married life of temporal 
interests permeated with spiritual devotion; when 
this .idea of equality as reflected in the Vedic ideal 
of marriage-a free self-chosen life-long union of 
man and woman,' o'f't'wo friendly and sympathetic 
souls combining in harmony their temporal inte
rests and spiritual aspirations-was a determining 
factor. in all social relations: between, man" and 
woman i when at the time of marriage the bride
groom and ,the bride were both adults having 
passed. through. a. well-devised . course of physical, 
intell~ctual, moral and spiritual discipline' as a 
preparation for a proper discha~ge of the duties 
pertaining to their joint life as householders, and 
:Were thus fully .alive to the responsibilities that 
.would devplve on them. respectively from the very 
day of their marriage. Then the Aryans were a 
free, manly, :vigo'rous,' eneigetic,enterprising. pr~
gressive,'n~ble and Ii'piritual people, as r~present
ei by' theBiahma:r~hi~ like Vasishtha and Vama
;deva,' Raj~rsh~s 'lik~ Ikhshvaku,' Vlshvamitra' and 

Janaka, women Rishis .and Brahmavadins 'like 
Ghosha, .Gargi, Maitreyi and. Sulabha. 'This 
;was the golden' age. in· the history of ,the Aryan 
Civilization.: . 

\ . . " 

·,The next stage was. marked by a transition. to 
a lower ideal of married life and to·:a :lower status 
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or :women, ,and, by' a ;correspondi~g change~.for 
worse in the' fortunes: of the people. Glancing 
over the period 'which :iritervened between' ·the 
ancient golden age and the modern dark· ·period 
of our civilization, we· find the' idea of equality of 
man and woman replaced 'by the idea of woman's'· 
subordination .to man.,·Woman'seariy education 
became at first limited, ,and afterwards altogether 
neglected, till it became a recognised rule in prat
tice that no woman should be taught'the Veda i 

and Sciences and shou.Idoffer sacrificial worship' 
independently of man. It 'was held . t~aL woman' 
was not qualified to lead an·independent i1ilen! 
singleness entirely devoted to spiritual, culture: 

She was married earlieriil life thaD man, the wife 
being regarded as the ,husband's help':"n'1ate ot' 
handmaid intended to assist him in the discharge":: 
of his duties as a. householder,. not~.as· hili. co-partner 
and. co-operator with .. equallesponsibilities ~ iD: the: 
joint life; The offspring of· the union of such un. 
equa.lpairs, llnequal :in.e.ulture and sta.tus, ,were 
le!iSvigorCll,lS and .enterprising .than before;. :they 
grew,.niurow-minded and 'Conventional.. Forma.: 
li!i~ .. took . ~h.eplac.~9f. free ,original thinking;; out./ 
",ard for,ns engrClssec;l ,.men's: attention, instead of 
the living inward thoughts wllich -expr.essed them
s.elv~s but partially·, in : those forms.· ··The. place 

. of the Rishis ~b.o .... di$co\rered ,new useful truths of 
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universal application was taken by Acharyas· 
(such· as . Harita, Jaimini, Badarayana and other 
Sutrakaras) who devoted themselves to the task of
collecting; arranging,. preserving,interpreting and 
speculating upon the accumulated fruits of the 
.creative and progressive civilization that had 
gone by; while the place. of the Rajarshis, the wise 
rulers. and warriors of mighty power who carried 
all before them and ventured out .single-handed 
to extend th~ reign of civilization and righteous-· 
ness to the far-off unknown regions beyond, was 
taken by. princes who were content to reign 
accor~ing to conventional laws within the limits 
of their immediate r rule. The people. in general 
organised themselves into classes with sharply 
defined. privileges and disabilities attached to each 

.class.. 
.CoJ11ing to the present age,.when the society: 

is governed by the .laws laid down in the .Smritis,. 
we see that the cultured classes· hold woman· as. 

an embodiment 'of sensualism and evil against 
which. man has ever to guard himslf. She is· 
religiously .. excluded from· all education and is 

ordained to lead a life of . depentience on man in 
all concerns'of life, temporal as well as spiritual.' 
It i1S held as . the duty of men· to 'exercise preper 
control over women that they may ncrt go-astray. 
Against aU injunctions of the Sm.r.;.tis; boys in t6eil': 



teens and still, earlie,r ages arid gjrls in infancy 
and, childhood ,are married together for life-l(;>ng 
union-or for life-long wi,d~hood in the case of 
some unCortunate girls~wlthout an adequate train
ing for the: responsible life,ora householder, ,and 
without any sense of -responsibility on the part of 
the girl, a~d often on the part of the boy as well ; 
and thus. 'married early, ,they ohen begin their 
,married life as man aod woman too early. While 
women ar,e compelled to, marry at an early ag~ 
before puberty, and, are ,not allowed to marry 
again when widowed .or are even, committed to fire 
alive in the, n~me of religion along with the dead 
husband,.meQ,are allowed unbounded freedom to ' 
marrywhenthey please or as often as they please 
or not to marry at all,. As, the outcome of these 
departures from the original id.eal of married life 
and the status of woman, there is presented to us 
the sorry spectacle of the Hindu of the present 
day, weak in physique, ease-16~~ng, conservCitive, 
superstitious, addicted to custo{Yl, feeding, on the 
fruits of a past civilization which is in a state of 
deterioration and decay in all important phase!l ,of 
national life. The ancient Rishis' and medievar 
Acharyas have their successors in the, modern 
Bhattas who know not what the investigation of ~ 
new tf.\lth mean$ and ~ho,hold it a sin to depart 
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even slightly from' the established custom which 

'governs the interpretation of Vedas and Smritis 
instead' of being governed by them., Politically 
thepeopJe have no' rec::ognisedstatus in the comity 
.of nations, having ,been brought under subjectian 
by one fareign natian after another, and there is 
no native prince who halds independent sway aver 
any portian of the land as its king. People in 

general are divided and sub-divided into castes 
and sub-castes, into sects and sub-sects, with nar
rawed sym,pathies and no cQnscious regard for the 
welfare of the nation as a whole. ' 

It being thus ev~dent that a nation's marriage 
, laws andide'als and the, st~Jus assigned ta woman 

in it have a great deal to do with its strength or 
weakness, with its progress or decay, no lover of 
India who will see' its people recover their lost 
pasitian among the nations of the earth can afford 
ta averloak this aspect of the Indian social life at 

preset'lt. We find; therefare, coeval with the 

awakening of the modern India, attempts made ~o 
reform, the existing laws and customs of marriage, 

to reclaim. the .Indian women from utter ignorance 
and illiteracy, andlo improve their status in ather 
ways. The steady wark .of social reformers of all 
shades of. opinion, carried on from within and 
'without against· terrible odds and under most 

discouraging circumstances, has no doubt produced 
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a wholesome change in the public opInion of 
the educated community and led to the initiation 
of some measures' of practical reform here . and 
there ona small scale, though it maY,be doubted 
whether these' meas'ures will all conduce to the 

national progress. At any rate the results achieved 
so far are out of all proportiollto what yet 
remains to be done .. 

One of the chief obstacles in the way of 
reform seems t.o me that the interpretation oUhe 

Shastras in favour of reform has not been based 
on the line of exegesis which would carry convic
tion to the leader~ of' the orthodox community, 
wllo attach all importahce to the traditional 
method of interpretation. When; as a member of 
the AryadharmojjiviniSabhainMysore, I under
took the investigation of the question of marriage, 
I perceived this defect in the interpretation of the 
Shastras on the side of reform. It has struck me 
that 'the sound principles of exegesis adopted by 
Jaimini, Badarayana, Apastamba and other recog
nized ancient authorities, if applied rigorously in 
our mvestigation, would yield valuable results, 

and that an exposition .of thesubjecr based on 
such a method would bring home to the mind of 
the orthodox scholars the justice of the caus~ of 
reform and. the need that exists for it. A strie,t· 
application ofthe sapte method in the inVl!sti~ation 
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of other questions of importance will throw much 
light on them and offer solutions to many a 
perplexirig problem of the Indian community. 
Then the Shastras will prove a help to the social 
reformer instead of an obstacl~ it often is as 
interpreted by exegetist~ during the last one. 
thousan~ years and mote, and' then the cause of 
social reform will be diveste~ of the, stigma of 
irreligion and heresy now. invariably associated 

with it. In fact an interpretation 0,£ ti).e.Shastras 
OLl; the principles of true exegesis will bring into 
relief the fundamental religious h~si!j. of all mea
sures of social. reform and improvement which will 
suggest' themselves to.the i~~esti~ator .. Unless 
the measures of reform are given a sQund religious 

. .. . . . \. -
basis, their adoption; will not pn>v.e benefici~l to 
the peorle at large and will n~t ta4e!l per'manent 
ro~t in the Arya~Ro·lity.. .. '.' 

. :By interpreting,the Vedic texts and the 

Smritis bearing,. on rnarr:iage and· married life 
according to the principles of in,Jerpretation lai9. 
down·in the Mitnamsa of Jaimini, I have arrived 
at· some important· conclusions as· to the'0riginal 
ideal of marriagecand 1 married, life. as]aid down in 
the Veda, the highest authority on Law, 'and ,also 
as to the caUses of the later' deviations from that 
lofty ideal. These cOllclusions 'a resuggesti ve , of 

\he'lines"oheform and progre!'swhich· will not .r~il 
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\ . ~ 

cal reformer ,who bases his, faith solely Qn comt,non 

sense, reason and science, and to the most Qx:~hodox; 
Hindu who must render unquestionil,lg allegiance 

. . . . 
to the Veda above all other scriptures. The 
results. of mY)l1\~estiga~ion are in c()urse of elabo~ 
ration 'for' a thorough system~tic exposition of the 

subject, and will be published )at~r on. B~t,,th~ 

line of the investigation and the main con
clusions arrived at will be found stated in outline 

in the following pages. 
, The several sections comprised in this boo~

let, including the opening es~ay which led to the 
later discussion in a local bi-weekly newspaper, 

were all written at first in a hurry, a~ ¥llled forth 
by the occasi~ns which will be found briefly stated 

at the opening of the several s~ctions ;so that the' 

indulgent reader will" J hope, kindly excuse the 
discursive form in which the matter is presented, 
involving seme repetitions of ideas and also some 
looseness of expression here and ~here which may 
have escaped my notice in the course of my 

r~vision of the origin,al newspaper cuttings for 
their -reappearance in the garb of a: pamphlet: 
The only excuse for their publication at all in this 
form is firstly my wish to invite helpful suggestions 
and criticisms of all sorts on the vie.ws herein set 
forth, o( which I will gladly a vail myself in th~ 
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projected exhaustive exposition of the subject~and 
secondly to bring early to the notice of the pu.blic, . 
as suggested by some of my friends, the main 
results of my investigation. 

A. MAHADEVA SASTRL 

21st February, 1908. 
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The Vedic Law of Marriage. 

CHAPTER I. 

[A paper read on the evening of the 20th October 1907 
at the third annual meeting of the Aryadharmojjivini Sabha 
held in the Rangacharlu Memorial Hall, Mysore, Mr. H. V. 
Nanjundayya, M. A., M.L., President of the Sabha, occupying 
the chaIr.] • 

Preamble. 

The discussions which went on at the meetings 
of the' Aryadharmojjivini Sabha in Mysore on 
various 'points connected with the question of 
marriage roused my personal interest in the subject, 
to which I had previously paid no special attention 
as all my studies had been monopolised by the 
Vedanta and kindred systems of philosophy. I 
have, however, since studied the subject with 
particular care and attention, investigating original 
authorities, not relying solely on the exegetical 
works of a comparatively recent period, known as 
the Nibandha·Granthas on Dharma.Shastra, 
which alone are referred to by the pandits of th~ 
present day in regard to social questions of im· 
portance, such as marriage, as well as in other 
religious and social matters. I shall now proceed 
to sta~e briefly the 1ip~ of the investigation I have:; 

l 
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adopted, the authorities relied on, and the conclu
sions arrived at, reserving a fuller and more 
systematic treatment of the subject for a future 
occasion. 

Laws based on (1) S8DSUOU' and (2) Iupersenluou, 

experience. 

2. The laws, commandments, or rules of 
action, laid down in our Shastras are of two 
distinct kinds~ Firstly, there are rules which man, 
as he is at present constituted, cannot discover for 
himself without the teaching of the Shastras. 
The . rule, for instance, which says "He who 
wishes to attain Svarga, or heavenly happiness 
after death, should perform the sacrifici~l rite 
called Jyotishtoma," cannot be formulated by 
.man, unless the Veda has taught it. Secondly, 
there is a rule in the Shastra which says that" the 
pupil should follow the teacher." This rule can be 
Jormulated by man without the Shastra teaching 
it. He may find out for himself that if the 
teacher should instruct his pupil, the latter should 
implicitly obey the behests of the former; other
wise the teacher may not willingly impart all the 
instruction that the pupil requires. The Veda is 
intended .to lay down the rules of the first kind, to 
lay down rules for the guidance of man in those 
matters in which he can never arrive at a know
~edge of those rules, without the aid of Revelation, 
as ~ranscending the reach of his personal experi
ence. In such cases alone we depend entirely on 
the teaching of the Veda and should literally and 
implicitly follow the rules therein· laid down, ·if.we 
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wish to attain the results which are said to accrue 
from the acts recommended; in this world or the 
next as the case may be. All the rules laid down 
in the Veda primarily are of this sort. The second 
class of rules are found in the Smritis, the work 
of human intellect. 

The marriage law is baeed on Buperaenluoul . 
exparience. 

3. To what category does the marriage 
ritual laid down in the Shastras belong P To 
answer this question, we should know what the. 
object is of the marriage ritual prescribed in the 
Shastras, as distinguished from the result of the 
sexual union of man and woman not established 
through such a rituaL This latter kind of sexual 
union resulting in reproduction is brought about 
by the sexual instinct implanted. in the whole 
animal creation including man. No Vedic com
mandment is needed to bring about this event. 
'When the natural instinct impels a man and a 
woman to unite together for reproduction, the 
Veda teaches them that if a fine efficient progeny 
of a highly intellectual, moral and spiritual nature 
is aimed at, the conjugal relation should be 
accompanied by the cqurse of life laid down for a 
householder from the very day of his marriage, 
and preceded by the preparatory course of life 
prescribed for the Brahmacharins, the holy order 
of Vedic students; so that the main immediate 
object of the Vedic law of marriage is not mere 
reproduction, but the ,advance of human e;'olution 
by way of bringing about an· improvedrace~f 
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, 
human beings. The ordinary human intellect can 
never formulate such a rule of life without the 
teaching of the Shastra. Neither are the promises, 
vows, wishes and aspirations which are conveyed 
through the mantras, -or the formulas recited by 
the bridegroom and the bride· in the course of 
the m:;trriage ritual, -ever likely to enter their minds 
if they have not been-suggested by those mantras. 
The expression of these vows, promises, and 
aspirations, implies and impresses a full sense of 
the responsibilities and duties pertaining to the 
life of an ideal bQuseholder or citizen, a full sense 
of the holy life the married couple will have to 
lead together. Man and woman thus united by 
the bond of marriage, leading the holy life laid 
down in the Shastras for the order of householders, 
reproduc.e themsel ves in a race of human beings 
called Rishis,whose minds can soar beyond flesh 
and its concomitant feelings and view the world 

-of man from_ .loftier altitudes. It is through such 
a race of 'men, .possessed of vast powers of clear 
and piercing vision, that the Vedas have come 
down to us . 

.The primarJ -law of ma.rriage il to be studied 
in the Veda. 

4. The relation of marriage is thus the most 
important concern in life and must be entered into 
in no .light spirit, if a progeny has to be brought 
into being which is to be worthy of. the high destiny
of th~Aryan race·to which the Rishis belonged. 
Prior to entering into this relation, man and woman-



should have clearly understood the' importance of 
the'sacred life of the householder as laid down in 
the Veda, and' should have fully prepared them
selves for that life. With a view to this, let us try 
to formulate iii detail the primary law of marriage 
as contrasted with the secondary and tertiary laws 
now in vogue among ,the: Hindus. Where ought 
we to look up for this primary law? The fountain 
source of all teaching in regard to matters beyond 
the reach of the ordinary human intellect is' the 

Veda, as J aimini says =<iI't<1ICi5&JtiiT~ d:. When 
the Veda fails us~ then alone we have to look up 
to the other sources of . law, silch: as Smtiti and 
custom, constituting together what is called sampra-
daya or tradition (vid"e infra para i 4). . . 

The Mantra and BrahmanasectioDs of the Yed~. 

5~ The Veda c;omprises two sections. O.ne 
section called. Brahmana lays d6wn rules in express 
terms,-in the. form " One' should dQ so and so if 
one desires suchand suc~ a result,"-with necessary 
details, and with such explanations as arecalculat
ed to induce a man to follow the rules. The 
other section comprises mantras, the _ formulas 
to be repeated in the; course of the Titual, 
expressing . the acts to be done at the time; 
~ ~=. The mantra does not state a 

. ' rule expressly In the form" One should do'so and 
so ;" it simply describss the act which at the time< 
is to be done: by 'the' individual 'engaged in the, 
performance of the rituaL···It.is -in the.form "I dO' 
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so and so ;" or "0 Indra, grant me this prayer j" 
and so on. So the mantras express the thoughts 
and aspirations of the person engaged in the ritual, 
while the external act or acts constituting the 
ritual form the outward expression, and sometimes 
the mere symbol, of the person's inward workings. 
The Brahmanq section prescribes the use of 
JIlantras in connection with particular acts in the 
course of a ritual, especially when the connection 
between a mantra and an act is not quite apparent 
from the tenot of the mantra itself. But where 
there is no express Brahmana text prescribing the 
use of a mantra with reference to an act of ritual, 
such a connection must be inferred from the tenor 
of the mantra itself. In fact, the Mimamsakas 
teach that .where a mantra indicates clearly with 
what act of ritual it should be associated, there is 
no need for a Brahmana text teaching such a 
connection. If, on the contrary, there appears ill 
this case a Brahmana text apparently pointing to 
such a connection, it is said that the main object 
of the rule is not simply to repeat what the mantra 
clearly indicates as to its use, but to teach some
thing over and above what the mantra implies. 

The yedic Ideal of marriage Is to he .tudied in the IIIantral. 

6. Now the Brahmana section of the Veda 
does not treat of the marriage ritual.. But in every 
one of the four Vedas, there is a separate section 
embodying the mantras connected with the mar· 
riage 'ritual. It is probable that ~hese ·mantras 
were once all self.expJanatorYt and that therefore 
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no express directions were needed as to their 
connection with the several acts of the ritual. 
It is in these Vedic formulas that we should seek 
for the Vedic Law of Marriage embodying the 
original ideal of the status of man and woman at 
the time of marriage and of the conditions.,of their 
married life. We should study. the mantras with 
a view to determine the prim~ry law of marriage 
from their tenor. If the tradition of the time and 
the land embodied in the current practices and 
Smritis (law books) conflict with the rules derived 
from an independent study of the Vedic mantras' 
which are the primary source of law, the tradition 
should give way t() the paramount authority of the 
Veda. Such are the time-honored rules laid down 
for the interpretation of the Vedic texts, and 
formulated by J aimini and Badarayana, the two 
great authors of the MiIllamsa, with .. a view to 
guide the students in determiningihe laws laid 
down in the Shastras. If therefore we. wish to 
ascertain the Vedic Law of Marriage, we should 
study the mantras connected with the marriage 
ritual, interpreting them in strict accordance with 
the principles of the Mimamsa. It is enough for 
the present purpose to take up a few mantras for 
study-such mantras as are connected with those 
parts of th'e marriage ritual which are common to 
all schools of the Veda, and without which no 
marriage is complete. The rules which such a 
study' suggests are binding on all Hindus who 
recognise the supreme authority ()f the Veda in 
matters of religious law. 
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The, main. purpose of marriage .and how it is achieved. 

7. Let us study on.e of the mantras uttered 
by thebridegr:oom on meeting the bride in .the 
first act of the marriage ritual. It ruosas 
follows :-

~-urmt ~ ijSi'ii1i&4i4 

~«t ~ ~ 'ii1(l'{rga?TT~: I 

~ar~~~~-
~ (qJS5lair(q@4~: II 
'~ L se~ze thy hand to have, a fio€! 

progeny, that thou mayest liv,e with me, 
thy' lord, till thou shalt atttain decay. 
The IGods-:I3haga, Aryaman, Savitri, and 
Purandhi-have given thee to, me' for 
h09seholder,shi p." 

(T aittiriya Ekagni,kanda, J. iii, 3.) 
This mantra,is evidently to be recited by the 

, bride.groom holding the hand ,of the .bride, the act 
of pani-grf4hana forming, a very important. part of 
,the marriage ritual., The mantra indicates the 
main object of ;g1arriage, viz., suprajastva, the 
generation of a.! fine progeny. This result will 
accru~ from ,the union of a ,man and a woman 
joining together in ,close companionship for the 
whole life and,duly perf,orming, from the very day 
of marriage onward, the duties of the householders' 
life,-duties which they as husband aqd wife owe,to 
the Gods,. toman, andtq' lower animals~ Further, 
every Aryan has to bear in mind that this holy 
relati()n of marriage between a man ,and a woman 
of the Arya or cultured class is brought, about by 



Gods for serving a divine purpose .in life, through 
the married couple discharging their duties as 
householders. . Thus living together in mutual 
love, and at peace with man and with alI" beings 
above and below man, the Aryan man and woin-an, 
united together by the bond of marria.ge, bring 
forth a progeny worthy of .the; Aryan race. 
Again, the hride is addressed thus.:~ 

;fl«ijq.wU .·if .n ~. II. 
" Giving birth to manly children, and 

devoted to the Gods, be th:ouconduCiye 
to our happiness and wdl1-being;tf 

(Rig-Veda X. 85. 44.) 

From this we may learn that manliness is :~>De of 
the fine qualities expected of the children, to be 
brought forth as the issue of the married life. 
Further, the bride is exhorted to lead a life of 
devotion tq, the Gods, which necessarily presupposes 
a knowledge, on her part, of the. nature and func
tions of the Gods in relation to the world and 
humanity. When such words are addressed ·to 
the bride, she is expected to understand their 
meaning and· spirit and to be able to rise to the 
level of the husband's aspirations. Surely, all this 
cannot be expected of a bride whose age is ten 
years or under. So, according to, the Veda, man 
and woman, when they are about to enter t.he 
married life, must be quite mature in mind and' 
body. They should be able' to understand and 
recognise the main object of marriage, as also the 
conditions of the married life in which that object 
has to be. achieved. '.': , 

~ 
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The, bride and the bridegroom are adults meeting as friends 
. on equal footing. 

S. The next important mantta I propose to 
take up 'for study is the formula which, after 
pacing seven steps wit.h the bride, the bridegroom 
utters, addressi.ng her. as fol1ows :-:-

... 
~~~,~~~, 

m ~ ~, ~;rr~, (1~;qlril ';rr 

~:I'~ <9C6€'iI.i\ ~ fW.« .~ 
·ij~i1t4~I.n I ("4i.Jt~~ if ~ if m ~ 
~ srnr q fit"dI"'4IC6('l II. 

"A friend shalt thou be, havin~ paced 
these seven steps with me. Nay, having 
paced together the seven steps, we have 
become friends. May I retain thy friend
ship, and never part from thy friendship. 
Let us unite together: let us propose 
together. Loving each other and ever 
radiant in each other's compariy, meclning 
well towards each other, sharing together 
all enjoyments' and pleasures, let us join 
together our, aspirations, our vows, and 
our thoughts.". 

(Tai. Eka.l. iii. 14.) 

'I hese words addressed by the bridegroom to the 
bride on the first day of marriage shew that, in the 
original Vedic ideal, the relation ,of husband and 
wife is one of friendship on almost equal terms. 
They" have had each their own/thoughts, vows and 
aspirations; and by marriage; they have to consci
ously unite them together in harmony, with a view 
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. to bring forth a fine, manly and spiritual progeny 
and thereby forward the advance of human~ty. 
They have been brought together by the Gods to 
serve a very important divine purpose in human 
evolution, as we have already had occasior) to 
show (vide supra para 7). Can we expect words 
such as the above to be addressed at the time of 
marriage by a bo¥-bridegroom, or even by an 
adult bridegroom, to a child-bride, to a girl ,bet
ween four and ten years of age who cannot respond 
to the call of friendl'hip and co-operation,and to 
the demand of perfect union in thought and deed? 
Can the girl understand' and realise the full sense 
of the words thus addressed to her? The further 
proposal that the bridegroom makes to the bride 
in this connection clearly indicates that both of 
them must be adults at the time of marriage. 
The bridegroom contiriueshis address to the bride 
as follows ;-

~'~ ~ ~ ~'!i« ~m 'II 
"Come now, let us begetjlet us'place 

the seed together, that' we may attain a 
male child."-

(Jaimini Grihya Sutra 21, 8;) 

, Thus at the time of the Sapta-padi (the ceremony 
of pacing seven steps) which occurs on 'the first 
day of marriage, the bridegroom andthe bride are 
of an age when they are ready to become the 
parents of children. 

The status of the wife aa householder. 

g." Now to pass on ,to the stud-y of anot_her
significant mantra. At the hO\lS~ of the bride's 
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father the 'bridegroom has to offer a number of 
oblq.tions' to the fire praying' to Gods for their 
blessings on the marriage and on the 'bride. In 
offering one bf these' oblations, the bridegroom 
says :-:-
~ ~ ~ qRtcllfi/+lCI 1fr~I+I(m~ II 

{, This maiden, about to pass away 
from her parents tq the h'uiband's horne, 
has ended her vow of maidenhood."-

(Tai. Eka.l.i'll,4.) 

And further on, he prays to Iildra thus :-

~ ~'~: ijiij41l+4gd€tlUl. II 
" Do thou release her hence, but not 

',thence; there do thou keep her well fixed." 
(Ibid. 5). 

Fromthese two mantras it may be clearly, seen 
that even ,on the first day of 'marriage the bride is 
fittoleave her parents' house for good and to take 
her abode in the bridegroom's house whence she 
is never to return to her parents. No infant or 
child-wife can thus pass away finally from her 
parents' care to set up a·common household with 
the husband. trhe bride must be an adult WO\'l'Ycl11 

who, at the time of her departure from the 
parents' home 011 the first day of marriage,may 
be addressed as follows:-

~,~ ~'~~.sm I 
~ ~ ~~q+4IC1~iI~ II 
"Go to the nouse, that thou mayst 

be the lady of the house. As mistress (of 
the house), thou shalt direct the sacri-
ficial rites," RiQ-VedIJ X. 85. 2G, 
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On the very day of marriage when the bride ha.s
to leave her parents' home to take her abode· with. 
the husband in their common home, she must be 
prepared to take' charge of the household, well
versed in the household management, and fully 
conversant with the' details of all the' sacrificial 
rites that the householders have daily t6 go 
through. This means a previous preparation on 
her part and awell- devised course oC instruction 
which she' has passed through to qualify herself 
for her future life as wife and mother accordihg'to' 
the Aryan ideal. As a matter of fact,' the bride' 
has herself to repeat mantras or formulas with a 
full understanding of their sense, as well as she 
has to understand the full meaning of the bride~ 
groom's exhortations and promises uttered in the 
form of mantras. There was, indeed,;a time 
when among the Indo-Aryans women were as well 
educated as men, when women studied Vedas and 
sciences as well as men, when _womeri sacrificed on 
their own/account like 'men both before and after 
marriage. This becomes clear from the study of 
a mantra connected with the taja-hol1ta(the obla
tion of fried grains), the next stage ,in the marriage 
ritual. The mantra reads as follows :~ 

~ 3 ~ ~ atrr.tw:4~·1 
~ ~ ~ ~: Sra) ~~: II 
" This maiden 'worshipped Agni, the 

God Aryaman. May that gracious God 
release her hence, but not thence." 

(TRi. Blla. 1, 'P, 7.). 
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The maiden who wishes to secure a proper 
husband has to worship God Aryaman. And, this 
worship is given in detail in the Kausika
Grihyasutra of the Atharva-Veda. The Sankha
yana Grihyasutra of the Rig-Veda speaks of 
Indranl,-Karma, a ritual to be performed by, or on 
behalf of, ~he maiden on the eve of her marriage, 
in which oblations are offered to Gods and God
desses, i~cluding Aryaman. From this it is clear 
that women offered sacrificial worship' on their 
own account, independently of men. The co
operation of n;tan ang woman is necessary in some 
sacrificial rites only, but not in all. The tie of 
mar,iage enables a man and a woman to offer a 
conjoint worship to the Gods, and ·the benefit of 
this conjoint worship is '3tated in the words of the 
following mantras addressed to the bride in this 
connection :-
~~~~ 
~ij-~~~II 
" In the home of the Creator, in the 

region (attained as the result) of the meri
torious deed, I secure for thee a place of 
blessedness with thy husband." (Ibid. 16.) 

The wife has an equal share with the husband in 
the merit of their conjoint worship. By a proper 
discharge of their duties as joint householders, the 
married couple attain .to highest heaven, after 
death, enjoying there a heavenly bliss in mutual 
love and, company. Equal share in the benefits 
of a joint act implies equal efficiency as a co
operator in the act. A little later on, when the 



bride is about to take charge of the common 
household, she is addressed as . follows :~ 

~~lN~"eT~lN I 
~~lN~~WJII 
"Be thou a loving 'queen (in the 

house) to. the father-in-law, a loving 
queen to the Ipother-in-Iaw, a loving 
queen to the sister-in-law, a loving queen 
to the brothers-in-law." 

(Rig-Veda X. 85. 46.) 

SO, when theina~ried couple are settled in their 
common household, the wife becomes the mistress 
of the· house. The husband's father, mother, 
sisters and brothers, if they happen to live with 
them, are only the dependants of the married 
couple and are to be treat.ed lovingly by them 
with respectful consideration and kindness. 

WomaD', duties al houeeholder, wife aDd mother. 

10. On entering the house, the. bride is 
addressed as follows:-

~ ~ ~ ~ 1Q41"4ar

~~. tU(4\?0414 ~ , 
o;;n~ ~~-

ffi?U ~ ~l!4*4I<1i(I~ II 
" May thy joy increase here throug~ 

offspring. Be thou ever awake here in. 
this house for thy duty as householder. 
\Vith this, thy husband, do thou join thy 
body; and as thou advancest in age,thou' 
shalt teach thesacrificial1aw."--- , 

(tbill.2'i.) 
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Here the bride is .remindedof the responsibilities 
of the married life. It is wished that she may 
beget such, Fhildren as will be·a source of joy to 
her. She bas t~ be ever watchful in the perfor
mance of the duties which she, as a householder, 
owes to (;-ods j meen and lower animals. She is 
told that . the . bond of marriage uniting them 
together has to be completed by conjugai embrace. 
Finally, as she advances in age, she will have to 
teach the sacrificial law to her children and grand
,children.. This office of the mother as a .spiritual 
teacher of her children has an imllortant signific
ance, which will b~ dealt with in the sf-quel (para 
IS). Such are the responsibilities which devolve on 
the female partner in life from the day of marriage 
to the time of. death. 

Mutual understancllng b:tween the bride and the bridegroom 
.. is necessary. 

Ii. When theyhave taken their abode in the 
common home, they begin their married life with 
a vow of celibacy for a peri~d of one,· three or 
more nights. The power of :self-restraint in the 
midst of temptation, which· they have. acquired in 
the student-life, is exercised by them by refraining 
for a period of time from sexu~l intercourse while- . 
at the same time they share a common bed. On 
the night following this period, when they are 
about to begin· conjugal intercourse, the bride 
addresses the bridegroom in the f?llowing 
words :--
.~~~~ 
,. ~~·m~1 
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«~U.i.i ~: 
~~~II 

" In heart I have known thee as one 
knowing (my mind), thee who hast had 
thy birth in tapas. (self-restraint) and who 
art enriched with tapas~ Investing me here 
with progeny and wealth, do thou. repro
duce thyself through our offspring, thou 
who art desirous of progeny.-(Tai: Eka.l, xi. 1.) 

-r:he bridegroom thus responds: 

. ~~~~ 

~ ~ ~ ;ij~~f'l.1 
.~~~: 
~~~itu 

"In heart I have knowll thee who art 
deep iri thought, seeking impregnation in 
thy body; do thou, a mature woman, enjoy 
my embrace and reproduce thyself through 
our offspring, desirous as thou art of pro-" , , 
gelly. (lbia. 2.~ 

This address of the bride and the response of the 
bridegroom ~re both very significant. In the first 
place the bridegroom describes the bride as Yttvati 
a mature and fully developed woman, who desires 
offspring and is ready to beget offspring. In her 
address, the .pride a pprpvingly refers to the mutual 
understanding existing between her and the bride
groom :tnd appreciates the merit of her. life~partner 
as one who was born of well. disciplined: parents. 

• 
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and who himself has been thoroughly disciplined. 
By declaring thus openly her a'ppreciation of this 
last· qualification. in her life~partm!r, she implies 
also that she herself is not wanting in it. In fact, 
they have proved their possession of this power of 
self-control amidst temptation by sharing one and 
the' same bed f9r some nights without conjugal 
intercourse. Further, the bride's address clearly 
voices forth her aspiration that the child to be 
born 'of their union shall be an Aryan child, a child 
of tapas, not of mere sensual lust. Thus the 
closing act of the marriage ritual, as' laid dow~ in 
the traditional. ritualistic works called Gtihya
Sut~as, is a 'clear proof that, according to the 
Vedas, marriage is a sacred human relation entered 
into by a man and a woman who have attained full 
maturity in body and mind, both anxious to beget 
offspring, and both aware Of each other's thoughts 
and aspirations. 

The Yedic ideal of marriage. 

12. This rapid survey of a few of the mantras 
cOFmected with 'the marriage ritual leads to the 
conclusion tha:~ the marriage relation should 'be 
entered into by a man and a woman ,at a mature 
age, when they maybe fully alive to, the responsi
bilities of the'. 'householder's life, both of them 
having been duly educated for a proper discharge 
of their duties. Such is the. conclusion one will 
arrive at by an independent study of the Vedic texts 
in accordance with the principles of intf~rpreta
~ioll lajqqown by Jaimini anq Badarayana, the 

• 
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authors of the Mimamsa, and recognised byali 
Vedic interpreters and all writers on the sacred 
laws of the Hindus. 

The Smritis opposed to the Vedic ideal. 

13. There are no doubt texts in the Smritis, 
including the Smriti of Manu, opposed to this 
conclusion. In' the Smritis, the Vedic ideal of 
marriage, especially regarding the status of woman, 
is but partially held up. Even the Kalpa-sutras,
comprising Shrauta, Grihya, and Dharma sections; 
-do not quite come up to the Vedic ideal of the 
status of woman. The Grihya-Sutras, which profess 
to record the practice of the marriage ritual as 
current at the time of their composition, lay down 
detailed rules connected with the practice of the 
marriage ritual. The status of woman at the time 
of hJarriage as laid down in the Grihya-Sutras. 
comes up nearer the Vedic ideal than that found 
in the Smritis, though it falls short of that ideal in 
some particulars. The Vedic ideal, for instance, 
represents the man and :the woman entering on 
married life as fully mature, as having been 
equally well educated, as having equally studied 
the Veda aFld observed the Vedic ritual, as fnlly 
competent to discharge their respective duties 
pertaining to the married life. The Sutras, not 
excepting the Mimamsa Sutras of Jaimini,qualify 
this by laying down that no woman has a right to 
study the Veda and to offer sacrificia:I worship' 
indenpendently of man, though she is to engage in 
the V~dic ritual along.with her husband·andhas 
eveit to recite mantras in :the course of the ritual, 



being entitled to an equal share in the spiritual 
benefit accruing from the ritual. The Manu-Smriti 
has introduced further disabilities in the case of 
women. Marriage has been made compulsory for 
women except in very rare cases. Early marriage 
has been recommended for girls, and it has result
ed in the absence of intellectual education and ;)11 
training, for the responsible duties of a house
holder's life on the part of the female partner. It 
is enjoined as a duty of the parents to get their 
daughter married as soon in life as possible before 
ber attaining the age of puberty. In exceptional 
cases alone, the parents have been given the option 
of delaying her marri;J.ge till after her attainment 
of ~he age of puberty, or of keeping her unmarried 
all life. A daughter is given the option of herself 
choosing the husband" only when left unmarried by 
her guardians for three years after her attaining 
the age of puberty. One of the latest Smritis, that 
of Parasara, insists,on the other" hand, that a girl 
should be married at ten or earlier, declaring that 
an unmarried girl above ten yeats is on a par 
with a Shudra girl and is not fit for a brahmin to 
marry. 

n. Yedic La. ahoald replace iIIe &radiuow practice. 

J4. \Vhen the practice ad,vocated by the 
Smriti and the unwritten cDstom conflicts with the 
Vedic; Law, the latter should be held up as 
authoritative in preference to the Smriti and the 
custom. The Vedic Law is based on the absolute 
truth which reveals itself to the un biassed .minds 
of the Rishis, whereas the Smritis are only records 
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------------------. --...----
of rules b.."\sed on empirical generalisations., and of 
convt."ntional practices (sa"I.,Ydt'Aaras) current at 
the time of thdr composition, and are therefore 
not of t>qu.ll authority with the Vedas. \Vhere the 
Smriti teaches a law which cannot be discovered 
by ordinary human intellect and which is nt)t 
opposed to the express teaching of the '"eda. there 
alone the Smriti is held as an authority in matters 
beyond the reach of human intellect. E\"en in 
this case, the Smriti as such conveys no prim.lfY 
authority with it, its authority resting on'a suppos
ed Vedic text which originally taught the law, but 
which is no\\". lost to us, thbugh the author of the 
Smriti or pis teacher might have had access to it. 
The b.ws based on empirical truths and social 
con\·entions. which are the subject-mauer proper of 
the Smritis, as lying outside the scope of the 
Vedas, are li"ble to change and capable of im
provement, as science advances and social en
vironments change. It is such laws mostly that 
ar~ embodied in the Ach.ua and VY',l\'<lbara 
Kandas vf the Smritis, and they vary with the 
land and the time of the people for \\'hom they 
were original1y intended and among whom they 
were in force, There are some conventional rules 
laid do,,"n in the Smoti or s.'mcti,."med by custom, 
which have no basis in the Veda and Science and 
are e\"ell opposed to them, being traceable to error, 
considerations of e:(pediellcy. lust, pride, or pre
judice a5 the case may be. These rules should be 
rescindt:d as soon as their true origin is known. 
It is incumbent on us thus to distingui:ah the 
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various classes of rules laid down in the Smritis or 
sanctio~ed by the unwritten custom, with a view to 
remove the causes which retard progress or tend 
to degeneration. Applying this principle to the 
question of m'llrriage, we find that it is necessary 
to revert to the Vedic Law of marriage, seeing 
that all deviations from it have been due to 
consideratio-nsof expediency or some deleterious 
in~uences working on human weakness. 

Neglect of female education led to early marriage. 

15. Now it may be asked, to ,,'hat cause or 
causes is due the deviation from the Vedic Law of 
adult marriage to the girl and child marriages of 
the· Smriti and custom? The answer to this 
question is contained in what has been stated 
above. It is due to a change' in the status of 
woman. The woman of the Veda wa,s well edu
cated and had equal opportunities with man for 
intellectual, moral and spiritual culture and deve
lopement. Th@re were then female saints and 
sages, as also female Rishis or authors of Vedic 
hymns. The woman ceased to be so well educated 
as man 'at or before the time of the composition 
of. the Sutras as may be seen from the rule therein 
laid down that 'nowoman should formally study 
the Veda; so that this change in the educational 
status of woman took place some three or four 
thousand years ago. This was exactly the period 
when-- the degeneration of the Indo-Aryan race 
comm~nced. Writing apout this period, Apast~ 

flmba says that the age of Rishis, of men to whom 
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Vedic Laws based on absolute truth revealed them;. 
selves, has p~ssed away: ~~ O{ .. ~ (I, v, 4). 
When women were equally well-educated with men 
and had equal rights to spiritup.l cultureancl know
ledge,. then they gave birth to Rishis, to that fine 
manly intellectual and spiritual rac~ of men and 
women. Tacite another witness. Referring with 
some approbation to. the instruction given to King 
Janaka b¥ a number of spiritual teachers, the sage 
Yajnavalkya (vide Brihadatanayaka-Up. IV,i, 2) 
praises everyone of those teachers as one who 
must have ·had a worthy mother, a worthy father,. 
and a worthy master. This snews that the mothe.~ 
had a share in the intellectual and spiritual train. 
ing of her children. Shri Madhvacharya (vide 
his commentary on Brahma-sutras I, i, I) quot~s 
from Vyoma-Samhita* to say that the wives of the 
Rishis have a right to study the Veda and. to. 
practise the worship taught therein. Even so 

• The passage quoted reads as follows ;-

·i31I§('1!iI+i41OlI+U~ ij ~ .1 

~ ~ ~ ~1~lo:tl~ QttTStRJ: II 
.. It is also declared that even Vedic culture is open to highest wathen. 
such as Urvasi, Yami, Shacbi, etc., as also others .. " Tbese' others' 
comprise women Munis (Rishis) sucb as Gargi and Maitreyi. atd human 
incarnations of celestial women such as Krisbna (Draupadi) 1 as taught in 
tbe Bharata Tatparya-nirnaya (XXIX. 87-88) ;-

~ ~~: ~,?+irtilR"I~I:1 
~ 5iilful4~ i{(IR~~&I1 aTftil 
~~~; • . II 
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recent a writer as Madhava quotes, .in his com
ment?-ryon the Parasara-Smriti(vide Vol. II, pp. 
82-84, Bombay Ed.), from Harita and Varna, 
passages which tell ps that in a former age women 
studied the· Vedas as well as men, and that some of 
them remained celibates, and became Brahmava
dins, engaged in studying and teaching the Vedas 
and devoted to the contemplation of Brahman. The 
discontinuance of a proper education in the case of 
women, originally due to the parental neglect or to 
some temporary untoward circumstances in the 
social and political. condition of the people, has 
become a recognised feature of the status of woman, 
and led to the girl and child marriages recommended 
by S'mriti and custom. Excludedfrom all education, 
woman is now held as fit only for a dependent life. 
During the period when a girl, as much as a boy, 
should be educated and· trained for the future res
ponsible life of a householder under the strict regi-· 
men of Brahmacharya (the disciplinary life of the 
Vedic student); she has in these days nothing to do 
but play or drudge in the father's household. Such 
a gi~l ca:nrrot, in· the nature of things, be allowed to 
grow to an adult age without marriage, as she is 
not likely to know how to guard and protect herself. 
On tht contrary, a boy who has all chances of 
receiving the highesteducatioll is allowed to grow 
unprotected, as his educalion will enable him to 
guard and protect himself. Laying down laws 

. for the g\lidance of the Hindu society in 
which 'women haVe" been denied. all «;hances of C\. 
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complete education, the Smritis have recommended, -
nay insisted, that 'girls should be married as sool} 
as possible before tn-eil attaining . th~ age of 
puberty. And it is easy to :guesshow the early 
marriage in the case of girls leads to early marriage 
in the case of boys, despite the ordinances of the 
Smritis to the contrary; their· term of {3rak1ita
charya is thus shortened, and they: take too soon to 
a life of ease and luxury. The re.suIt is a great 
fall from the fine, vigorous spiritual ma£).hoodof 
the ancient Aryan,race. 

Iducation on the line of ancient Brahmacharya is necessary 
for boya and girls. . . . 

16. This enquiry into the cause of the .change 
from the Vedic Law of adult marriage to the.early 
marriage of the Smriti and custom is suggestive ~f 
the line of reform to be adopted to bring .about 
our social regeneration. The revival of edncation, 

. in the case of boys, as wel1as girls, subjectto the 
rules of Brahmacharya, the' ancient institlltion of 
student.-life,.:....:.adapted, of course, to' our modern 
environmen~ with necessary changes,-:-will enable 
us to revert to the wholesome Law of adult 
marriage, which, as I have shown above, is the 
primary law of marriage. laid down for us by 
Vedas, the highest authority. The' offspring of 
such marriages will be a manly and vigorous race 
of humanity like the early Aryans who gave birth 
to the ancient civilization of India.· By a univer
sal adoption. of this ancient institution of brahma. 
charya may be brought: about the resuscitation of 
our nati9nal vigour which is almost. dead. It was . . . 

4 
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this rigorous discipline that produced the Brahma
rshis and Hajarshis of the ancient India, such 
sages of lofty wisdom and mighty power as 
Vasishtha and Vishvamitra, Yajnavalkya and 
Janaka, Khandikya and Keshidhvaja; and likewise 
it is a thorough neglect of this discipline which has 
m'ade us the hse-loving anrl custom-ridden people 
we are, living upon the traditions of a past civili
zation. The penalties of its neglect and the merit 
of a due observance of its rules are stated in 
A pastam ba 's Dharma-Sutras (I, V, 1-8) as folIows:-.;.. 
~ (N~I~: I a't~:M f4'41'64 f.\'

~ ~ EI(Ntij~at¥iI'l I '6~qtij'l"I~ "f I 
at¥ilt .. fi\~ q ~ Aq'llfalf,'II1. I ~-
.:....-~ ~ if" ... 
"<4~ ..... PQ "'."''1.. if; 'fi(i3~I"Oj S"t~"<1' I 
~~: I ~ f.R EI'IlftJtSPiCl"41"i(IQi-

~ ~ ~~~ I 8tlir~ 
f.i;;f ~ CfI"'i(f "fgtT q'f ic'6WqO( ~
~~q\qRt CIT m a;;.cdl~q~~IAt II 

"To the vows (of brahmacharya) is 
.applied the term Tapas. By transgression 
thereof, knowledge, energy, and spiritua
lity flow away from him (the student) as 
well as his pro~eny, fol1owed by a fall 
into' the abyss and a shortened life; so 
that no Rishis are born among the modern 
people because of the transgression of the' 
vows (of brahmacharya). If <!ny are 
born again as a result of thei~ past acts, 
they become Rishis by learning, like 
Shwetaketu. Whatever a well-disciplined 
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student learns from the te:\cber. though 
it be not the Veda. it yields the fruit like 
the Veda itself. Nay more; whate\-er he 
wills and then thinks of by the mind. or 
utten by the tongue, or sees by the eye., 
e\-en so it becomes. So they teach." 
The introduction of this unique ancient disci. 

pline into the modern· educational system will 
undo many of the e\ils. associated with it and 
improve the physique ~s well as the moral and 
spiritual tone of the youth of both sexes. The 
modem orthodox Hindu whose conscience is 
governed by the laws of the Smritis and unwritten 
custom may no doubt demur· to the proposal of 
extending the discipline to the early training of • 
girls; but it should be borne in mind that without 
improving the physical. intellectual as well as 
moral and spiritual culture of women we can 
ne\-er hope to win back the ancient vigor of our 
race. It was the early wilful neglect and the 
later statutory prohibition of female education 
that sowed the early seed of deterioration which 
has grown to the mighty tree whose biuer fruits 
we are now reaping in such abundance. As 
intellectual and spiritual discipline and culture 
was withheld from women by leg-.\l ordinance. as 
married life took for the girls the place of student. 
life by statute. as the infant and child marriages 
of girls and early marriages of boys followed as a 
necessary consequence, we have lost nearly all our 
national \·'gour. To encourage. therefore. the 
modern orthodox hindu to ta1..-e this ~mportant 
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and necessary step on the I path 'of our national 
progress, arid 'to add force to my recommendation 
ba~ed 011 an independent study-of the Veda which, 
as I have shewn alr'eady, ordains that women as 
well as men should be well-educated and trained 
for their respective duties prior . to their marriage, 
I wOuld now quote Harita's ordin~nces (XXI. 2(1 

-23) as regards the early training of girls: 

i{~:.~: I ~~~~~
~fW;r~ ~ I ij~I+4§R(~r m: ~
~: I ,~~ ~:, ~~:~
~Rr I ~&I"Ifi(cflo{lgq0{4'Hi~~: ~-
'" .~ ~ --!L a f{~+{~4:q41·:q I ~IHr~: ~+iICj O{"ll 
~~I~~cnll ' 

"Women are not on a level with the 
Shudras; for, from th'e womb of a Shudta 
there cannot be born a 13rahmana, ,or a 
Kshatriya, or a Vaishya. Hence should 
all sacramental rites for women 'be con
ducted with the Vedic texts. . Among 
women 'there is a two-fold distinction, , - . 

those who study the Veda and those 
who marry at once. As to the students 
of the Veda, U panayana, service to 
the Sacred Fire, Vedic study at home, 
and eating pf the food ohtained by beg
ging, these are enjoined; and cessation 
(of the vows shall take plate) on attaining 
the age of puberty. In the case of the 
rest, (these'vows are) not essential or 
cease immediately." 



Harita stands alone among the Sutraka,ras in thus 
laying down rules, of B'rahmacharya arid VediC 
study with special reference to the womeri"'of the 
twice-born classes, whereas all other Sutrakaras 
exClude women from Upanayana, Vedic study and 
an independent performance of Vedic sacrificial 
rites. Madhava and other modern exegelists have 
quoted these ordinances of Harita,-bu't only in: 
part, a~d that not in his own words,-and have 
interpreted them as applicable to a former Yuga 
dating many thousands of years back, o~' (accor~ 
ding to some bolder, i~terpreters) to a: former 
Kalpa dating some billions arid trillions' of years 
back, relying on the statement of Yarna, a later 
Smritikara, who speaks of the 'ordinances as 
having been in vogue in pura-kalpa (Vide infra Ch. 
II, para 8). Harita does not give u~ to understand 
that he is recording the effete statutes of a: (Qrmer 
Yuga or Kalpa; on the contrary, he insists on the 

. observance of the laws he lays down, giving some 
cogent reasons for his view. Neither can-it be 
said that Harita himself'lived iii a former Yoga or 
Kalpa; for he is cited by Apastamba as one of the 
contemporary Acharyas, not as one who lived in,a 
former Yuga; and in fact Harita's Dharmashastra 
containing the ordinances quoted above is now 
extant. It may be that his ordinances were in 
vogue in a remote period, not very far removed 
from Apastam ba's age, though that, period may 
have been considerably anterior to Yama, who 
could therefore speak of the ordinances like those 
quoted above' as pertaining to a pura~kaIPd,as 
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having been in vogue only in a former period. 
Whatever be the age of Harita, his ordinance's are 
in ac~ordwith the teaching of the Vedas and are 
therefore 'worthy of our allegiance, in preference to 
the later deviations which may ~e traced to the 
growing lassitude of the people, at large. From 
Harita's word,s we may even infer that by his time 
the tide of progress had already t'urned back and, 
that he had to fight for a losing cause against 
terrible odds, all in vain as the event~ have proved. 
The edu«ation and discipline of women became 
neglected in spite of Harita's protest that no 
woman akin .to.a slave and ,devoid of culture could 
give birth to a tiue noble Aryan. If we, therefore, 
wish to rekipdle the dying embers of Aryan spiri
tuality and vig~r, w~ should wake ourself up 
frmn the ,spell of lethargy which has long stupefied 
us and. strive -to re-establish the reign of'the Vedic 
law of marriage and, education. 

An urgent need for '1efol'lll. 

17. This is the, conclusion to which our 
investigation has led. Unless we recognise ,the 
present low· state of our society as contrasted with 
our ancient progressive civilization, and unless we 
SQon intr04uce such reforms into our social insti
tutions as are calculated to bring about our reo, 
generation, there willb!! no salvation for us, the 
Hindu,S, as a race. We, should try and xemove 
all ca,uses of our degeneration. Whatever en
crusta,tions have gathered themselves in the 
lapse of time round oar soc:ial fabric, we should 
carefully scrape them away. The wor.k of. fefoJ:m 
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that lies before us is a gigantic one. A Shankara
charya is needed to liberate the pure Vedic ideal of 
social'institutions like matriage ftom the pernicious 
influences of evilc'uston'ls which are eating into the 
vitals of our society: What Shri Shankaracharya 
is said to have done rot the religion and philo$Opb'y 
of the Upanishad, for' the Jnana-kanda of the 
Veda, by freeing the popular religious systems of 
the day frori) the pernicious in'fluerices of the 
Smritis and Agamas-tliescriptures of the Bhairava, 
Shakta1 Saura,Ganapatya and other noh-Vedic 
cults and systems"rif 'philosophy-and by' giving 
them a broad basis in the pure philosophy of the 
Upanisnad, the same thing has to be done for the 
restoration of 'the Vedic Law of 'marriage by 
putting an end to the UI1-Vedic custom of early 
marriage among' all classes of Iiindus~ Sori 
Shankaracharya is said to have worked strenuously 
to remove abuses frol'xdhepopulat religion of his 
day and succeeded at last in freeing it from the 
non- Vedic abominable practices introduced into it 
by self-seeking religious teachers who taught Diany 
revolting rites as recommended in the Tantras fot 
an easy acquisition of wonder-working physical 
powers. An equally strenuous effor't is needed on 
the part of the leaders of our society to expose the 
errors and abuses wh~ch have insidiously crept into 
the institution of marriage, eating into the'vitals of 
our society and lending to our decay as a nation, 
and to restore as soon as possible the full sway of 
the Vedic Law of marriage based on absolute 
truth. 
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Closing words. 

18. This is a brief statement of the Vedic 
Law of marriage and of the reform suggested by a 
close, study thereof. The very brevity of the 
statement· may give rise to many questions for 
which answers may not be found readily here. I 
am ~yself aware that the objections which the 
advocates of the present system of marriage may 
{aise against the views set forth above require a 
full and separate treatment. To answer all these 
questions and objections, I have to expound my 
theme at a greater length, laying before the public 
all the,materials I have had at my disposal and 
showing how a judicious consideration of those 
materials necessarily leads to tee .conclusions I 
have arrived at. It may, however, be stated that 
in the prese~t stah~ment, brief as it is, I have laid 
open the groundwork of my theme and suggested 
answers to the objections that are commonly raised 
agaist the view set. forth here. 



CHAPt~R; II. 

Another Version of the Vedic Law 
of Marriage. 

SECTION 1.-" The Aryan Vedic Law of Marriage" 
by Dewan B.allad:tr -R. Ragoonatha Rao. 

(Mter reading my foregoing address to the Aryadhar
mojjivini Sabha of Mysore published in the M;ysore' Herald, 
Dewan Bahadur R. Ragoonath Rao sent to tbe same journal 
for publication th~ following brief statement of his versi~n of 
the Vedic Law on Marriage, to shew, as againsf my view, how 
the Smritis <;aIi be reeonciled ·with the Shruti, which Qrdains 
marriage between adult men and women.] . 

The gift of a rugiD girl. 

t.··" The students of Hindu law on marriage 
should distinctly understand that the gift 
of a virgin and her marriage are entirely 
different acts. The gift 'of a virgin by her 
guardian is an act· of the latter transferring 
his ownership called Swamyam to the 
receiver, that is, whatever rights he had 
over her to the receiver. Manu says (Ch_ 
V. 25). • the gift is the cause of ownership.' 
~ (Ct1"4"bI(OII( The receiver becpnies ~here
. by possessed of all the rights ove~ the virgin, 
which he~ gu;udian had.' In the current 
practice, too, the guardian after making' 
the gift is distnissed and has nothing to do 
in the marriase ceremonies. In olden 

S 
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times, much time used to intervene between 
t~e gift and the marriage ceremonies, in 
which the guardian took no part, but was 
even absent. The gift 'by a Brahman IS ' 
good by pouring water (Manu III, 35). 

lIIal'l'iage. 

2. "The marriage is an act, by two adults of 
different sexes, which consists of exami. 
nation of each other as to the. competency 
of the parties to engage in a solemn contract 

,entered into in the presence of fire, 
(personified as the last spiritual owner of 
the 'bride), to, be one in all ,matters of 
wealth and desires in this world. Having 
entered into this spiritual contract, the 

. bridegroom takes his intended wife to his 
mansion and introduces his relatives to her 
and exhorts her to treat them with respect, 
attention, and affection. The pair continue 
very close to, each other frpm the night of 
the day of th'ti. marriage ~ontract for three 
nights, leading a, life of celibacy. This is 
perhaps another trial to see whether they 
are fit to bematried and become' one or not. 
H everything goes,on right, on the fourth 
n'ig~t or on any subsequent suitable night, 
they marry, that is, unite together and 
become one in Pinda, Gotra and Sutaka. 
The wife n:o longer belongs to her father's 
gotra but becomes one: of theh'\lsband's 
gotra. 
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Different rules, for gif$' and marriage; 

'3. "Thus it will be seen that' gift and marriage are 
two distinctly different 'actsof different par
ties: the rules for the one are different from 
those of the other. The former should not 
be applied to theJatter but viewed as quite 
independent o( the other. 

,The reason fo~ e~IJ g~t. 

4. "A lascivious virgin naturally wishes to associate 
with a male~ Nothing . should be done to 
prevent the gratification of her strong wishes,' 
for she would not wait to· be given away to a 
male by her guardian. This wish often arises 
only after her menstruation, and it is.the 
duty of her guardian to see that, while her 
wishes should be gratified, she would be 
prevented from making improper and unsui.
tabie alliance. He should, therefore, enable 
her to gratify her wishes by allian-ce with a 
proper consolt. He should therefore nomi
nate a husband for her with whom she might 
unite. A gift therefore of her before such a 
wish springs in her is a preca 0 tion~:ry measure • 

.. '. I 

Different agel for girt and marriage. 

5. "In order to have the benefit of a kanya-danam, 
she cannot be given away before she is tell 
years old, when alone she becomes a kanya 
accordin-g to the Smritis. The possible time 
of such a gift commences from her eleventh 
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year. ,From :that time, she may be given 
Cl~ay." ,B~tthe marriage is her own action 

,; arid it call only take place lawfully~fter her 
spiritllal,gifU?y,Agni. Bu~ his ~wn~rship of 
her comm~n~~~ af~er;her b~e~sts are develo
p~q. Thj~ ,tqkes place after menstruation 
and is so st~..t_e,<;l by the Smritis. Therefore 
the time for the gift 9f the human owner is 
different from that of the final spiritual 
Qwn~r ; the: :former commences froro 'th,e 
,eleventh year ,()f a female and,theJatter some 
considerable time afterwards. The time of 
marriage is subsequent to the gift, of the, 
spiritual owner Agni. 

6. '''Such is the Aryan V~dic La\von marriage." 

'-.-'--' 

SECTION 1I.","1I1y eX(4millat?0It oflhe foregoing 
versio;& of the Vedic Law oj iIJaryiage., 

, ' -'--
, ,LThis review, appeare\l.-inthe PoIysore ..Herald along with 
~h~' fo~g,oi~g, versiQ~J ' " ," 

Objection to the theory. 

7. I fe~1.uiial;f~,to endorse 'fully Dewan Baha
dur -R. 'RagbOO<1th'Rao's statement, as given above, 
bfiM, "~-Aryan;Vedic' Law on Marriage," fo~ ,two 
reasons:, Firstly" it is'not based on proper, autho
tity;involving'assumptions not warranted' by the 
Smriti or the Shruti and' even o'pposed to their 
express teaching. Secondly, his doctrine, regarded 



on its own' metits., aparprom: th~saQ~tiQIJ ;of the 
recognised; autho.rities,- 'cannpt commen.<l itself to 
those who seek to eradicate the: mischievo~s potions 
now prevailing among us as' to th~ main objec(.of 
marriage, and, tQ pave the WClY (Qr tbe social 
regeneratiolH~£ the Illda-Aryans. 

Th~ wne meaning of &he earl,. gift. 

• 8. I shall proceed to show how' the doctrine 
referred to is opposed to the Shastras. The Dewart 
Bahadur's ideas of Kanyadana and marriage are 
opposed to the express teaching ,of the: Shruti and 
the Smriti. He says that, by the gift of. t~e girl, 
the father or other guardian transfers- his or her 
ownership and all rights over the girl to the receiver .. 
On the other band, it will be more in- accordance 
with the spirit of the Smritis,-and no doubt it will 
be doing greater justice, as giving due credit, to the 
humaniLY and humaneness of our law~givers,:":"'to 
say that by the gift of the girl the father or other 
guardian transfers to the receiver the 'responsibili
ties and duties he or 5he owes to :the girt The idea 
that the father uwns the girl and has' any. rights 
over her is a remnant of the long by-gone bqrba rous 
state of humanitywhereil1 physical might was the 
sole factor that determined the m,iltuaheta:tions of 
the individual members of the huma,n 'soc~ety.; The 
Aryan law-givers have risen far above"suc'h ideas~ 
Strictly speaking, "Swamyam It does ~othere mean 
ownership conferring rights properly so-called; jt 
means responsibility and guardianship, involving 
certain welklefined obligations; and ct!rtainly: the 
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t\\'O are not identic.;ll conceptions. If "'e remember 
that the .~bnu.Smriti (ViJ, i1tfrll Ch. III. para ,,) 
and _II other writinc;s or the 5.lntc dns un.lIIimo
u!>ly decl.are that muriase i~ Cor .. bir1 "h~t t;p.lnA. 
)"1Il.1 is fvr a Loy. we m;ay sec tholt by the glft or 
the oirl the f.1th~r tr~n!:>(ers his respon!ibilitics to 
the !ohouldcrs or the rtcei,'er, i. t, the husb<tnd, 
\\"hatc\'cr duties and re~ponsibilitiu as to the early 
education and tr~inin!; of the ~irl resteti on the 
shoulders of her bther, or the uncle, or the elJe-r 
brother, in the ~olden er.1 or the Vtdic .. \ryan~ 
these h;n-e been lr.tnsrt:rred to the husband by the 
act vr biCt. which is !'<>On Collvwcd by the more 
binding ritu.11 c.lled marriage. The ancient Aryan 

. girls. as we are told, had to study the \'ed.u equ.1l1y 
with the boys i but the sirls h,.J to be uught only 
by the hth'!r. the p.ltcrn.ll uncle, or the brother, as 
witness the Coll"wi",:: p.lSs.1ges quoted from Y.lml 
in the modan exegcticli works: 

~ !4lttuci 'ldl""'iOC~\ij~ I 

at~N4 ~ ~ ~nf.it'4I" nt II 
fm ~ ~ ~ aOCI:C"4N~N(: II 

, .. In :\ Cunner age. t:p;&llay;uu "',IS 

311uwed tv girls. ilnd .. Iso the stud), of the 
Vedas ;and the utter~ncc or the G~y .. tri. 
Let the blher, or the r.ltht:r'sbrother,orhcr 
own brother lc;)ch.th~ Girl; but nooe else." 

L.'ltf'r on, ,,,hen. prub."lbly owing to .. ~c.lt I.ccn. 
ness or lotru;;!;le ("f I'hYlOiQ} ui)tence c:nt.uhng 
\'ery serious Cholf'l;;CS an the ccorlvmic: cond.tion ollhe 
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Indo-Aryan society, a redistribution of labour was 
effected, the girl ceased to be taught the Vedas' 
and Sciences; and the period of her studentship 
which had formerly preceded marriage was replac
ed by one of service and tutelage with the hus
band. In the ancient Vedic Indo-Aryan society, 
man and woman ,had equal opportunities in early 
life Jor moral, intellectual and. spiritual culture, 
and met on terms 'of equality as friends at the 
time of marriage, when they proposed to spend 
their remaining life together, with a view to 
discharge the duties of their respective responsible 
life by mutual help and co-operation. On the 
contrary, in the present .age when the ordinances 
embodied in the Smritis are in vogue, girls are 
altogether excluded from all.secular and religious 

. education which is entirely reserved for boys, and 
are ordained by law-givers to lead always a life of 
dependence. The father, being thus relieved of 
the ·responsibility of educating the daughter, should 
hand her over to a mari who in his opiniOn will be 
to her in early life a proper teacher of her' daily 
round of duties and a· worthy guardian I)f .·her 
moral and spiritual well-being, and in later life a 
worthy partner in their joint.,Jife as householders. 
This is why Manu and other authors of the Smritis 
insist on a great disparity of age between the 
husband and the wife at the time of marriage, the. 
former being thrice as old as the latter. The 
husband who; by the time of marriage, should 
have received a sound intellectual and spiritual 
~ulture, who has . been trained. to exercise 
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self~control,and who, as ordained in the Shastras, 
. seeks .marriage more for" the purpose of serving 
God and humanity than. f0r the satisfaction of 
the animal passion, fills in the first part of the 
joint life the role of the teacher to the girl-wife, 
and.in the f ulriess of time fills also. the rdle of the 
protector, adviser <;!.nd life-companion to the 
woman" Thus we see that the idea of gift of the 
girl asconteinplated by the authors of the Smritis 
is different from that enunciated by the Dewan 
Bahadur. He has ignored altogether the edu
Gational aspect of the question and so missed the 
one prominent factor which has influenced the 
course of legislatiOl~in ·civil and religious matters 
in the Vedic (or ancient) and the Post-Vedic (or 
modern) periods of the' ihistory .of the Indo-Aryan 
community. Low as the modern ideals of married· 
life may be in: comparison with those of the anci~ 
ent (Vedic) period, we may safely assert that no 
very evil results such as we see to-day would have 
accru~d if the people had more ,loyally obeyed 
the 'injunctions ·of the Smritis, as regards the 
early education of men prior to marriage. 

The true meaning of marriage. 

g. Next, the Dewat1 Bahadur's idea of marriage 
and its consummation is opposed to the teaching of 
the Smritis .. He says (vide supra para 4, especially 
at its close) that marrirlge consists essentially in the 
sexual union which is to take .place on the fourth 
nIght of. the period of the marriage ritual, and that 
marriage is not complete without the physical act 
of sexual intercourse. This is to make . marriage a 

.., • OJ 



mere physicai uhion instead of a moral and 'spiri
tual harmony. But'Manu holds that marrlageis . 
complete with the Sapta-Padi, the cermony which 
consists in the bridegroom seizing the hand of the 
bride and paCing seven steps together, proposil1g 
to unite their vows and aspirations in life and 
setting a seal upon the proposal 'by an appeal to.' 
the Gods, invoking their blessings on the projected • 
union. Accordingly Manu says' (VllI, 227): . 

QlfOl!4ijJih'iI' ~. fiP«i ~'I 
~ (i{wr Q ~ (q~: ~ ~II 

" The Mantras of P~mi~grahana: (the 
seizing of the hand) are the unfailing mark 
of wifehood. Let the learned know that 
these Mantras are ~ompleted on paCing 
the seventh step:' 

This ceremony of the Sapta-Padi takes place on 
the first day of marriage; and' it is said in some 
Smritis that by this ceremony the girl becoinrs one 
with the husband in Gotra and 'Pi1tda. Thus acco~d
ing to Manu it is the mutualco~tratt of join~ action 
in all concerns of human life, att!,!sted to by the 
Gods invoked at the time,which constitutes the 
inseparable .bond of marriage. What follows the 
Sapta-Padi in the marriage ritual constitutes a 
supplement to it or the first instalment of their' 
life-long duties in their joint life, so that; failure in 
the observance 'thereof entaillj' no, dissolution 'of 

6 
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their union. The physical act of sexual inter
course which, according to the Grihya-Sutras, for
mulating the older custom of adult marriage, was 
to take place on the fourth night after the pani-, 
grahana, formed no essential part of the marriage 
ri,tual. The sexual intercourse on the fourth night 
was quite optional. What actually happened was 
thaton the fourth night the newly married couple 
were released from, their vow of celibacy (Brahma
charya, a life of regulated diet arid constant mutual 
company without conjugal intercourse) and left to 
themselves. Unless either of them' was impelled 
by lust, the sexual intercourse.was postponed till the 
next season (ritu) for impregnation (Garbhadhana) 
arrived, when 'it was the bounden. duty of both to 
unite sexually for ,the fulfilment of one of the main 
objects of their holy joint life, namely the beget
ting of a noble offspring. that this physical union 
which took place at the proper seas~n for impreg
nation, ur prior to it on the fourth night after 
patti-grahana, the marriage proper, was regarded 
as no essential part of marriage-not to say that 
it did not constitute marriage itself-is shewn by 
the .fact that some of the Grihya~Sutras do not 
refer to it at all, while, of those which speak of it, a 
few reg~ml it unnecessary to repeat any Mantras 
in connection with it and therefore look upon it 'as 
no part of the sacrament. Strictly speaking, the 
three nights' brahmacharya (a vow of st.1f-restraint) 
prior to sexual intercourse. £orms a part of another 
sacrament, of the ritual connected with impregna
tion, garbhadhana-samskara. Under the Vedic Law 
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of adult marriage, the sacrament of garbhadhana 
ought to immediately follow pani-grahaml, the ma
rriage proper; and as a preparation therefor or as 
a part of that sacrament, the newly married couple 
has to observe a vow of brahmacharya, of self
control amidst temptation, for a certain period. 
This period extends from the minimum of one night 
(according to some) or three nights (according to 
others) to the maximum of one year; the longer 
the period, the better is the issue of the union 
taking place after it. "Accordingly the issue of im
pregnation preceded by such preparatory brahma
charya of the married couple for one night, three 
nights, twelve nights, one" month, four ~onths, six 
months, and one year, are said to be respectiv~ly 
an ordinary Brahmana, a Shrotriya, an Anuchana, 
a Rishi~ka]pa, a Bhruna, a Rishi, and a Deva, 
possessing higher and higher capacities for the 
acquisition of" spiritual knowledge (vide Bodha
yana.Grihya-Sutra I, vii, 1-21). Now we see "how 
appropriate are the mantras (quoted on page 17) 
with which, on the completion of the vow of 
brahmacharya and when about to begin the act of 
impregnation, the bride and the bridegroom 
address each other,expressing their inward aspi
rations as well as .tpeir mutual appreciation and 
understanding. 

The Bmriti enJoins marriage befol'~ puberty. 

10. Another point in "the Dewan'Bahadur's " 
version is in conflict with the tCilching ()f the 
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smritis. He says that in olden times much time 
used to, intervene between the gift and the 
marriage proper. On the contrary, it seems that 
in the olden times, the gift, though a preliminary 
to the marriage proper as it is now, used to be 
followed by the marriage proper after a very short 
interval, if not immediately. The Grihya-Sutras 
are not quite clear as to the interval; but it is 
clear that the interval was not quite very long, at 
least not so long as the Dewan Bahadur would 
seem to suppose. In the Vedic practices as 
recorded in these Sutras, the gift formed no very 
important part of the marriage ceremonial; or, it 
may be, it formed no part of it at aU, since some 
of the Grihya-Sutras do not refer to it at a1l, 
while of those which do, a few do not prescribe 
any mantras in connection with it. But, a~ it can 
be easily shewn (i.'ide Ch. III, para 32) that, 
according to the older ritual as recorded in the 
Grihya-Sutras, the gift a!ll weU as the marriage 
proper took place after the girl attained the age of 
puberty, the existence or non-exister:ce of a long 
or short interval between the two acts did not then 
signify anything. It does, however, signify much 
in the case of the current laws on marriage 
embodied in the Smritis which lay down the 
general rule that girls should be married before 
puberty. Now the Dewan Bahadur thinks that a 
considera ble tim'e may inte-rvene between the two 
acts, th~ muriage proper taking pi ace after the 
girl has a.ttained puberty. This is opposed to the 
Smritis. They olle and all condemn the man who, 
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under normal circumstances, has kept his daughter 
acic(%ar, i.t., without Samskara or sacrament, till 
she arrives at the age of puberty. Now the act of 
mere gift, which, according to the Dewan Bahadur. 
ought not to take place before the eleventh year 
and which may in some cases precede the age at 
which the physical change called rajo-dars(",a 
occurs, cannot constitute that sacrament which 
should take place before the age of puberty; for 
the Smritis * clearly distinguish between dalkJ and 
s"ltakl!ra in this connection, the latter being essen
tiallya Vedic rilual, a ritual accompanied with the 
recitation of mantras. Such a sacrament for a 
girl is marriage (viva/,a) , but no other ceremony 
prior to it (vide Manu 11,67). In the enumeration 
of the forty Samskaras necessary for the' twice
born, Gautama does not refer to the gift as a 
Samskara, but mentions one with the designatio~ of 
~(i4~"I{tJIT{{..a;U, I union of :l man with a woman 
who can co-operate with him in the observance of 
the Vedic rituals.' Such a relation is established 
not by the gift, but by the Vedic ceremonies 
ending with the Sapta-padi. But the gift has 
become a necssary preliminary to the Vedic rite 
~~. the m~_rriage proper, because in these days of 

• As for instance tbe following verses quoted by Vaidyaoa\ba ill tbo 
Ashaucha section, from Marichi and Shankba re9pl!Cth'e1~' :-

~ ~ ~ ~.~ Slf<tqlRat I 
acic(%ar ~ ~ r.t(f~!l~:. ~ II 
S('ijls("dl~ ~ ic(%al~(%al~ ~ I 
"Iali~il~(fsi E<C~~"'i ~ II 
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women's . forced illiteracy and ignorance, a girt, it 
is ordain~d, shouldb~ wedded when .she isyeta 
ll)inor and. must be given away by the father or 
other guardian to a man of .his choice, quite· 
indepenqently of .her, who is too young to exercise 
~nychoice' in the matter. Since the act of gift 
has ~hu_s become a necessary and essential preli
min~ry· to the marriage proper, w.hich should 
follo~ it almost- immediately under normal ·cir
cum!;tan.c~s, the time prescribed for the act of gift 
is meant as the time for the marriage proper. If 
there be anyinteryal between the two, it .:nay be 
due to .the consideration that the girl to be married 
is still too young and .that there is yet ample time 
.for,thecelebratiqn of. the marriage proper prior to 
.h,er at~ainment of puberty. But this, interval 
occurs only, in exceptional cases; and when. the 
interval may appear too long, .the fathe·r is allowed. 
to give tpe girl away to another man. Under .aU 
circumstanc.es the marriage proper should take 
place,accord(ng to the Smritis, prior to the age of 
puberty. The Smritis; seem to teach, as proved by 
the existing practice, that, as a general rule, the 
gift and the marriage proper should take place on 
O)le and .the ·same day; a~d hence, it is that ,no 
separat~ time is prescribed for the marriage proper 
as distinguished from the act of gift. As a matter 
pf fact, in all Smritis, including .that of Manu, the 
terms gift (dana) an4 marriage (vit1alza) are indis
criminat~ly' used· when even· such early ages'as 
range between· two al,ld eight year~ are prescribed 
or allowed •. 
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The three nights' celibacy cannot be reg~rded 
a~ a period of trial; 

II. Again the Dewan Bah'adur says (para 2) 
tnat with a view to engage in the solemn contract of 

"Illarriage,-which, according to him,isto take place 
a considerable time after the act of gift ,transferred 
all the ownership and rights over the girl from the 
father to the'receiver,-an examination as to the 
competency of each other for the'contract tak~s 
place at the time of marriage. He further imagi
nes that the period of celibacy during the marriage 
ritual may be another such trial. -All this is mere 
imagination. vVe are told that an ,examination of 
the suitor and the girl takes place prior to the gift 
of the girl as to their fitness for married life j but 
we are not aware of any examination. taking place 
after the gift and prior to the marriage, proper. 
But it is really astonishing that the three days' 
period of celibacy, when th~ already ,married 
couple are ordained to live on simplest' meal and 
to lie on the same bed without giving vent to any 
act or thought connected with their conjugal rela~ 
tionship, is taken as a period of trial to s~e whether 
they are fit to marry, i. e., to unite together sexually 
on the fourth night.. On the contrary, this period 
of continence ~is enjoined on the couple ~ho',have 
been already united together by,the indissoluable 
bond of marriage on the completion of the Sapta
padi; and it marks the next ,stage after marriage, 
leading to the purificatory rites on the fourtt:. night 
and constituting a necessary preparatio,n (as I havt! 
already shewn, vide para 9) for the first act of 



'physical conjugal unlon,--.:...all this making up a 
different samskara. Th~ wh~le rite, moreover1 
serves to'impress the idea that the union through 
marriage already established and completed is one 

, of'spiritriaJ and ai'oral companionship, the physical 
aCt of conjugal union being prompted by the be
hests 'of the 'spiritual law for the advancement of 
the Divine purpose in the creation of humanity 
(v,ide Chap, I, para 7). Does the Dewan Bahadur 
mean that, in case the couple find themselves 
unable to 'agree in the course of the three days of 
celibate life, the previQus part of, the marriage 
ritual is rendered nugatory and the parties are then 
left freetb' marry any other? If ,so; it is quite 
against the ordinance of Manu who enjoins (V. 151) 
that the girl is bound to serve her whole life the 
man to 'whom she has been given 'away by her 
father or brother and should not transgress him 
even when he is dead. 

The alleged proper age for the gift. 

12., In this connection another point presents 
itself for I;riticism. The' 'Dewan Bahadur says 
that the time for the gift of the girl by the 
~uman owner, i. e., the father or other, guardian, 
commenc~s from her eleventh year. The only 
passage which lends itself .to' this interpretation 
is the one which designates a girl of eight years 
as a Gauri, a girl of nine as a Ro/ti1ti, and a 
girl' of ten as Kanya. Suchdifinitions areorigi
nally given in ~he special sections which treat of 
the merit, of different degrees accruing from 
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the gift of the girls of eight, nine and ten years of 
age. Each author gives his own definitions in 
this context. They are ,n6t meant for general use 
in the Smritis. There are other specific descrip~ 
tions or definitions of a kanya or marriageable girl 
which apply to a,younger one than ;l girl of ten; 
So, if the marriage of a girl can take place befote 
ten, it needs no saying, that her gift may take 
place before ten. As a n~atter of fact,as generally 
used in connection with marriage, Kanya means 
an unmarried girl or woman, not necessarily a girl 
of ten or an older girl. What has the Dewan 
Bahadur to say as regards "the most eligible age for 
marriage recommended in the follow'ing passage ?.....:. 

f.\<U(~cl!!qqi~r: Cfl"<lI<lI~ ~ II 
"The marriage of a girl of eight 

, years is highly esteemed."~(Samvarta.) 

This is quoted by some exegetists such as Vaidya
natha. Manu alsQ (IX. 93) says:, 

"Let a: man of twenty-four years 
marry a girl of eight years." 

And Parashara (Ch. VII. 4) distinctly sti~matises 
a girl above ten years asaRajasvala, as a Shudra 
woman, not fit for a Brahmin tomarry. 

The age of .piritoal ownership. 

13. I shall touch one more point -and then 
conclude. It has been said by the Dewan Bahadur. 
that the time of the gift by the last of the three 
spiritual ~wners, namely, Agni.-the 'other tw~ 

7 
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being Soma and Vishva\"'3su,-is the age when the 
girl's breasts are fully developed. \\nat this 
spiritual ownership means has not been explained 
by him. The Smritis are neither precise nor 
unanimous in their accounts of the ages of the 
respecth-e spiritual ownership of a girl by these 
Gods. One Smriti distributes the period of their 
ownership on-r the first six years of the girl's life 
after birth, and thus leaves her free to be married 
to a man ,,-hen she is se\"en years old after birth or 
eight rears after conception. Another Smriti 
assigns the period to a later part of the girl's life; 
but contrary to the Vedic Law, it enjoins marriage 
before the girl is taken possession of by the Gods. 
So the Dewan Bahadur's conclusion as to the 
marriageable age of a girl based on the period of 
Agni's spiritual ownership, though agreeing with the 
\" edic te;tching, is opposed to some of the Smritis. 

!lie tIIeerJ ..a ,...... - ....... 
14... ~ow to conclude. _The Dewa.n B;thadar 

has (onnubted the foregoing theory of .. Aryan 
\" edic La \y on :\larriage" and professes to ha ve 
thereby reconciled the \"edic Law of adult mArriag~ 
with the ordinances of the Smritis recommending 
the gift of birls at an early age. As shown above, 
his doctrine comEcS into conflict with one or another 
of the recognised Smritis, and he cannot. there
fore~ be said to ha\·e ~ucceeded in his attempt at 
a reconciliation of the Shruti and the Smritis. He 
has only raised a superstructure with materials 
gathered here and there from the Scriptures of 
'"'3ried authority and scope; but the combination 
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does nol contribute to the harmony or the strength 
of the whole. In outward form its different parts 
may appear to be consistent with one another; but 
regarded from the standpoint of the authorities on 
which it is based, it is found to be made up of in
consistent elements, resting on foundations of 
unequal strength and value, and all counteracting 
against one other. 

Barl7 gift is prodUCUY8 01 taagible em.. 
15. Though I agree with the venerable 

. Dewan Bahadur as to the Vedic Law of Adult 
Marriage, I have yet thought it necessary to criticise 
his doctrine at length, inasmuch as, with a view to 
reconcile the Shruti with theSmritis, he has 
enunciated a law of gift which is not only opposed 
in its details to . the Smritis and the Shruti, but is 
also productive of tangible e\·ils. By the Law of 
Gift he has enunciated, the father nominates in the 
eleventh year of his daughter a man with whom 
st.e may· consort for the satisfaction of her possible 
early lustful tendencies which may come into 
operation soon after she arrivf;s at the age of 
puberty, i.e., at twelve or thereabouts. By this the 
father merely panders to the lascivious tendencies 
of the girl, so that the system is not calculated to 
avoid the too early Cousummation of conjugal 
relationship, whereof the evil results are so visible 
in our society at present. It would be more 
desirable to devise a wholesome system of .early 
ed·ucation and discipline by which such tendencies 

. rna, be held in control till proper time for marria~e 
arraves. 
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The law 'of early, gift il a concession' to weakness. 

16. A mQre honest course, open to the investi. 
gato!; in dealing with this question .is to; admit the 
conflict tha t there is between the Shruti and the 
Smritis, and to try and, find out its cause., The 
Shruti lays down. laws for all time; whereas the 
different Smritis record the existing practices of 
particular ages and prescribe new rules for the 
peoples of those ages. This is admitted by our 
Shastras. And a critical examination of the 
teachings of the Shruti and the Smritis makes' it 
clear that while the laws of the Shruti are meant 
as ideals to be kept in view at all times, the laws 
laid down i.n the Smritis are their adaptations 
meant for the people of the particular periods to 
which. the Smritis refer, out of regard for their ,many 
weaknesses. I t behoves us, therefore to understand 
the Vedic ideal Of marriage and to stri v~ h,ard to 
overcome th~ existing weaknesses and to pave the 
way for the realisatioJ'l of that noble ideal in the 
pre~ent conditions of our society. 

, Education, !l~ahmacharya and adult marriage. 

17. Theljl.\V of: early marriage laid down in 
the $mritis i~, traceable, as I have already shewn, 
partly, if 110twholly, to, the exClusion of girls from 
~U systeIT\atic education, secular and religious. ' 
By thJ.'Qwing open the portals .of liberal education 
to the female haH of the population so as to train 
the girls ,for their future responsible position as 
ideal 'wives ,and mothers in the. Aryan household, 
we may revive lhe, old Vedic law . of adult. 
marriage. The institution of early marriage may 
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also be partly due to the early changes in the 
economic condition of the people, to the state of 
anarchy and conftisionwhich prevailed by turns in 
different parts of India for some hundreds and 
thousands of years, and to t~e long politi~al 
domination in the country of less civilized but 
physically sturdier races from the West. But now 
that, by the Gracious Dispensation of the Superme, 
we are brought in contact with, and under the 
political protection of, an equally civilized race of 
the Aryan stock and enjoy an unprecede~ted era 
of peace and security, there is no longer any 
necessity for us Indo-Aryans to adhereto the law 
of early marriage in the case of girls, which is 
quite foreign to the spirit of the Aryan race, which 
acts so prejudicially upon the true culture of the 
female half of the population, and which gives 
birth to a half-developed Aryan not worthy of the 
noble destiny of the mighty race to which he 
belongs. So, at least as an incentive to the much 
neededjmprov~ment in the status of the" better 
half" of the whole nation resulting in the gener
ation of a fully developed, noble, vigorous, 
heroic manhood, my thepry of. ·the Vedic Law of 
Adult Marriage with its necessary corollary of 
liberal education for the youth of both sexes 
under the regimen of the· ancient. Brahmacharya 
seems worthy of popular acceptance, 'apart from 
the sanction of the Veda, the highest autho.rity in 
these matters. 

.: 3i :. 



. CHAPTER lII. 

Conflict between the Shruti and the Smriti. 

SECTION I...:..-Dewa1t Bahadur R. Ragoonath 

Rao's view. 

[After reading my address on the "Vedic Law of 
Marriage" which originally appeared in the Mysore Herald 
dated 28th October 1907, the Dewan Bahadur. addressed a 
letter to the editor of the Mysore Herald, which was publish
ed in its issue dated 14th November 1907.] 

He wrote as.. follows :-,-

"I read with immense pleasure the address of 
M. R. Ry. Mahadeva Sastriar Avergal, 
B.A.,-whose " Studies had beenmonopolis
ed by Vedanta and kindred systems of 
philosophy,"-on the Vedic Law,etc., on 
Marriage~ . I shall be obliged to M. R. Hy. 
Mahadeva Sastriar, B.A., of the Oriental 
Library if he 'would point out to me (1) the 
passages in, the Manu-Smriti making 
marriage compulsory in the case of women, 
and (2) e·pjoining the parents to get their 
daughi:er~. married as soon in life as possible 
before attaining the age of puberty; 

. and passages in the Parashara-Smriti, insis
ting/ I that a girl should be married at ten 9r 
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earlier, declaring that an unmarried girl 
above ten years is on a p:;tr with a Shudra 
girl and is not fit for a" Brahmin to marry.' 
1 bave not yet been able to' find the afore
said passages in the copies of works referred 
to by' him in my library .. I agree' with him 

.that, when the practice advocated by the 
Smritis and unwritten custom conflicts with 
the Vedic Law, the latter 'should be taken 
up as authoritative in preference to the 
Smritis or custom (vide AshvaJayana-Sutra, 
~~, etc.) I hold that the Sinritis are 
not in conflict with the Shrutis. Imay 
have to modify my view, if the Sastricir's 
quotations are found correct on verifica
tion." 

SECTIONS H.-The marriageable age i1f girls 

according to Manu lmd Parashara. 

"-. --:-

[The following reply to the above was addressed t<\ the 
Editor of the M:vsore Herald and published in its issue dated 
18th November 1907.] 

JlYREPLY. 

2. I have read wiLh interest Dewan Bahadur 
R. Ragoonath Rao's letter published' in your issue 
of the 14th instant reg~rding my recent address on 
the Vedic Law of Marriage delivered at the 3rd 
annual meeting of the Aryadharmojjivini Sabha 
he1q qurin~ the la!;it" pasara. 1\ 1,l.E;W J"eC~1,lit like, 
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----~--,~~-

myself entering the ranks of the army of Social 
Reform and Progress has every reason' to feel 
gratified at having attracted the sympatht'tic notice 
of the veteran soldier who has been fighting ince
ssantly with no little power and effect for the last 
half-century in the C:luse of social and religious 
well-being of our people. Like a new venturer in 
the field, I take up, with no little diffidence, the 
task of answering the questions raised by this 
long-standing and distinguished General who must 
have seen and won many a fight, and who must 
have used all the weapons available in the armoury 
of our Scriptures in his battle with the upholders 
of the current marriage laws and customs. 

n. pom. at ..... 

3. To come to the points at issue. The 
Dewan B<lhadur does not hold, as I do, that the 
Smritis like those of Manu and Parashara are in 
conflict with the Shruti. He says he has not been 
able to find passages in the Manu-smriti (I) making 
marriage compulsory in the case of women and (2) 
enjoining the parents to get their daughters 
married as soon in life as, pos~ible before attaining 
the age of puberty. and (3) passages in the Para
shara-smriti insisting that a girl should be married 
at ten or earlier and declaring thelt an unmarried 
girl above ten years is 0:1 a par with a Shudr.~ girl 
and is not fit for a Brahmin to marry. 

&ccer.lia, &0 .... , auriaC ... _PllborJ I • •• mea. 

4. I shall now briefly shew how I have made 
out that, according to the Manu-smriti, marriage is 
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compulsory in the case of women. Afte~ treating, 
with regard to the male children of the twice-boni 
classes, of the sacramental rites- of jatalianlla 
(birth-ceremony), IUJmakara"" (name-giving), nisi
kralllana Oeaving the house), annapraslLalJa (rice-eat
ing) ,huJakarall" (tonsure), flPalw)'ana (initiation in
to the study of the Vedas), and keshanta (hair-clip
ping),all accompained with mantras, the Manu
smriti says (II. 66-68) as follows:-

r.=s. '"r.... ... 
01" 'iiI § ~ 4iIOIl"I'ft~l'Id: I . ~ ~ . . 
ElflIl<lq 'tI~'" ~'U'lila ~ql'll'itl( II 
q"li(iI AN: ~ ~.~: ~: I 
~ ~ <rR{: ~SmqR1*41 II 
1t'lf ~ jiiimfl .. l.uq.U4W .... A1\l:' I 
:at'4I';ft04~: ~: ~ ~ II 

II In the case of women, all thisceremo
nial course,without the mantras, should be 
gone through for the consecration of the 
body, in proper time and in proper order: 

" The marriage ritual is ordained as the 
Vedic sacrament in the case of women; 
service to the husband is residence with 
the teacher, and household duty is service 
to the Fire. 

II Thus has been declared the rule 
relating to upanayana (initiation) for the 
twice-born, that holy rite which reveals 
their origin. Now may ye learn the duty 
of this order." 

The term " all this ceremonial" (in the first of the 
three verses quoted here) refers to the ceremonies 
previously desc.ribed. beginning wjth Jatakarma .. 

8 
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U panayaI]a, though previou~ly spoken of, cannot 
be referred to by the term because it is essentially 
a Vedic ritual, a ritual invariably attended with 
mantras and intended for the study of mantras "; it 
. d 'b d ~...A--' " IS escn e . as "~IQQ:~: by Apasta~ba: 
(I. I. 9). U panayana unaccompanied with man
tras is a contradiction in terms. That such is the 
meaniI!g of the author of the Smri~i is shewn by 
the next verse, wherein it is said that the marriage 
ritual is the first Vedic sacrament in the case of 
women. The essential duties of the in.itiated boy 
(upanita), such as residence with the teacher and 
service to the sacred fire, have their equivalents in 
the essential duties of a married -girl, namely, 
service to the husballd and devotion to the house
hold duties. From this it is cle:lr that marriage 
in the case of girls takes the place of 'U panayar.a 
·in the case of boys, establishing tpeir title to the 
privileges of the twice-born, i.e., entitling them to 
a share in the Vedic rites and sacrifices. That is 
to say, - marriage is compulsory for a girl as 
Upariiyana is compulsory for a ~oy, since among 
the twice-bpfn, a married girl alone can be recog
nised as the twice-born. 

5. Moreover, if the words" all this ceremo
nial course " refer to Upanayana also, i.e., if a girl 
can undergo U panayana without mantras, as she 
can undergo' the other ceremonies antecedent to it, 
there is no occasion for referring to the girls' 
marriage here in this section, which treats only of 
Upanayana. By ret erring therefore in the chapter 
on Upanayana to the marriage of girls as the first 
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Vedic sacrament for them and by shewing corres
. pondence's between the essential duties of . a 
married girl and those of an initiated boy, Manu 
evidently teaches that girls have no rigQt to the 
sacra~ent of y panaya'na, and that marriag~, which 
is the first Vedic sacrament in their case, takes 
the place of U panayana,' as marking their birth 
among the twice-born. Hence the words of Manu 
which follow: \ " Thus has 'bee~ declared the t"ule 
relating to the initiation of the twice-born." Thus 
according to the Manu-smriti, marriage is compul
sory for the twice-born girls. 

6. This point can also be made out from the 
section treating of a widowed woman's duties. I 
refer to the following verses (V. 157-i60); ... ~ ~ .... 

ifiN' g ~'1<1~~ ~ci5q:;ii5~~: I 
if g ~ 1l(1;qI(ltW~ ~ 'm4" g II 

iil41ijIQ(OIl1. ~ ~r SiI&j'q,Ruft I 

~ d ~Iiri ~ 6+1a'tl+U( II 
\3i~ifiIA 'E1(ijIlfUl!!i+lI<SiliiI'qIRull't. I 
~ mnfir' ASlIOII+l'll~ltii5IE1R1Rt't.1I 
~~·m~.oo~~1 
~ i'=i0W!!SIISf\\' ~ ~ SiI&j'qIRou II 
" When the husband is dead, she had 

better reduce the body by feeding on good 
flowers, roots and fruits. Let her not so 
m'uch as utter another man's name: 

"Let her remain, till death,emacia
ted, ascetic, celibate;seeking that. unsur
passed merit which pertain!i to the WQmen . 
Qwnin~ on~ hqsband .. 
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" Many thousands of Brahmin men, 
who remained celibates from boyhood 
olJward,have, reached heaven without 
propagating their families. 

" The righteous woman, firm in celi
bacy when her . husband is dead, goes to 
heaven, though without sons, 'like the 
men celibates." 

Manu here enjoin~ ~hat a widow should lead a life 
of .celibacy. This. path of celibacy is not open to 
an unmarried girl, while it is open to an unmarried 
man who has gone through Upanayana and studied 
the Vedas (vide II. 243-244). This evidently shows 
that marriage is for. a girl what U panayana is for 
a boy. A man may take to the life of celibacy 
before marriage'j but he has to exe~cise the choice 
only after.he has passed through the normal course 
of life laid down for a Vedic student, i. e., after he 
finished the m~rmal period of i!l't!$('5c(I~ or resi
dence with the . teacher. So also, . woman has to 
tread the patp;pf ~elibac}" only on the expiry of 
her life of t~telage with .thehusband,-:-which 
stands in her· c~se for Gurukula-vasa,-i.e., when 
she become~,'a widow·o~ the' death of her husband. 
The differ~~ce lies in this, that in the case of a 
woman itiis not a matter of choice, the life of 
celibacy being incumbent on a widow if she were 
to go the way.of a virt,uous woman and attain the 
highest. heaven. 'open toa woman. Therefore, 
according to the.· Manu-smriti, every maiden is 
bound to marry, and every widow is bound to lead 
the life of celibacy. A widow who transgresses 
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her husband, even 'if it be for the sake of progeny, 
is censured in the following words (V. 161-162):-

" .... ~ fij ij" ~ ~ ffi ~al<'1 Cj a I 
"iii ~ fij ".... " ~~I'ICjI$(II~ q ~1"lI'q ~ II 
~ . "', '" ~ 

illr<il~qill ~~ iI*iIC4r<iQI<"l't I 

if~ ~ <fCjfit4Ot\1~ 11 
"The woman who by desire for pro

geny transgresses the husband .is open to 
censure in this world and will fail-to reach 
tne world of the husband. 

" The offspring ptoduced by another 
is not deem~d lawful- here, nor that 
begotten in another man's wife. To 
righteous women- no second husband is 
ever allowed." 

Not even the widow who has failed tofulfil h~r 
function (as laid down by Manu' IX. 96)- -by not 

-bearing children before the death of her husband
is allowed to, rem~rry. with a view to get offspring ; 
for, it is said that a childless widow can attain 
heaven by strict adherence to a life of celibacy like 
the lifelong celibate man_ The only passage in 
the Manu-smriti (IX. 89) which seems to lend 
some support to the view that marriage is not 
compulsory for women 'will be noticed presently in 
dealing with the second point, as it occurs in the 
section treating of the marriageable a~eof girls. 

Kal'l'iageable age of girls aocording to Kano. 

7. I now proceed to shbw the basis of my 
statement' that the Manu-smriti enjoins the parents 
to get their daughters married as eady in life i:lS 
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possible to suitable husbands .. in IX. 4-"~ 
ftaT ~: "-it is said that the father who has not 
given away (his daughter) in time is worthy of 
censure. So in the case of girls, there is one 
particu!ar period held more eligible for marriage 
than apy other. This most eligible period is indi- . 
cated in the verse IX. 93: 

f:hllt'if 'i(<b0"4i ~ iil'Hlqli'f<Ct'l1 
~~~qyd~~: II 

.. Let a man of thirty marry a charm
ing"gid of twelve. years; or let a man of 
twentyfour hasten to marry a girl of eight 
years, when duty seems to .fait" 

That is to say, from eight to twelve is the most 
eligible age for girls to be married. E\·en an 
earlier age is recommended (IX. 88) in the fullow
ing words: 
"~~~~I 

atSlIRI~fq ijf ~ ~ i(~I~qil~~ II 
.. To a superior, handsome .and sui

table suitor let him give away the girl 
according to law, though she has not come 
to the proper age." 

At any rate the most proper age for the marriage of 
girls is prior to the age of puberty, as the following 
verse (IX. 89) shews: 

r-" ~ fq .~ ~(UIII'daj{( CV414t4 I 
~ .-. , c .... fi5~ 

q :qq;rr "4:4l~ tlUI(I;C14 ilill It II 
.. Though she has attained the age of 

puberty, the maiden may rather remain 
. at home till death; but let (the father) 
never give ~er to one devoid of virtl,le," 
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The permission here given to a father to keep his 
daughter at home even after the age of puberty 
under some exceptional circumstances implies that, 
as a general rule, she should be given away before 
attaining the age of puberty. Further, this 
supposed permission to keep the daughter , un
married during the whole life-~irrie, given as it is 
under exceptional circumstances, is Of doubtful 
value, inasmuch as the intention 0'£ the a~thor, as 
conveyed in this verse read in connectiO!l with the 
preceding one, seems to be to impress on the father 
the necessity of giving the daughter in marriage to 
one possessed of recognised virtues, not to one 
devoid of such virtues. Certainly, the aim of the 
two statements-namely, that when a suitable 
husband is a~ hand, a girl may be married even 
before the proper age of eight, and that she may 

'rather remain at the father's home the whole life 
than be married to an unworthy husband,-'-is not 
so much to convey a recommendation regarding 
the marriageable age as to exhort· the father to, 
take care tha~ his daughter is married to a worthy 
husband. It cannot indeed be made Qut, from 
this verse, that marriage is optional in the case of 
women in the same way as it is in the case of men: 
Never can a woman by' choice remain unmarried 
as a man can. Even in~erpreting the verse literally 

, without any reference to the context, it is only as' 
long as no worthy' husband is' available that a 
woman may remain unmarried. As soon as a 
worthy man is available, she is bound to marry. 

S. Moreover, no woman can remain unmarried 
•• , ••. '..., 'I 
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~-~--~~--~~----------~-------

without risking her status in society. An un
. married woman has no status i~ social or religious 
life. She has riot yet attained recognition as a 
dvija and is not therefore, competent to enter any 
of the holy orders' (ashramas) of life-long ·celibacy. 
In fact, withogt having passed through the 
normal preparatory course of' student-life-i.e., 
;a4$"4joliilil"f4 as opposed .to ~1Ti"fliiliil ... ~r, the path of 
life-long celibacy accompanied with service to the 
teacher and the sacred fire, and which alone is 
counted as one of the four ashramas-,-no man can 
tread the path of any of the four ashramas. Being 
debarred from U panayana and student-~ife by 
Manu, no woman can tread the path of c~libacy, 
prior to marriage. To her, marriage stands for 
U panayana, and married life for student~life. 

Accordingly the path of life-Iongceiibacy (Brah
macharaya) is, as we, have seen, prescribed only· 
for a widow, i.e., for a woman ·who by marriage 
has~ become entitled to the privileges of the. twice
born, and who by married life has been. prepared 
as it were for the life of celibacy under the, 
protection of a male relative. So that, Manu 
would only stultify· himself, if he were to mean 
that marria~e is 'not compulsory for womer!. 

9. This interpretation is confirmed by the 
next two verses (IX. 90"91) : 

'''0.. ~,,~. ~ ~ ~ 
smUI "4Ejlo3'tI~Q $+iI~S4~1 ~QI I 

~«( g ~~~r~ ~ qr~ II. 
ot~r~'~(l{ w.r'{ I. 

, .. ~: ftf~r:oitfij'·;r :of :q ~S~"".I-'iij..lRt~ It 
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"Let the girl who has attained puberty 
wait three years. After that period Jet 
her resort to a suitable husband. 

" If the girl herself resorts to a hus
band, without being given away, no sin 
whatever does she, incu,r, nor i~ he guilty 
to whom she re~orts." 

Here, the right of giving away the daughter is 
limited to a period of threp. years after her' attain
ing the age of puberty. If the father has not given 
his daughter away fcinhree yearsafteL het attain
ing of puberty, then, as having reached the age of 
responsibili~y, she is bound' to find a suitable 
husband herself. Neither the daughter who thus 
marries a man of her ownchoice even without the 
father's consent, nor the man who marries her under 
such circumstances, incurs any sin whatever. At 
any rate, no girl may remain without marriage for 
more than three o~, four years after 'the age of 
puberty. This is tantamount to saying that marr-

. iage is compulsory in the case of women. 

10. Now to conclude this part of the discus
sion. According to Manu, ma'rriage is compulsory 
in the case of women, and the most eligible age 
for a girl to marry is prior to the age of puberty, 
from eight to twelve ye:us. Marriage even before 
eight is recommended in case a !?uitable husband 
is 'at hand; and marriage after twelve years and 
after puberty is, allowed only under exceptional 
circumstances. 
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Marriageable age of girllaccoPding to Pi.rashara. 

I I.. Let me take up the third point at issue. 
The passages in which Parashara lipeaks of the 
marriageable age of girls occur in the Prayaschitta 
sectioriwhere one will least look out for them. In 
the seventh Adhyaya, Parashara teaches how to 
purify ·onesclf when one knowingly or unknowingly 
has had recourse to impure or forbidden things. 
I" this section, when speaking of the eligiJ>le and 
ineligible girls fur marriage, he says (VII. 4-8) as 
follows: . 

~ ~rtJ ~.S ~oft I 
~ lt~('fiRl' ant ~".r (::iIf4ti3, II 

srm- S ~ eN ~: ~ ;{ S14'4§~ I 

~1~~II'?r (::iIEdf4t: ~ ~~ II 
~~fim~~m~1 
~~ ~ ~.qr ~ (::iIf4ti3I't, II ..... ~ ... ~ 

4«tf egiUt«flr:qr SIII&lUIl ~~~I d: I 
....... "",,~. ijfij-
~ ~NIt."Qi4: ~ 1"1)11 ,£"4~ q : II 

...... ~ '''~' A-~: Cfi(l(4'fi(1 0, '£"4ti31 CI'1 If; .. ,": I 
. " " . ~~ ~~f.f ~-A 
~ ~~ l';II+tClI:C g,a .... IQ II 

"A girl of eight year~ is' termed 
Gallri; a girl of nine years is termed 
Rohini; and a girl of ten years is termed 
Kanya; beyond that, she is a Rajasvala 
(tainted). 

'~If a m.an does not give away his girl 
by the time she attains the twelfth year, 
every month his ancestors drink of her 
mens~rual flui4, 
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U The mother and the father as well 
as the eldest brother-these three, if they 
see the maiden tainted with menstrual 
fluid, go to the hell. 

"The Brahman who, del~ded by 
lust, marries such a girl is' not fit to talk 
to, or to dine with ; such a Brahman IS 

the husband of a Shudra woman. 

"The Brahman who has intercourse 
with a Shudr<;l woman for a single night 
should undergo penance for three, years to 
purify himself, begging for his food and 
uttering sacred mantras." 

According to Parashara, from eight to ten is the 
marriageable age for girls. After ten, the girl is a 
Rajasvala. Woe be ,to the father who has not 
given his daughter away before twelve 1 His ances
tors will have to drink incessantly of the nasty 
fluid! Those responsible for the marriage of a' girl 
go to the hell if she becomes a Rajasvala,i.e., if 
she has passed her tenth year, without marriage. 
The Brahman who marries a Rajasvalara girl 
over ten, is damned because she isan impure girl, 
'being on a par with a Shudra woman. To give us 
an idea of the enormity of the sin committed by 
him who has married such a girl for life-long 
companionship, Parashara prescribes a severe pe
nance of three years' duration to wash off the sin' 
of a single night's intercourse with a Shudra woman. 
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Early and compulsory marriage la enjoined 
in ~he Smritis. 

12. Thus by a natural interpretation of the 
passages occurring in the Smritis of Manu and 
Parashara, I have come to the conclusion that 
these authors recommend alike marriag-e before 
puberty in, the case of girls, there being only this 
difference between them, that while Manu does not 
condem~ altogether- marriage after puberty, Para
shara is very strong in his condemnation thereof. 
Putting the two Smritis together, we may see that 
they fix the age of puberty _in the case of girls at 
twelve or thereabouts. This has an important 
bearing on the other point at issue, namely, the 
question whether marriage is compulsory or not 
for girls. We have seen that Manu permits the 
father to give away his daughter within three years 
after her attaining the age of puberty, that is, till 
the fifteenth or sixteenth year of her age. \Vhen 
the girl has reached or completed her sixteenth 
year, she has to wed herself to a suitable husband 
as soon as possible, thus the responsibility being 
shifted 011 to the shoulders of the girl who is 
supposed to have reached the age of discretion at
sixteen. Thus according to Manu the marriage
able age for a girl ranges from eight to sixteen and 
is even earlier in some cases. This is exactly the 
period when d. Brahman boy is eligible for upa
nayana. This supports my.interpretation of the 
passages quoted above from- the second Adhyaya 
of the Manu-Smriti, which I explained to mean 
that, among the twice-born, marriage in the case 
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girls takes .the -place of upanayana and is therefore 
compulsory. Some of the other Smritis make an 
explicit statement to this effect. 

Status of woman' according to Mann. 

13. Such interpretation. moreover. fits in 
with the status accorded to woman in society by 
~Ianu. Debarred as she is from all education. 
havi~g no right to sludy t~e Vedas and sciences. 
she is entirely dependent upon man for guidance 
in all concerns of life. temporal as well as spiritqal 
(Vide! Manu V. I,47~I56). Manu says (IX. 3 
"if ~ (qlariq4{(fij," "\Voman is not fit for an 

independent life." 
The Yedic Law of Maniage is meant fop 

women of a higher statu&. 

14. Laying down such laws of marriage as 
these, the Smritis from Manu's down to Parasha
ra's. place themselves in opposition to the Shruti. 
The ~atter. as I have shown .above in the first 
chapter, lays down a different law. namely. that at 
the time of marridge the bride as well as the bride
groom must .be of a mature mind. having had a 
previous training for due discharge of the duties of 
a house-holder. According to the Shruti. the 
wife has very responsible duties to discharge from 
the-day of marriage to the last day of her life.' 
The Smritis expressly lay down laws for a particu
lar stage in the history of our society • ...:..for that 
stage in which girls are not given opportunities for 
intellectual. moral and spiritual culture prior to 
marriage. On the contrary, the Shruti lays down 
laws for all time, with no reference to any particular 



stage of society, presupposing equal opportunities 
afforded to man and woman to prepare themselves 
for the future responsible life of house-holders in a 
progressive Aryan community. . 

How to bridge the gulf •. 

15. Thus distinguishing the scope of the two 
sets of our Scriptures, • we can easily explain the 
apparent discrepancies between the two- teachings. 
If .the venerable Dewan Bahadur who has been 
studying the question for half aeentilry and more 
can bridge the gulf between· the two in any other 
manner, r shall feel highly obliged to him, for it is 
not without suffering some severe mental pang 
that I, who am second to none in reverence for our 
Scriptures, feel obliged to discard even small por
tions of the Smritis-whichon many a socia-reli
gious question of vital importance embody valuable 
lessons for the Hindus and for all people on 
earth~on the ground of their opposition to the 
teachings of the Shruti. At present I feel inclined 
to believe that the interpretation.I have put on the 
passages quoted from the Manu-smriti and the 
Parashal'a-smriti is the· correct one, because it. is 
supported by the le~ding commentators and 
exegetists (Nibandha~aras). The burden of show
ing the. contrary lies on him who differs from these 
interpreters j and the. Dewan Bahadur, I hope, 
will enlighten the public with ~is interpretation of 
the passages quoted above. If these passages 
quoted from the published editions of the Manu
smriti and the Parashara-smriti be not found in the 
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copies of the works found in his library, it will be 
only an additional support given to the contention 
of the ancient Mimamsakas that the Smritis are 
open to interpolations and omissions and are there
fore of doubtful authority as records of the teach
ings contained in the Vedic texts OAce accessible 
to the authors of the Smritis, but now lost to us. 

SECTION II I.-Dewan Bahadur R. R',goonatlza Rao's 
criticism of my expositiotJ of the Law of Marriage 

as taught in Manu's and Parashara's$mritis. 

(His letter to the Editor of the Mysore Herald.] 

)(ana and Paraaha •• aPe Doi opposed to the Veda. 

16 "Before the receipt of the issue of the 18th 
inst;:'nt [November 1907] in which M. R Ry. 
Manadeva Sastriar's reply [Ch. Ill. Section ii] 
was piIblished, T sent my letter of the 20th 
illstant [Ch. II. Sec. I] on the question of the 
Marriage Laws. On the receipt of: the afore
said issue, I carefully read the authorities refer
red to by the Sastriar. They are all to he 
found in the copies of the works· with me. I 
read the quofations from Manu to mean 
no ma~datory precepts enjoining the marriage 
of females when they were minors. If thev 
were capable of being construed against th~ 
clear injunctions of the Vedas, I thought I 
should nO~ construe them as suc;b. No. doubt 
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the qUbtation from Parashara is moresuscep
tible of the meaning that a Brahman marrying 
a menstruated girl commits a sin; but I read 

. it to mean that if a guardian does not make a. 
giftof a virgin-when she is a ~'6nn (wants a 
husband) and when many are willilig to receive 
her as a gift (Vasishtha, Ch. 17),-for some 
purposes of his own, viz., for Kanya-shooikam 
(girl-price), the guardian is sinful; and he'who 

+t~.nf(Q: (infatuated by lust), gives the largest 
price for her and marries is also .sinful. This 
constr.uction would be consistent with Manu's 
verse (IX. 91) quoted by the Sastriar, viz., 
,,~: ~"etc., and the Mahabharata Anu

silsanika Adhyaya 44: 

I therefore still think that these authorities 
are not opposed to the Veda, and J- agree with 
the Sastriar ~hat if these were opposed to the 
Veda, they are null and void against the clear 
statem'ent~ of the Vedtls. I am glad that in 
the" main . point, there is no difference of 
opinion' between me and the Sastriar." 

.: >" • 

Marriage is not compulsory for women, according to lIIanu·. 
, . . 

17. " Regarding the necessity of a marriage sams
kara to a female, I hold that there are instances 
of. women not marrying and obtaining higher 
~eavens . th~i.ll those available to· a married 
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Sadhwiw6man. My Sanskrit work contains 
the details; ~..qrr&l~'r~u 50.13-19.' 
A Patiloka is a perishable heaven, while 
that obtained by the unmarried 'is eternal 
or more lasting (vide Mandlik's Manu, com
mentaries, Ch. V. t54, 155, 156,158 & 165)." 

My reply.*-The women here referred to must 
have lived at a time when the Indo-Aryan commu
nity was' governed by the Vedic; Laws which 
allowed U panayana fo women, who, 011 the com
pletion of their student-life,' could choose like men 
either to marry or to lead an independent life of 
life-long celibacy. But according to Manu .and 
later law-givers, no woman is .entitled to Upa
nayami and 'Brahmacharya prior to marrHlge, 
while, to her, marriage. and marCiedlife take their 
place (vide s~pra para 8) .. 

IS. "I read the letter of M. R. Ry. ;Mahadeva 
Sastriar published. iri the issue of the 18th 
instant of the Mysore Herald with much care. 
The Sastriar has quoted extracts' from Manll, 
to show how he has made ou~ that, according to 
Manu Smriti, marriage is compulsory in . the 
case of women. They had not led me to his 
conclusion, 'nor do ~they do so . now. The 
verseS 66~68, Ch. II (vide suprapara 4) show 
that up to marriage all ceremonies for the 
purification. of the body of women, should be 

• The replies under paras 17-24 have been added in the course of my 
revision of the, original newspaper cuttings for thei, reappearance in the 
forlll of .this pamphlet. 

lO 
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performed without reciting Vedic Mantras and 
that their marriage should be performed with 
them. These do not declare that marriage is 
compulsory. Women by marriage do not 
become twice-born or Dwija (Amara). A 
married girl has not· t>een recognised as the 
twice-born or Dwija." 
My reply :-By saying that marriage is the first 

Samskara done with the Vedic Mantras in the case 
of a woman, Manu teaches that like Upanayana 
which, as an eS!ientiallyVedic Samskara~: ~: . ... 
is compulsory in the case of a man, marriage is 
compulsory for her. He accordingly says (II. 67) 

, in express tenns that in her case married life and 
its duties. takes the place of .the student life and 
its duties enjoined on a man. Marriage does make 
her a Dwija (twice-born) s~nce Manu says (11.68), 
in reference to U panayana in the case of boys and 
to the Vedic rile 6f marriage in the case of girls, 
tha t these ceremonies mark their second' birth as 
belonging to th~, twice-born Aryas. H is only as a 
Dwija that a woman can take partin the Vedic 
rituals along witp her husband, whereas a Shudra, 
who is oUlside the pale of the twice-born and is 
not therefore give'n a second birth by means,of a 
Vedic ritual;\ is regarded as unfit for any Vedic 
sacrificial ~ct: (1~I'4(~ qs.t~: (T. S. 7-J-1). 

J9; ,"The next quotation is Ch; V. I57-I60 (vide 
s1ipra 'para 6). These refer to a class of women 
who wish to att,ain.a particular heayen called 
Patiloka. Verse 160 shows that she might; 
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not have sexual intercourse after the death of 
her husband with a view to get children and 
thereby obtain Swarga, an inferior heaven." 

My reply:-':"'On the contrary, Man'u enjoins 
here a life of celibacy (Brahmacharya). on every 
widow, and forbids re~marriage even iri the case of 
a childless widow who may wish to rear offspring 
with 'a view to ~ccomplish the main purpose of her 
life. 
20. "The next quotation is Ch. I I. verses 243-244. 

These reier to a male and not to a woman. 
The analogy carried out is not convincing, 
and if at all, is far-fetched. These do not 
say· that a woman cannot become a Parivra
jika before marriage. Many have so be
come and they are every day worshipped 
and referred 00 in Mahabharata-(Vide my 
pamhlet, pp. 13-19)." 

My reply.-Of co~rse the verses II. ~43·244 
apply to men, and they were quoted to invite 
attention to the rule laid down by Manu that no 
man is permitted to take a vow of life~long celibacy 
~~ before the com.pletion of 'the normal 

preparatory course of the s~ud,ent-life. Applying 
this rule to the case of woman, we may understand 
Manu ts> say, consistently with his exclusion of 
woman from Vedic study, that no woman can·take 
a vow of celibacy, even under the guardianship of 
her nearest male relative, without completing the 
normal term of married life, which closes with the 
husband's death, and which in her case takes the 
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place of the preparatory 'Brahmacharya; This 
fits illso:well with Manu's doctrine of woman's 
dependence on man that the contrary view' would 
seern to h~ altogether inconceivable., As for the 
womenanchorites spoken of in the Mahabharata 
!lnd-Olher worl,<s, read my reply tinder para 17. 

Manu doel not enjoin ,earl, marriage. 

21. "Verse 4, Ch. IX (vide para 7) refers to gift at 
proper time. Verses 90-93 refer to non
gift. Verse 94 requires examination, as it 
refers ~pparent1y to marriage: (See Manu, 
Sacred Books of the East, Vol. XXV.) 
This is susceptible of rarious constructions 
~nd 'the commentators have widely differed.
They say that this does not lay down a rule. 

I am disposed to think that th~ word ~ 
refers to accepling a maideq for marrying 
her ,and 110t for marriage proper-(See Mel n
dlik's Manu)." 

My reply.:-VidesilpraCh. II. para 10, where l 
have shown that, according ~o the nortnal proce~ 
dure marri,age follows gift immediately, without 
any long "intervaL Chapter IX. 94 is: th~ only 
place where M~nu states definitely the marriagea
ble age and cannot. therefore he explained away . 

• 
22. "The argument of theSastriar to prove that a 

woman must be married falls flat by several 
anecdotes in the Mahabharata and other 
works. I repeat that a. married woman is 
not recognized as a Dwija or'twice-born. 
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. Manu has there not. declared that marriage 
is compulsory. to women. He has not said 
that the most eligible age for a girl to marry 
is prior to the age of puberty. As marriage; 
is completed with co-habitation, it could 
never have been intended by him at her 
eighth y~ar as it is a physical impossibility; 
and if betrothal- was intended, it was no 
marriage but a gift or something like it. It 
was said to be necessary only in special cases." 

My ,.epo/.~That marriage is compulsory for 
women is not my view; Ido not approve of it, as 
it is against the Vedic Law. It is the law laid 
down in the Manu-Smriti as we have it. As to 
the women anchorites spoken of in the Mahabha
rata,. etc., read again my reply under para 17. 
Under para 18 :1 have shown how a woman be
comes a Dwija or twice-born by, marriageactompa
nied with Vedic ritual. It is ·this status of the 
twice-born wife which, distinguishes her from the 
Shudra wife wedded to a twice-born man: Exclud
ed from the early student-life and from Vedic and 
Scientific culture, women are unfit for <I.ny sort of in
dependent life,as Manu liays (IX. 3)iI ~ ~~ 
and marriage is· therefore made compulsory for 
the twice-born women as student-life is compulsory: 
for the twice-born men. The present cnstom of 
compulsory and early marriage in the case of 
women ill based on this teaching of Manu and 
other Smritikaras. Though according to the Vedic 
Law of adult marriage co-habitation mayimme
diately follow marriage, it does not cor.stilutea 



part ·of marriage.'. MC!-nu says' that marriage is 
complete with the.Panigrahana and the Saptapadi. 
The co~habitation in proper season (ritu), which 

. alone. js, .enjoined :by Law, forms part of quite 
another: SCl,mskara 'knownas Garbhadkana. Co-

. habi,tati.o~ plit of the proper season-even such as 
may take plactf on the fourth night after the Pani
grahanii under the rules laid down in the Grihya
Sutr~s~is said to be an act prompted by lust and 
n9t enjoined by Law. (vide Paraskara Grihya-Sutra, 
1 .. xi. 7-S); so that, according to the definition of 
m.ardage given by Manu : (VIII. 227) as consisting 
i'1 ~he . c~rer,nony of the ,Panigrahna ending with 
the$~ptapadi, marriage at eight is not a physical 
impossiQility. In ,this connection, read again Ch. 
p. para 9.. Normally, gift and marriage take place 
on.the ,same .day. Early gift or betrothal is not 
II said. to b€( necessary only in special cases;" on 
the contrary, it is made a bounden duty on the 
part of.a girl's guardian: by the Smritis. The rule 
is quite: the. other- way: it is '0111y late betrothal 
and late marriage. that are allowed by Manu only 
in special ~ases, while they. are altogether condem
ned by Parashara and other later Smritikaras. 

s:.s- A further study of the Vedic texts bear-
. ing on marriage', 'which I. have made since the 

writing of theart,icles collected, together in :this 
pamphlet, has ledto the conclusion that, strictly 
speaking, gift (dana) and marriage (vivaha) are 
simultaneous mutually dependent acts. The 
sacrament of marriage consists in the ceremonial 
acceptance. of the proffered hand of a maiden by 
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her suitor;' accempaniedwith a vow of !lifelong 
companionship and mutual co-operation in all 
their, temporal' and fipi~itualconcerns a,nd with, 
an invocation of the Higher Beings to. witness, 
aid and bless the union, which :thereby becomes' 
indissoluble. The different stages and constituent 
parts of this, sacrament are knQwn as ~(offering 
the maiden's hand), ~: (accepting her hand), 
qlffllSi(Ol1( (seizing her hand), ~:, (leading her 
round the 'sacred, 'fire ),~~:arid 'f.rcmt:- (leading he.r 
away from the hQIIle' of her parents), all these 
terms being by metonymy used in' Sanskrit . as' 
synonymous designations denoting the whole sacra
'!lent of marriage. :Thegift or' offering 'of the 
maiden's hand, by her guardian or" by herself 
according to the, circumstances, al'ldthe suitor's 
acceptance thereof are two aspectsofone\and 'the; 
same ceremonial act and are therefore inseparable. 
There can be' no gift without acceptance and no 
acceptance without gift j so that, the gift bf the 
maiden's hand ,cannot 'be complete without the 
suitor's acceptance. of it. Any divorce between 
the two aspects may be due only to the pre~ondet
ance of temporal interests and to a materialistic view 
of the act, in the minds of a sensulisticpeople; who 
have failed to realise the true moral and spiritual 
significance of the sacrament. ,To the same cause 
may also be traced the genesis of the. idea that 
marriage is not complete without the physical 
sexual union. The first act of physic"l sexual 
union originally formed part of quite a different 
Samskara known as Garbhadhana, and immediately 
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~ followed marriage-intervened, as may be, by the 
preparatory celibacy of one or three Ilights,
provided the bride was in proper season ~:) for 
impregnation. If she were .not in season, the 
Garbhadharia tuok. place at the next succeeding 
season. But owing to. a misconception of the 
nature and scope of the sacrament of marriage, the 
first act of physical intercourse became associated 
with the marriage .ritual and was allowed to take 
place on the fourth night after the Panigrahana,_ 
though the bride was not in seaion for impregna
tion; and it was even regarded by some as an 
obiigatory act completing the sacrament of marri
age. T.he propositions that Dana (gift) and Vivaha 
(marriage) are two aspects -of one and the same 
sacrament and that marriage is complete without 
-the physr~al sexual union will be duly established 
in a separate treatise on the subject which I am 
now engaged in writing. 

IDte'polaiions ID 'aulha.a. 

23. "The Sastriar refers to the Prayaschitta-kanda 
of Parashara. I t is curious that these verses 
do not appear in the chapter for marriage. 
The three first verses quoted refer to gift and 
not to marriage. The fourth clearly refers to 
marria.ge. This is opposed to Manu Ch. IX. 
versesgo-gI, and to innumerable authorities 
and to the Veda. As such, even if it "be 
genuine, which it may not be, it is no authority 
as stated by the Sastriar.". 
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My reply.-The Dewan Bahadur seems· to 
confound the commentator (Madhavacharya) 'With 
Parashara. The latter does not speak of marriage 
except in the section here referred to .. There is 
no special chapter treating of marriag~ in the, text 
of Parashara's Smriti.-Now the' Dewan Bahadur 
himself makes a statement which,all made by me, 
he has proposed to attack, and round which .• laU 
this discussion has turned. He says here -that the 
Parashara-Smriti is opposed tot~e Vedas and to. 
Manu and other innumerable "a;uthorities. My 
position which he has chosen' to attack is nearly 
the same, that on the law of marriage the. Smdtis 
are in conflict with one another and with the 
Shruti.The plea of interpolation,' .unless support
ed. by direct evidence, would argue the critic's 
personal bias. The safer position is that of the 
Mimamsaka, who in his 'search for the' universal 
laws laid down by the impersonal Veda, does ntt 
hesitate to reject as un authoritative tho~e mand
ates of the Smritis which may be irreconcilable with 
the Vedic teaching or whicb may narrow its scope,' 
on the ground that such mandates are based on 
personal views and individual idiosyncracies and 
necessitated by the accidental circumstances of 
particular times and places: 

Acoorcllng to Paraahara no girl under iIIn II f1i 
to be giYen alilay. 

24. "Parashara does not fix from 8 to 10 as the 
marriageable age for a girl. After 10 her 
Smriti name is Rajaswala:. This does not 
mean that, she is .menstruated at 10. He 

IJ 
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admits that, until she is 10 years' old, she is 
n~t called Kanya, 'and any gift of a girl below 
10 years cannot be, accordin'g to him, Kanya. 
danam.'" ' 
My reply.-Parashara ,may mean that at or 

after 10 a girl is fit to menstruate-though every 
girl may not visibly menstruate at that age,~and 
istberefore impure and unfit for marriage. Accord
ing toParashara a girl in her tenth 'year, but not 
after ten,~-as other Smritis clearly' teach,-is 
technically designated as "Kanya"; But in such 
phrases as Kanya-dana, the word is used in its 
more general sense of unmarried girl. Moreover, 
Parashara does not prohibit, the giving away of a 
girl in her eighth or ninth year, while some Smriti. 
katas attach special merit to the giving away or 
matrying of a Gauri, a girl in her eighth year. 
25. "r entirely iagree with the. contention of the 

, ancient Meemamsakas, as stated by the Sas-
. triar;- that Smritis contain interpolations and 

omissioils; which I have, in some cases, 
irtebiittably proved in my aforesaid work 
called H ~~rf(c6~II~f}tijl~I" The Bhash. 
yakaras have admitted this; ShriMadhva-' 
charya says:~ 
~ !1r~r-( ~'<fCI~~R\fUll~rq II 

26. "Let us follow the Vedas." 

SECTION IV:-Discussion concluded. 

Diffel'nce in the mode of interpl'etatlon. 
27. I now proceed to sum up the results of this 

discussion and close it; As the Dewan Bahadur 
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R.Ragoonath. Rao says, the difference between our 
views is very slight. lie ·holds that there is no 
conflict in respect to m~rriage after puberty bet
ween the Shruti and the Smritis, by interpreting 
very freely such Smriti texts as may seem opposed 
to, the Shruti, and reading into them several un
expressed ideas as if implied, so as to bring the 
teaching of the Smritis into line with the' Vedic 
Law. This way of going behind the passages Of 
the Smritis may not commend· itself to critical 
exegetists. . On the other hand, I would rather 
interpret such 'passages literally and with reference 
to the context and to the author's express views 
containe4 in other passages in his own writings. 
If the teaching of the author of a Smriti thus made 
out come into conflict with "the teaching of the 
Shruti, the latter should prevail, the former being 
adopted,· if at an, only,. in so far as it doesnof 
contradict the Shruti or ,supplements it. This is 
the course recommended. by Jaimini, Badarayana, 
and other ancient Mimamsakas, and is the only 
safe course to be adopted in the. present case, 
since the. chronological sequen,ce and the inter
dependence of the diBerent works of law.including 
the Vedic and post~Vedic works, cimDot be, esta
blished beyond doubt. In effect, however, i.e.,.as 
regards their bearing on the practical course of 
action in respect to marriage, there seems to be no 
conflict at all beween the two modes of ipterpreta
tion. The Dewan·: Bahadur agrees that tl:lose 
passages in theSmritis which do .not lend them~ 
.selves in any way to an interpretatif>n in accordance 
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with the Vedic Law should be discarcled 
altogether. 

i 

Agreement as to the main point. 

28. By adopting the two modes of interpreta
tion respectively, we have arrived at the same 
conclusion as regards the main point. We hold 
alike th!lt the Vedas teach adult marriage and that 
this Vedic Law should be adopted in practice. 
We also agree that, according to .the Vedas, marr~ 
iage is not compulsory for women: but I would 
aUow. this freedom at present provided only that 
men and women have been given in youth alibenl 
secular and religious education under .the regimen 
of the ancient institution of. Brahmacharya,-a life 
of simplicity in food, of self-control and perfect 
celibacy, and of implicit obedience to the teacher 
and se(vice to the .Gods,-as th~y were given in 
days of 9ld when the pure Vedic Law was in force. 

2g.FuTther, the differnce in our views as to 
the age at which, according'to Mann and other 
modernSmriti wtiters, marriage proper should 
take place, sinks into 'nothing, inasmuch as, accor
ding to my methood of interpretation, the Vedic 
Law of adult marriage should prevail as against 
the law of early marriage taught in the Smritis, 
while, ac;cording to the Dewan Bahadur, the 
Smritis should be interpreted 'so as to bring them 
into line with the Vedic Law of adult marriage. I 
do not, therefore, propose' to prolong the discussion 



by trying now to' answer - the Dewan Baha
dur's objections against my interpretation of Manu 
and Parashara as enjoining marriage of girls before 
puberty. Any such· attempt will only be on my 
part a beating about the bush, and will 'further 
create an impression that we two are altogether at 
variance with each other, whereas, on the main 
points at issue, we agree more than. any two 
modern investigators of the subject have hitherto 
done. If the Dewan Bahadur's interpretation of 
Manu and Parashara be found' acceptable to other 
investigators and to the orthodox pandits following 
closely the exegetical workS of Hemadri \Dd others, 
I shall have no quarrel with him or with any other 
in terpreter. 

The ODe point of difrereDce. 

30. There is, however, one point on which ~ 
real difference of view exists and should be made 
up. The Dewan Bahadur seems to accept, with
out any protest, the law of early gift or betrothal 
of girls as laid down in the Smritis. I cannot 
subscribe to it, even i.n the form given to it by his. 
forced interpretation, as having equal and concur
rent force with the Vedic law of adult marriage, 
for the reasons I have already stated in these· 
pages,-jirstly because it is not sanctioned by the 
Veda and is even opposed toit, and secondly be
cause it may arrest the educational progress of 
girls and lead to many other evils associated with 
the .current practice of early marriage, which has, 

• Via/1l1upra Dote OD page 78. 
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among other" things, led to precocity in the sexual 
" development of boys and girls by putting into 

their heads too early the idea of conjugal relation. 
The early gift of a girl, as transferring (according 
to the Dewan Bahadur and the popular conception) 
the rights of the parents to the future husband, 
gives him such a controi over her that he may 
prevail' upon and even" coerce her to join in a too 
early' consummation of conjugal intercourse and 
thus put an early end to her education and orderly 
development. 

Earl, marriage and betrothal of glrll preBUpp01e1 
• exclusion from education. 

31. The law of early marriage in the case of 
women has become associated with the law of 
their exclusion from vidya, from all secular and 
religious knowledge, so that we can understand 
why Manu aud other law-givers of the post-vedic 
period, who exclude women from all knowledge 
and cons;gn them to" a life of dependence" on men 
from birth to death, have prescribed an early 
age for betrothal and marriage. But as I have 
shewn above, the Vedic Law of marriage expects 
women to have been fully trained to enter, from 
the very' day of marriage onward, ".on the life of 
responsibility (in the spiritual as well as temporal 
concerns) of Aryan' householders, gives them 
perfect liberty to marry or not, and gives them the 
final voice in the selection of their husbands; so 
that the idea of gift or bp.trothal at an early age, 
long prior to marriage proper, is quite out of pJace 
in the Vedic ideal. 
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E&~11 betrothal IB, un-Vedie. 

32. A more direct proof of this can be given. 
The Baudhayana-Grihya-Sutra prescribes mantras 
to be recited by the sacrificial priest accepting the 
gift of a maiden when in the course of a sacrificial 
ritual her father gives her away according to the 
rules of the Daiva Vivaha, one of the four forms of 
marriage recommended in the Smritis for Brah. 
manas. The first of the six mantras reads thus :-

~:~~:I~·I 
,~ ~ftt"IO{l'({itl ,~~'flIlil 

. "The Lord of Creation hath endowed 
the creative organs with the seed which, 
entering iIJto the woman, grows to a 
glorious being, satisfying lust and causing 
joy. Grant here, 0 Agni, that joy to me." 

(T~ittiriya-Brahmanai iI, i'll, 6.) 

This mantra shows'that the maiden has attained. 
maturity and IS fit for immediatesexual intercourse. 
There can be no doubt that this is ,the meani~g of 
the mantra, because the same mantra is used in 
connection with the sexual intercourse which is to 
take place on the fourth, night after the Pani
grahana. Further, in the marriage hymn of .the 
Rig-Veda (X. 85) wherein the typical marriage of 
Surya with Soma is decribed, it is said that 
Savita, the father of Surya, gave her, away, on 
seeing that she appreciated the merits of the 
suitor and expressed a desire to be wedded to him. 
The law of early betrothal as laid down by the 
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• Smritis is opposed to the Vedic ideal and should 
therefore be rescinded as SOOl-1 as we .can afford to 
raise the educational status of women. 

Reform the educational system and gin up early mal'l'iage. 

33. Following the recognised tradition, I be
lieve that the different Smritis are meant for differ
ent ages, and their. laws therefore vary in tenor and 
substance, ·according to the social and political 
conditions of the people. Otherwise, there is no 
reason for the .-existence of so many Smritis. It 
will be a very interesting as well as instructive 
study to trace the several steps through which the 
Vedic ideal of marriage has passed. in the post~ 
Vedic period till it has assumed the form now in 
vogue. Such a study will shew 'that .changes in 
the system of education of the. youth in general, 
and in the educational status of women as 
aftectedby' the ~onomic and political conditions 
of the society, have led to the present customs of 
marriage. We had therefore better give up early 
betrothal and early. marriage, both being alike 
opposed to the Vedic ideal i and witi! a view to 
this, it is necessary to raise the educational status 
of women and to introduce the principles of the 
ancient institution of Brahmacharya or student
life into the present system of the education of 
boys and girls. May God help us! 

-~e ;_ 
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Marriage of Girls after Puberty ~ 

(Preface to My.S. Venkoba Rau's 

Kanarese treatise on " Marriage of Girls after 

pubertY·"-}1:liy,1909.) 

In compliance with the author's request;· I 
have proposed to. write this preface by way 'of 
introducing to the public his treatise on " Marriage' 
of girls after puberty." His study, like my own, of· 
the marriageable age of girls as laid down in;the 
Shastras was stimulated by the discussion of the 
subject in the Mysore Aryadharmojjivini Sabha' 
about two years ago. The main results ·of his 
investigation are of the same tenor as those of 
mine presented in my" Vedic Law of Marriage," 
while his method of treatment, though slightly 
different, is in a way complementary to"the 'one 
I have adopted. By insisting on a rigorous appli~ 
cation of the recognised principles of Vedic 
exegesis to the interpretation of the shastric texts 
bearing on· marriage, I have made out that the true 
law of marriage is the one embodied in the Vedic 
Mantras which constitute the scriptures of hjghest 
authority, and which clearly imply that woman as 
well as man should be married only after attaining 
the age of maturity when she may be able to 
realise the responsibilities ·of the householder'!,! life, I 

13 I 
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land capable, by previous training, of fully dis
chargit;lg the duties pertaining to it. By an 
exhaustive collation of the Shruti and the Smriti 
texts bearing on marriage, MR. VENKOBA RAU has 
shewn that it is the ~arriage of girls after puberty 
which is c!istinctly prescribed by scriptures of 
highest authority, and that, when all texts are duly 
considered, the. marriage of girls after puberty has 
a decidedly greater support of authority than the 
law of early marriage. He has, moreover, clearly 
stated, and satisfactorily answered from his own 
standpoint of view, aU· the objections which the 
modern orthodox upholders of early marriage with 
whom.he has discussed the subject raised against 
the adult marriage of women. One merit. of his 
treatise deserves notice: it is written, unlike most 
otber treatises on the subject, in the vernacular of 
the province and is therefore likely to command a 
wider circle of readers among the people whom the 
subject of his treatment concerns most. 

Those who have taken to a study of the 
Shastrason the question of marriage are confront-

I edwith texts pointing both to the early marriage 
of girls and to the marriage of adult women. The 
V~tras .used in connection with the 
marriage ritual,· and the ritual itself as laid down 
in the. G~.fuLtras, clearly indicate that the. 
ancient,practice was to marry girls after puberty; 
whereas the ~s, especially the later ones, speci. 
fically prescribe an early age before puberty as the 
marriageable age of girls. From these data of con
flicting texts, several conclusions have been drawn: 
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(I) The Shruti and the Smriti being in 
conflict with each other regarding the marriageable 
age of girls and woman's status at the 'time of 
marriage and during her subsequent married life, 
the age of girls at· the time of marriage and 
woman's status in married life are immaterial in 
the eye of the Shastra:s~All that theSh;istras 
mean is that ma:ri: and' woman should lead a 
married life .if, impelled by their natural instinCts, 
they would come· together for purposes of begetting 
children. 

(2) The ,current h.w of early marriage' laid 
down in the latest Smritis hasbeeil enjoined. by 
sages who were masters of the Veda, and it must 
therefore . be the one which' is hI accordance with 
the Veda. Though the Mantras appatentlypoirit 
to the adult marriage of women, stilI they must be 
interpreted in consonance with the law of early 
marriage. Such would be the true meaning of the 
Mantras, as made out by sages.-;-Thi~ is the posi
tion of the modern so-called orthodox pandit. 

(3) The Vedic Mantras and the marriage 
ritual laid down in the Grihya-Sutras 110 doubt 
point to the ancient practice of adult marriage of 
women. It may be that at the time the sages 
thought that adult marriage of women was condu
cive to the .best interests of the people. But later 
on, when the people havechanged their modes of 
life, the sages in their wisdom have laid down in 
the modern Smritis laws suited to the present 
times and which cannot· be changed without their 
sanction,' No Qrdinary m~n of the WQrldhas ~ny 
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,:right, tQ change. the existing law. Sages alone can 
do so .. 

,(4) The Shrutis and .the Smritisare mere 
r~cords.o(. the customs and the laws which prevai. 

,leci at the times to which ,they relate. As framed 
by ordinary leaders of society .of,the day, they 
might ,have held sway at the particular historical 
periods and among th~ particular communities con· 
cerned. One is.not more bindirig . upon us than 
another; on the .groul'ld .of its being more ancient or 
modern. What is expedient for the time and 
seems conducive to social progress is the law which 
we sh,ould follow. There is no torce in the cont~n· 

tion that ~e mU!)t .be guided by the Shastras in 
these matters, or that what is laid down in theVedas 
is, because of that fact, more binding on us than 
what, is enjoined in, the Smriti; when the latter 
happens .to be.in conflict with the. former. 

As against these conclusions, Irnaintain that 
if we would progress on right lines. we should be 
guided by the laws laid down in the Vedas. The 
whole social fabric of the vast Hindu community 
rests on the wide fqundations of the Shastra~, 
whereof the strongest part is the Veda. The 
genuine shastras embody truths and laws whose 
wisdom is being daily demonstrated by the findings 
of the advancing Il)odernscience. We will not 
therefore be wise in·wrenching our sQciety away 
from its present foundations of a mighty antiquity 
whic;h have stood the test of times and.building it 

,\tpon ,.n~w . foundations of our own laying. But 
)Y:~"'~:Jve'~ll Sha~tra$ ,are made up of.teJ~ts qJ 
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different values. The genuine portions of them 
embody truths and laws of highest value, which 
may justly claim. to have. been derived from the 
fountain source of Divine Wisdom; while again 
there are spurious additions and interpolations 
fathered upon the sages of lofty wisdom, but clearly 
indicative of the prejudices and . idiosyncrasies ·of 
their real unscrupulous authors and quite unworthy of 
the holy names of the sages to whom theyareattribu
ted. Such additions. and interpolations are found 
both in the Shruti and the Smriti. 'The genuine texts 
in our scriptures can be surely recognised through 
their contect, bearing their clear. mark as records of 
truths which the sages saw with their unprejudiced 
and unsophisticated minds,. having no previously 
settled dogmas to uphold. Most of the Mantras 
connected with the marriage ritual are genuine, 
and in the form of these mantras the Rishis and 
other lofty beings, our ancient law-givers, gave 
utterance to the aspirations of the Aryan race and 
the laws as to the mode of life .which the Aryan 
man and woman should lead as married house
holders. It is from these mantras that we should 
derive for our guidance the laws of marriage and 
married life, if we would fulfil the destiny marked 
out for the Aryan race by its pioneer leaders ~f 
far-reaching divine wisdom. Any law or custom 
which conflicts with these laws should be set aside 
as un.shastric and therefore unwholesome. 

The genuine laws of marriage, which are also 
the most rational as agreeing with the facts and 
laws of nature we know of, are those embodied in 
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the Vedic Mantras, which must be understood in 
their natural sense, not with special reference to 
the laws laid down in the Smritis by authors who 
belonged to ,difterent schools, each laying stresS on 
distinctive dogmas on some more or less important 
social and religious questions. These Mantras, 
when interpreted 'in their natural sense, give us to 
understand that at the time of marriage man and 
woman should both alike be of mature age and 
understanding, capable of setting up and managing 
an independent household from the very day of 
marriage. .The law of early marriage for girls laid 
down in the Smritis now in force must be an 
aberration Jrom the true Vedic Law, caused by 
the growing moral and spiritual weakness of the 
people, as described in the Itihasas and Puranas. 

Certainly, no specific age for marriage is 
prescribed in the Vedas whether for man or for 
woman. Such a direction would mean either that 
every man and woman should as a rtlatter of 
course marry and lead a married life, irrespective 
of their natural inclinations, or that, if they wo~ld 
marry at all, they should marry at a particular 
age or ages. Neither of these is comprehended in 
the import of the Vedic Law of marriage. The 
marriageable age has to be determined in quite a 
different way. It must be determined from the 
way in which the law of marriage operates and 
from the life laid down for .the married couple to 
lead from the day of marriage onward. The very 
idea of marriage relation and the ideal life of the 
married couple held forth in the Vedic Mantras 
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are inconceivable unless. the parties to marriage" 
are fully grown-up adult man and woman~ 

Let us now see how the law of 'marriage 
operates in the. course of human life. No. Vedic 
injunction is called for to urge a man and a woman 
to unite together for the purpose ofreproductiun 
any more than in the case of lower animals. All 
men and women, with rare exceptions, have the 
sexual instinct implanted in them ... which in time 
grows strong·enough: to bring about their union 
for procreative purposes. When the natural 
instinct prompts this.union, then the ,Law.steps in 
and teaches the man or the woman how, as a. self
conscious intelligent being, capable of purposeful 
action, he or she may improve the. relation and 
make the best of it. The Vedic Law recommends 
that, instead of mating together .like the '. brute 
creation at particular seasons for mere procreative 
purposes when impelled by instinct,. man and. 
woman must make up their minds to live together
a constant and well-regulated life of activity 
in a joint househQld in life-long compan~onship. 
This vow, ratified in the sacred " presence of divine 
personages invoked to, witness and bless the ullion, 
constitutes what is called marriage. The law.fur~" 
ther enjoins that, prior to entering on married life, 
man and woman must.have undergone a training 
(or the life through a systematic course of moral, 
intellectual and spiritual culture and of physical 
austerities, and that, after marriage, they should 
live together in perfect harmony and love, with a 
view .torealise man's oneness with the Divine-
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working in unison in all concerns of life with, 
common hopes and aspirations, discharging in full 
as one individual their duties to their fellow-crea
tures and to all sentient existence above and below' 
man,-nay, embodying in their life the very Divine 
Law of self-sacrifice and love. These regulations 
will hold good only when the parties to marriage at 
the time of marriage have been impelled to live as 
man" and wife by their natural. instincts; andthey 
cannot certainly apply when either of them is 
naturally averse to such a union and incapable of 
married life or does not fully understand the mean
ing of the marriage relation and the responsibili
ties of married life, It would therefore seem to be 
unnatural as well as unjust to marry boys and girls 
early in life ,before they have attained the age of 
maturity ang thereby compel them, when grown 
up, to live as :man and wife when, either party· 
happens by nature to be averse to such a life. We 
do occasionally come across men and women who 
are averse to a married life and inclined to a single 
life of spiritual devotion. 

According to the Vedic Law of marriage, as 
stated above, woman, as well as man, should by 
the time of marriage be quite alive to the respon
sibilities of married life and should have been duly 
trained for a proper discharge of the duties devolv
ing on her as a householder. The ideal marriage
able woman, according to the Vedic Law, is one 
whose spiritual nature has been illumined by 
communion with ·Divine Soma,-the Lord of the 
manifested. world,.-whose emotions have been. 
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purified and sweetened! by, ' the ,ambrosia of. her 
devotion to. the Divine Lord~ and whose sense
organs and physical body have been washed, 
nurtured,. and vivified by lhe, waters of ,purified 
emotion, and vitality,-as witness the words with 
which the, Aryan bridegroom,when leading, his 
bride to the altar or, to the nuptiaL bed, accosts her 
in the following words :-

~:,sr2PTr ~i~ ~ ~mJ 

~_qR\~<l4«t ~r If 
~)~~~I • 

~ oq!!~i~Ui{Ii{rw~~ ~~,U 
Soma had thee first, next had thee Gandharva j 
Thy third lord was Agni. the so~ of man being thy fourth one. 
Soma gave thee to Gandharva, to Agni, did Gandharva give i 
Wealth and progeny. has Agni ,given to me, and tqeehere. 

And at the conclusion of his address. he expresses 
satisfaction that she has come.to him with all lhis 
physical, moral aPtd spiritual wealth, ready to bring 
forth progeny. 

Such were the qualifications the .Aryan man 
looked £0\" in the woman who was to be, his life
partner. Does it ,need saying that to grow imo ... 
lady of this culture, she, must have passed through 
a regular course of intellectual, moral and spiritual 
discipline? Then, asthe Vedic Law demands, she 
would be really able, from the very day of marri
age, to reign in her new household as its queen 
and to direct with a masterly hand all its domestic 
and spiritual concerns. As a matter of fact, in the 
halcyon days of Aryan civili2;ation, it was, ruled 

14 
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that woman should be given the same Vedic culture 
as man and subjected to the same moral, intellect
ual, spiritual as well as physical discipline in early· 
youth, and that she should marry only after puberty 

I when she had duly finished the prescribed course 
I,ofstudy and 'disci~line. .~he. m.ight not e~en 
\ marry at all, prefernnga stOgIe hfe of exclUSive 
(spiritual- devotion and culture to the' semi-secular 
llife of a household~r. This insistence ·on early 
Vedic culture for woman as forman sho\vs that 
under Vedic Law of Marriage the adult woman, 
not the child-girl, is regarded as eligible for marri
age.' It was the Aryan man and the Aryan 
woman of the ancient days, trained in this way, 
who, united in holy wedlock to lead the ideal life 
of married householders, gave birth to the Brah
marshis a-nd Rajar~his of whom we read in the 
Itihasas and Putan~s, those mighty giants of great 
moral and spiritual powers who carried all before 
them. • 

The current laws and customs of marriage and 
married life mark a·wide depature from the Vedic 
ideal pictured above. A deep study of the litera
ture bearing on the subject enables us to trace the 
causes of this departure. The causes are said to 
be the growing sensualism and greed of Dvapara 
and Kali,-the ages of intellectual doubt and dark
ness as well as moral turpitude,-which led to the 
neglect of the true laws of spiritual progress. The 
people in general have strayed far away from the 
ancient path of simple living and high thinking, 
and hav~ become immersed in. a life of ease and 
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luxury. Woman, who is physically the weaker of 
the two sexes, has been practically enslaved and 
denied all intellectual culture, destined to be a 
ministrant to man's sensual needs. If anywhere 
in these days she has corrie to occupy a'dominant 
position in the household, it is because the sensua
listic man has come to feel that he cannot do 
without her and has thus in turn become her ,slave. 

If we as a people ,would grow ,strong ~nd 
secure, a place in the vanguard of the' future 
civilization, we should closely follow. ,tOe Vedic 
meals of life. Abandoning the narrow road of 
selfishness paved. with ease and luxury and leading 
to the abyss of misery, we men anQ women must 
gird our loins and run towards the well-nigh for
gotfen path of stTenuous work and lofty spiritual 
aspirations, leading to the dimly !Visible go~l on 
high of Divine power and wisdom and all-embrac
ing love. May the Lord of all give us light and 
strength and so help us! 
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· 'Marriage as: Sacrament. 

(A paper read: at lhe Karnataka Theosophical 
Federation, B owringpet, M ysore, 

Oft the 27th Aprit 1912. 
Evil, in the existing Law of Marriage. 

I. Marriage is an oft-discussed question with 
us dQring this last half-century or so. . Our in
creasi'ng familiarity with the social institutions of 
the progressive peoples of the East and the West 
has opened our eyes to the peculiar features of our 
social system, and, among others, to those anoma
lous features which have made our civilization 
stagnant and unprogressive' and have even led to 
its degeneration. It has been found that most 

. anomalies are due to the existing laws and customs 
of marriage and the existing ideal of married life. 
The pitiable condition of the child widows who are 
doomed, much against their will in most cases, to 
life-long widowhood; the general illiteracy of the 
female population to whom all systematic intelJec
tual education is denied by custom and by what 
is held as sacred law; the early parentage of boys 
and girls and the general constitutional enervation 
brought on by it; the general weakness and help
lessnes~ of women (in the poor upper classes) 
which dooms her to a slavish subordination to 
man ;-a11 these are directly or indirectly traceable 
to the existing regulations of marriage and married 
life. 
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,:l'he Yedio Law of,lfal'1'iage. 

2. Those who have: sought ,remedies for these 
evils have naturally looked into the original autho
ntles on marriage. Our, study of the Shastras 
including the Vedas, the primary authority ,on 
Sacred Law (Dharma), ,·has shown what l,he 
original regulations of marriage were and, how the 
existing cJ}stoms and. practices have. beep the 
re.sultant of. adjustrpents in the-, ,original' Laws 
adapted to· the neeQ,s of a d~generating soci~ty. 
By a ratiolial interpretation of the or.iginal Shastras
it has been. made out that woman as well asmanis 
free to marry or not to marry,; : that. the remar.riage 
of widows is not forbidden. any more than. the re~ 
marriage of widowers;' that girls ought. to. be edu
cated just as well as. boys; that. marriage. should 
take place between an adult.· man: and. an ,adult 
woman who have both. in their. youth. had a suitable 
culture and training in the, life of Brahmacharya, 
enabling them to understand the responsibilities of 
married life and to thoroughly di~ch-arge the'sacred 
duties devolving on .them from the very. day of 
marriage onward; that man and woman' meet at 
the time· of marriage on terms of equality as 
friends and maintain that· position thr~ughout 

. their married life, ,sharing joyfully between .them! 
the sacred and civil duties of married life, and co-: 
operating with each other as joint co-partners in lifej 

OUl' attitude toward, inter-caste and inter-racial mal'1'iages. 

3. Recently marriage,has become a.,subject 
o£ hot discussion and controversy in" connection 
with the well-known' marriage bill ·,of ,t\l~ 
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Hon. B. N. Basu, who thereby sought to leg~lise 
inter-c~ste and inter-racial marriages which are be
coming popular among some of the highly cultured 
classes "in this country. Naturally some of the 
orthodox Hindu opponents of tQe bill raised 
the cry of religion in danger, seeing that little or 
no importance was attached to the sacramental 
side. of marriage and that the insurmountable 
barriers .of caste and race set up by the modern 
orthodox Hinduism in all marital concerns, w~re 
to be removed. Ever since the bill 'was intro
duced into the Imperial Legislative Council I 
have asked myself the question, what should be 
our attitude as Hindu Theosophists towards the 
question of inter-caste and inter-racial marriages? 
As true Hindus, following the Vedic Law, we 
cannot afford to ignore thesacr~mental side of 
marriage. Neither can we, as Theosophists cheri
shing the ideal of universal brotherhood, afford to 
let slip th~ opportunity which would furnish the 
meansJof~bringing together, by the closest of human 
social ties, the cultured families of the several castes 
which make up the Hindu population, and of the 
cultured and progressive nations of the West and 
the East who hold in their hands an unbounded 

. sway over the temporai and spiritual destinies of 
the earth's humanity. I h:>lve therefore propound
ed to mysdf for solution the question, "Is the 
Vedic ideal of marriage.as sacrament inconsisten~ 
with inter-caste . and inter-recial marriages which 
are productive of highly beneficent results from 
the standpoint of the: Theosophist ?" 
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The Yedic Law in favour of 'inter-racial marriage". 

4. Thus led once more by the guiding star or 
Theosophy, I approached for an answec the 
sources of Vedic religion pure and simple, which 
to me is ideptical with universal religion based on 
Divine Wisdom. In the light thrown upon the 
question by the Vedic religion it is seen that unions' 
by marriage of cultured individuals and families 
belonging to widely different castes and races will 
be nearer approches t,o the .Vedic ideals of marriage 
and mar-ried life than unions confined within the 
limited circle of a fewfamilies.affording 110 varieties 
of culture and temperament. This would seem. 
to show t1)at an understanding of the basic truth 
underlying the sacramental side of married lif~ 
can alone lead to that lasting and' wholesome 
union of all the progressive sections of humanity 
by way of bringing about inter-caste and inter
racial marriages among the cultured classes. This 
truth may elude the grasp of the careless student 
of Vedic Religion; and certainly he who is blinded 
by racial pride, religious bigotry and self~righte

ousness will f .. iI even to suspect its e~istenc~ On 
the other hand, to the unbiassed student, such as 
a true theosophist ought to be, imbued with the 
spirit of universal brothe,.rhood, and fre~ from racial 
pride and religious bigotry and social prejudices, 
the truth wUl reveal itself in all its glory; and 
failure to comprehend it would only spell want of 
close study and attention on his part. I shall now 
proceed to shew how I h:ve come to the conclusion 
tha~ inter-caste and inter-ra.cial marrjages among 
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Ithe cultured families of the East and the West are 
better fulfilments of the Vedic ideal of marriage 
as sacrament. 

The yulgar and sacramental aspects 'of marriage. 

5. Marriage is one of the most important of 
the Vedic sacraments: The vulgar and legal side 
of marriage _and married life is quite familiar to 
us al1, alld I am not concerned with it now. It is 
the sacramental side of marriage and married life 
that I now. propose to .de::al .with as it is not 
generally understood by those who ought to know 
it. There is no need to discuss here all those 
functions 'which the married couple are'to fulfil 
under the provisio.ns of the civil law and the dic
tates of natural instincts. To these I refer at aU 
here only to ca11 attention to the different directive 
forces at work in' the Sacramental and vulgar 
courses of life respectively. The vulgar or legal 
side of our life-activity is directed by personal 
interests, by the impulses and desires' swayed by 
sense-objects' in the external world. On the other 
hand, the Sacramental life is regulated by a higher 
law, by the will of the individual, the true man, his 
Higher Self, the ray or the' reflection of the Divine 
Being, more fully reflected in the higher or finer 
nature of man than in the gross physical body and 
senses. 

Preparation for the holy married life. 

6. From this it will at once be seen that, 
prior to marriage, theinne~ will of the individuals 
concerned must have already begun to work as 
against the natural impulses and instincts always 
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le<4ding' th~m towards the external :world. lh' point 
of fact, according to Vedic Law, man an'd wo'rnari 
must prior to marriage have led fbr,solne years a 
life of Brahmacharya; that is to say, -they. must 
have learned to control their-body, sensesal'Jd 
mind. In early youth they are 'taughlto recognise 
the existence of the Divine ,Being and their 'oneness 
with Him. They are ina de to see that the 'first 
step oli the path of realisatioll 'of this oneness.is 
devotion in doing service to ,the Divine Lord and 
His Agents with 'their -body,senses and mind. 
With a view to efficiency in'this' line Of work they 
try to make their organs strong~ refined' and obe
dient instruments of their will. Th€!y live on 
wholesome and non-stimuIatingdiet, study laws of 
the wcrld-evolution ~nd spiritual progress; they, 
meditate and worship and do service to ,their 
teacher as the visible embodiment of the Divine 
Being. This - i-;; a period ,of preparation for the 
spiritual life of the householder, ' Man and woma'n 
have thus learned what they will have to do as 
responsible members of the society. They have 
learned that their life~activities should be devoted 
to the Service ohhe Divine Lord' (Prajapali) and 
His Agents,-Devas, Rishis, aud Pitris.' 

Marriage as sac.amen'~ 

7. With this prepara'tion and equipment 'and 
with this aspiration it is that man and 'woman unite 
together in marriage. This determination to devote 
their purposes, thoughts and 'activities (for ,the 
progress of humanity) in the Service of the Divine 
Lord and His agents is known' as' Diksiza,-solemn 

~S 
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consecration of life. Those men and women who 
have thus consecrated their lives to the service of 
the Lord (Prajapati, Brahman) may alone be 
called Brabmanas. The Vedic Law declares that 
birth in a particular family does not count in this 
matter. It is the life of spiritual devotion that 
makes one a Brahmana, to whatever caste or race 
one may belong. Union by marriage of two such 
people, man and woman, both true Brahmanas 
who propose to tread together the path of Divine 
Service, constitutes the Vedic Samskara of marri
age descri~ed as salla-dlzarma-cltarini-samyoga. 

Bl'8.hmana as sacred fire. 

8. They are the people who in them have 
generated the Sacred Fire, Agni. Nay each of 
them is a Sacred fire, as described in the following 
verse:-

~: ~Pls:(aa+t: ~Ptf.h: ~: ~: I 

~"(I':qij ~:, II 

"Fire is he (the Divine in man) who is of 
purest purpose, who is pure in thought, who is 
pure in speech. Thus invoked, he shines in 
purity." (Taittriya-Samhita, 1-3-14.) 

Pure in purposes, thoughts and deeds, the 
man' and the woman, devoted to the service of 
Brahman and aspiring to realise ,their oneness with 
Him, are themselves the Sacred Fires. \Ve wiJ) 

do well to realise how this is. Man's conscious 
life-activity involves three factors, will, thought' (or 
\Visdom), and action (outward), 'all having their 
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source in the Divine Self in man. So long as our 
purposes as directed to our separate personal con
cerns as distinct from those of others, the Divine 
energy acting through us as purposes, thoughts 
and activities is broken up and scattered. When 
withdrawn from purely personal concerns and 
concentrated on the one Divine plan comprehend
ing the whole universe, with a view to co-operate 
in its working, 'the Divine energy in man is brought 
to a focus. This concentrated intensified Divine 
energy in man is the true Sacred Fire of which 
the external Fire tended by the devotee is a 
symbol, chosen as' such for its brightness and 
purficatory virtue in the physical world. ' 

Birih and growOl' of ucrecl 1l1'e. 

9. This Sacred fire is generated and tended 
in early youth. \Vhen the youth, man or woman, 
proposes to enter on the larger life of spirit 
(Brahma) as distinguished from the narrower life 
of the' body and senses, the very first thing 
that is taught by the spiritual teacher is the one
ness of man with Brahman. ~,<it o:mnf« ; 
II Thou art Brilhma, thy designation is Brahma." 
Then the youth is asked to lead the life of spirit, 
and to give up the life of the . body and senses, 
with which the vulgar identify themselves. Thus 
the student-life as' well as the householder~life is 
called by the sallle name-prajapatyasr":1IIa, the 
life of devotion to Prajapati-the one being a 
preparation for the other; rather they are two 
stages on the same path, one being an extension or 
continuation of the other. Both may be regar?e<! 

,> 



as the life 'of Spirit as :distinguished from that of 
the,b,odywhich ,is to bi used as a mere instrument 

. -~Ti'~. As. the energies playilig through 
'the mind, .body and senses of the individual 'are 
focussed on ,Brahma, their primary source, the 
individual becomes an intensified manifestation of 
the Divine .Energy and constitutes the' Divine 
Fire. ~s the individual lives more and more en 
rapport with Prajapati (Brahma) he reflects the 
Divine Energy more and more fully . 

. Mal'l'iage as union of two sacredfirei. 

10. Thus marriage is a union of two Sacred 
Fires. In fact the holy married life, and the 
interactiollof the two sacred fires generated in the 
sacrificial rite of 'Agnichayana, are described in ~he 
same terms. It is as fires that man and woman 
~re addressed and address each. other a t the most 
solemn,moment of union; when the bridegroom 
holds th~ bride's hand in his and leads her. round 
the altar. The words are as follow: 

-A..J. ~ •• ~ "''' " 'C:II+I~ 'C:I"M't~~ l~q,·~ tPi01~HU01T I 

~~~4i~~(HII.t1 if crt ~ ~ ~ ~ ~'dI~I<i(~1l 
. (Addressing the two fit:es. the .sacrificer says) :~ 
"Walk ,ye and .will in concert, beloved. of each' 
other. ,Feeding and growing strong togetherye 
are un'i~ed 'in t~oughls, aspirations, and ideals." 

~q e'il~qlql«~ ~ ij4i01(44ilo1r I 

~(UiJr4iflteq{1141.it "".~~ if ~.~ ~'dIOO4I<iUuI 
(Tpe bridegroom, addressing the bride, says) : 

_" Let ~swa~k apdwill in concert, belovf=ldof 
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each other. mutuaI1ya,ttractive and well-disposed 
to each otber. Eating food and gaining .strength 
together, let us unite our thoughts, aspirati.ons and 
ideals." 

Thus when in the great sacrificial rite of 
Agnichayana the Ukhya-Agni, the Oivin~ Fire 
without, is brought in union with the Fire ill man 
(Garhapatya),the same mantra is addres,sed to the 
two fires. Here the individual' soul just turned 
Godward is bidden ,to act in harmony with, the 
Divine LOJ;d, to direct his own purposes, thought~ 
and actions in, the line of the 1)ivine will. In 
marriage, the .two Fires, which the, tJ;ue Brahmana 
bride and bridegroom really .are, .are. exhorted to 
actin concert with each other. In both the 
Divine Fire has been engendered and nursed 
during the' earlystudent"li(e jand the husband and 
the wife are now exhorted- to 'tend it and keep;it 
burning. They should so, a,ct in their joint life ,as 
householders that, by their harmonious action in 
the service of the ,Divine Lord, the Divine Life in 
each may grow and attain .fullest . development. 
However different their individual temperaments 
and culture might be, they mllst aet in concert 
with each other in the service 'of, the Divine LOI;d 
and his Agents. As they have ,risen above the 
sway of ,impulses and desires, ,the difference in 
temperament and culture will :beno bar to ,their 
concerted actionj it might rather even help it. 

Gcitl'a and its '!!'al'iety, 

II. The Vedic Law lays down thrtt the bride 
a~d the bridegroom ihould be of different gotJ'as ; 
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. that is to say, they should be of different religious 
-temperaments, and the iines of their intellectual and. 
spiritual culture should be different. I shall illus
trate what this exactly means. The youths brought 
up in the modern cultured families of the advanced 
races in Europe, America and Asia who cherish 
different ideals of .intellectual and spiritual educa
tion and culture may be said to belong to different 
gotras, each named after the founder of the parti~ 
cular system of inteliectual and religious education, 
such as Bhrigu, Angiras; Vasishtha, Buddha, 
Krishna, Christ. Gotra represents spiritual pedi
gree, as distinguished from Sapi1tdya or physical 
pedigree, as may be seen from the fact (among 
several others) that, according to the Shrauta 
Sutras, the Gotra of a Kshatriya is named after 
,that of his spirituai teacher and' guide'-:"the Puro
hita. In the degenerate- aOge of Hinduism, when 
true genuine spiritual culture, went into the back
ground giving place to meaningless formal ritualism, 
the spiritual pedigree has merged in the physical, 
and the Gotra of a mall is necessarily named after 
that of the father, who, according to. -th!:j existing 
rules, should formally initiate his son into the 
JIlysteries of spiritual life, though he may be the 
most incompetent person. 

According to the Vedic Religion, there are 
seven Rishis or Divine sages who may be said to 
be the spiritual guides of humanity. They are the 
seven Gotra-Rishis, the founders of the seven 
different lines of spirittlal cultl1re leading. to the 
realisation of the Divine Lord, -the seven ways 
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of engendering, tending and developing into matu
rity the Divine fire in man. The Gotra-Rishi and 
the Pravara-Rishi of a Gotra- mark the great 
personages who adopted that particular line of 
development. He who, for instal1c~, belongs to 
the line of Bhrigu invokes the sacred ~re after 
the fashion of Bhrigu as the following maritra 
declares: 

arr.r ~Wl,~+iS4'Uwtq'tI§~ \I 

"I invoke the sacred fire like Aurva, like 
Bhrigu, like Apnavana." It is ordained that the 
bride and the bridegroom should, at the time of 
marriage, belong to two different Gotras, that is to: 
say, should have. followed two different lines of 
spiritual culture. 

Onenel. of the Self with the Divine Lord. 

12. Though the prohibition of near. physical 
consanguinity may be justified on scientific grounds, 
it is not ·so easy to see why the difference in Gotra 
or the line of spiritual culture is insi.stedon. Let 
us, however, try to find the reason. When there 
is a divergence ir physical heredity, intellectual 
education, religious temperament, and spiritual 
culture, the meeting point of the bride and. bride
groom must be sought on that level. which is above 
all these regions of difference. They have to find 
it in the Divine Lord of the Universe in whom the 
two souls have their origin. If they do not recog
njse their union ill the Divine Lord, their common 
source, th~y can never agree and unite in their 
life-woTk. When two such individuals of widely 
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different cultures and tempera~ents agree to live 
together' for the whole life, it means that they are 
conscious of their oneness in the Divine Lord. 
Once their union in the Divine Lord is glimpsed 
forth, their individual variations cannot disturb 
their harmonious working. The variety will only 
add to the beauty of the harmony in their lives; 
this beauty reflecting the beauty of th~ Divine 
nature in ~hi'ch the wholevarietY'of the universe 
is harmoniously blended. 

Realisation of oneness with the Divine Lord. 

'. 13. The necessity for variety in the Gotras . 
of the bride and the bridegroom may be explained 
in another way. The Grihasthasrama is intended, 
as we have seen, for the realisatio'n of onenes; with 
Brahma, Prajapati, the Lord of Creation. There 
are seven 'palhs leading to him, and these paths of 
spiritual culture are named after the seven Hishis 
who represent the seven aspects of Brahma. It 
would seem, then, impossible . fully to realise 
Brahman'.along anyone line exclusively. It is 
therefo1"e"necess~ry to assimilate something of the 
other li;les while working along the main line to 
whiCh the individual belongs. This assimilation 
can be .brought about in successive lives by that 
intimate thorough-going intercourse with another 
soul of a different spiritual culture, which the 
married life· implies. Thlsassimilation of the 
alien lines of spiritual culture has to go along wit~ 
the assimilation of the characteristic attributes oj 
the opposite sex, which is also necessa£y' for the 
realisation of Prajapati in whom both sexes are' 
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combined. When .theculminatiol1 . of . th~ ·sex. 
assimilation js reached, tl).e man or the woman 
ceases to have any attraction for the opposite sex 
and is fit to enter ,on the. Sallilyasflshrama, to 
renounce all personal earthly concerns and try to 
pass beyond the earth. This js per,haps the 
reason why the person whoproposf:s to, enter the 
Sannyasashr~ma is. bound~operforrnPrajapat" 
yeshti beforehand. This would imply that ·the 
devotee has attained r~alisation ef pis.onenesswith 
Prajapati, or tb~t he h.as fulfj.lled all the obligations 
dQe to the Hierarchy headed.by Prajapati, which 
.constitute. the service of th~ Divine, Lord,tending 
to the. spiritual progress of the householder. 

• Tllree linea of.Diyine Seryice • 

14. Three lines of service are ,marked out for 
the spiritual life of the h9Ilseh.o.1der: service to 
Devas, service toPitl"is, and servic.e to f{isQis. 
The Vedic Law runs as follows; 

;JJ14+t1'11 ~.:iJm~om.~ ~or-
Co . 

rhiT ~. ~<f: ~ Rct~'q': ., ~'CJT quit. ~: 

~ ~ ilW""If«I~I'1J 
" A Brahmana, on· becoming such, becomes 

indebted in three way$ j by spiritl,1aldevotion 
(brahmacharya) to Rishis, by sacrifice (yajna) to 
Devas. by progeny (praja) .to Pitris. Free from 
.debt is he who has children, who sacrifices, and who 
leads students in the life,'of spiritual devotion.'; 

These three orders .of mighty beings ,are 'the 
guafdians "of' the: world-evolntion;the agents' <!If 

16 
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Praja pati .in.the different . departments of the 
Divine administrationpf the world~system. . The 

. house~ho!ders who devote themselves to the se'rvice 
of I;Jrahma (Prajapati) carryon their life-activities 
in co~operation' w.ith these three orders of beings. 
The . householder may choose to work equally 
along all the three lines, or along only one of the 
threelines.·exclusively or more· prominently than 
along the other: two. ·It is· with:teference t6 this 
choice that marriage sacramen't ·is,called Brahma, 
or Daiva, or prajapatya;or. Arsha. \Vhen It is 
proposed to devote the married life to the· service 
of Brahman in alldepartiIi'ents equally, the marri
age is known as Brahma. When ~one department 
of the service is chosen for" ~xclusiv~ . or proII].inent 
attention, the marri<lge is known as Daiva, or 
Frajapatya, or. Arsha according to;. the . special 
choice. Service 'to Devas' cbnsiEts io developing 
faculties of knowledge ana a.ttion relating to th~ 
visible and invisible regions' of nature, in controlling 
and. employing·tbe forces of· those realms for the' 
benefit. of. .·the .. worll at~ large and, thus hel.ping 
De~as·in·: their' wo~'k~ 'S~~vice' to Prajap!lti or 
Pitris consists in raising noble o'tfspring by'leading 
a life. of scrupulous sexual :continence and chastity 
:andbringi:ng up that: progeny in ways .. which con· 
du~e to their spiritual progress. Rishis are served 
:byacquisition of spiritllal know~edge.and by hand· 
.·jng on: that knowledge to the posterity,-by teach. 
ing it to others. At marriage the bridegroom. and 
the bride. solemnly promise to uaite their aspira
ti.,ns· ·11'1 ·devotio·n·· to '- the- 5ervice .~. 'of - . Brahma 
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(Prajapati) and: to ""ork in mutual co-operation 
and complete harmony throughout life. 

In~aste and inter-raaial mal'PiageB. 

'15. Let tis now See the bearing of< thisviewi 
of marriage as sacrament on the question of inter~ 
caste and inter-racial marriages. We, have in this 
connection to bear in: mina the two main conditions 
of marriage as. sacrament: (1) Devotion to the 
service of the Brahma, Prajapati, the Divine Loid, 
o(creation, and (2) 'difference in the 'gotras,~iIl 
religious temperainentand culture,'-of the man, 
and the woman to be united in marriage. As
devotion to the service of Brahma,' the,loidof: 
creation; makes one a brahmana, marriage he tween, 
a man and a woman both devoted to the service of 
Brahma, to whatever' 'caste, nation, or' race' they 
may beloi1g,~isa' marriage between Brahmanas 
in the true sense of the term, and fulfils the first 
condition of marriage as sacram'ent. ' They have 
recognised the inherent ,Divinity of mali, arid, as 
the means to a realisation thereof, have consecrat
ed their lives to the service of the 'Divine Lord. 
The second condition. is fulfilled by the man and 
the woman having 'received in their youth due 
intellectual and spiritual culture along their res
pective lines. The necessary differences in tem
perament and culture,~thediffeiences in gotra-'
are better secured when the parties to marriage 
belong by birth to different castes, or different 
nations, or different races, and are brought up 
under different systems of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual 'culture; 'The national and racial 
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differences in these respects should be tio bar to 
marriage. On the contrary, they will· tend. to 
secure the truest basis for marriage, namely, the. 
recogniti0n of spiritual unity amidst individual 
variations which relate to the unspiritual principles 
in, theconstittitioo· 0(. man. The harmonious 
blending of the individual variations in, their: joint 
life will only add to its wealth and reproduce in 

,miniature the Divine harmony manifested in the 
universe so fuil of diverse elements. The main 
factor in the harmonisation·of their joint life is their. 
determination to act in accordance with the .willot 
the Lord guiding the affairs of the uQiverse. This 
determination, based as it is on the intuitive per. 
ception of maR's di~inity and of the inherent one
ness of the soul with the' Divine Lord, will not 
swerve under all chatiging conditions· of life. 

Vedic Ideal to be spread broadcast. 

16. No doubt in these days very few families 
even in the most advanced sections of the civilised 
people cherish this high ideal of married life or are 
prepared, to subject their youth to the training 
which forms a necessary preparation for that life. 
This shows in what line .world-wide spiritual 
movements like the Theosophical soc;iety aiming 
at a practical realisalfon of universal brotherhood 
should work. It is incumbent on them to spread 
the ideal and to take practical steps to give to the 
aspiring. youth that early training and culture 
which is preparatory to the spiritual Jife of the 
householder. It is true that even under the most. 
favourable conditions such ideals will no~ likely 
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find acceptance except among the· foremost and 
highly advanced ranks of thecivili.sed· races; but, 
judging from the rapid spread of the eastern ideals. 
of spiritual culture in the old and new worIds,'we 
may reasonably hope that the ideals will soon' 
become popular among the upper and educated 
r .. inks oCthe civilised world, who alone can at anY' 
time rise to that level. Agreeably to this' ,hope" 
his clairvoyant vision of the beginnings of the Sixth 
Root Hace has revealed to Mr. C. W. Leadbeate~ 
to what extent the prevalence of these ideals will 
have brought about the union of eaStern and west
ern nations. Speaking of the social condltiOd Of 
India eight c:enturie~ hence, of which he had some; 
glimpses, he says: Ij There· is evidently fat more 
mixture in the higher classes than there used to be, 
and much more inter-marriages with the white 
races, so that it is clear that among a large section 
o£ the educated people the caste' system must to a 
large extent 'have been broken down." 

Weakness and dlaunion due to unsplrltuality. 

17. Our study of marriage as sacrament has 
thrown light on another important point in the 
social life of the Hindus. The modern Hindu 
suffers from a constitutional weakness, of which 
the effects are seen in all concerns of life. In 
spiritual life the modern Hindu does not exhibit 
that earnestness and ,devotiQn which should go 
along- with it. His intellect is not virile and has 
ce:lsed to produce anything original. His physical 
:lnd moral weakness has led him to seek foreign' 
protection and brou~ht about his econornica'l 
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dependence. Contrast this with the virility of the 
ancient Indo-Aryans who colonised, conquered and 
spread the Aryan civilization abroad. This change 
from virility to weakness is due to the change that 
come about in the working ideals of the publi~ life 
of the Aryan householder; and it has brought in its 
train many social evils, not the least of which is 
the division of one people into innumerable castes. 
separated by impassable barriers. You will present
ly see how. 

Spirituality tendl to union and ItrengUt. 

18. The Indo-Aryans were all one people at 
first. They recognised only two classes of people, 
the Aryan and the non-Aryan (Dasyus), the cultu
red and the barbarian, the devout and the unde
vout, one passing into the other by elevation or 
degardatio~ brought about by effort or neglect. 
The Aryans were all devout and cultured people, 
and constituted Varna, people who sought the 
higher life of spiritual devoti9n. 'In all depart
ments of life, they aspired, dared and achieved. 
This virility was due to the early training to which 
the youth of both sexes were subjected as a prepa
ration for the responsible life of public citizenship. 
We get a glimpse of the nature of this early train
ing and culture from the rules of Brahmacharya 
given in the Vedas and Dharma-Shastras. The 
youth had to live a hard and simple life permeated 
by an ardent spiritual aspiration; The body and 
the senses were subjected to a strict regimen of 
food and conduct calculated to make them pure, 
strong,· refined ancl obedient, tQ bring them under 
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complete control.~lt was ·-in short a life:inwhich 
physical austerity Was combined' with: iritelle~tual 
and· spiritual culture, and which devoloped will. 
power to a high degree. It was a life of tapas as we 
call it. It was this l.ife of tapas, this life of ardent 
one-pointed devotion to high spiritual ideals, which 
in ancient days preceded the ma:rried life, as a 
necessary preparation, fQ1" the later life, of;:the 
householder. As the Indo-Aryan youths of both 

, sexes passed through this training and culture" they 
were known as Varna (aspirants) and Brahmanas 
{devoted to spiritual culture). Then tne Inqo-Aryans 
were all a virile people and carried all 'before them. 
The-earliest specimens' of people who constitli: 
ted Indo-Aryan typeare described in our 'sacred 
writings as follows: 

~e:41aliilOil~1J( ~ '~ . S\41 IQdti( I 
/ 

~latij.41II7r~~ I) 

II God' created :at fj.rstBrahlll.ans o.nly, lords 
of existence, 1espleod~nt in their ~Wll spiritual 
lustre, brilfiallt1ike the' Eiiiti:ancHlre.l[, . ' 

Such w~re 'th'e"ideal btahtnanas 'of 'power and 
glory into whose likeness the Aryans aspirc!d to 
grow. '50 long'.iisthe aspiring :Aryan yeuths' were 
brought up in the life of. brahmacharya, they were 
as a whole a mighty people.· . .. . ' 

OnBplrit~~ ~arriage and dIYIBI~D of YarnaB. 

. '19· As this'· -early. training:of bra"htnaeharya 
slackened, the later life af the -;hbuseho:Jder-JOS1: it~ 



prginal virility, and the people pegenerated. As 
people of different degree~ of tapas ot' spiritual 
ardour' marrie<;l with people of little or no tapas, 
.the one Varna of the- Aryan6spHt\Ip into several 
Varnas. As tapas based on spiritualaspiration for 
\In'ion with the Divine Lord gradually went into 
the back-ground, the people became weak and lost 
sight o~ their unity. 'the factors of separation, 
,conSisting jn personal and class icliosyncracies, 
loomed large in their eyes and they have become 
divided into innumerable castes with insurmount
able barriers l:>etween them. Thus disunion and 
weak!1ess, so prevaJent among the Hindus, are 
'traceable to the defects in theeady training of'the 
youth. The·origin of theseveraJ, castes from. out· 
of the one original people, Brahman.as, is .clearly 
traced in our sacred booksoJanak.a, .asks Piirashara: 

: ": . ", 

qaTf f4~l!Iqon;rt 'f~ ifi;r ~ I 
. ~~~TRrt ~ (f(ft ct¢ CR· II 

. '" . 
~p.ffl~ ~ ~~M(f~: J 

Ilfi~ grmrlJRiT ;;rRiT fJl~~q(Oi: mr: 
; ,t 

The qll~stion i5 __ H What. is the, cause of the 
distinctions in Varna, 0 great sage, I wish to 
know. Do thou, grea~ Teacher,tell me. From 
the 5hruti we learn that the child is the same 
as the father j how is it then that those born of 
the Brahmanas ha.ve come to be looked upon as 
:distinct cla:sces;of'people? 



P~rashara answers: 

C(CI~aAl(I(j~ ~ \iI'~ ttCJ ~: I 

cN6«4QCf)Qol ~~i mr: II" 
~ ij4I~I'4 ~. ~ U~: I 

'8Iffirqa~Jt (~Ti'tar.ro ~ ~ II . , 

"So it is, Thy Majesty. The child. is the 
same as its progenitor. But by deficiency in tapas 
the child is regarded a~ belonging to a distinct 
class. From a good seed sown in a good soil comes 
a good offspring. When either of them i~ defective 
a degenerate offspring is. born." 

Brahmacharya is ilIe panacea for all sooial 1118. 

From this we learn that want of tapas or spi
ritual ardour has brought about degeneration and 
division among the Aryans. Their regeneration 
can therefore be brought about only by a revival 
of the spiritual ideals of public life and by a training 
of the youth of both sexes in brahmacharya as a 
preparatiOlf for the life of' the householder. Then 
the people will as a whole be virUe and vigorous 
once more. This virility has been lost for thou
sands of years. Apastam):>a, who compiled the 
sacred laws of the Aryans about 2000. years ago, 
complained of the utter neglect of bra.hmacharya 
by the people of his day, the result Of which was,. 
as he said, that no Rishis or men of original 
achievements in spirit~al, intellectual or even 
material fields· could take birth amon? them: 

ij'~ltEt41q<.!J it \il'PR fir~;flf¥f\¥Ji~ II
.'.,' 17 



" Hence no rishis are born. in the recent gene
rations becaus~ 'of the transgression of disciplina,.ry· 
rules." - . 

So, then, early training on the lines of brahma
charya is the panacea "for alLtheillsof the.Hindu 
society.. That alone ca,n eradicate the evil and 
restore the long l~st vigor and vitaiity. May the 
Lord help us! 



Hindu Marriage Reform. 
(An EnglisliVersion of the inaugural address 

in Kanarese at tli, first discussiO?:' meeting of the' 

Mysore Hindu Marriage Reform Leagll,ein 1913) 

1. The object of the League. 

Though ,this Marriage Reform League was 
organised here only' a month and a half ago,its 
seed was 'sown about eight years back. In 19e>5 
an, association under the name of Arya-pliarl1~a'
Ujjivini Sabha-Association' for the 'resuscitation 
of the true Aryan ideals o~ life-was forme~, and 
many questions of socio-religious interest were. dis
cussed on the basis of shastras. The chief object 
or'that association was to r~form the existing Hindu 
social and religious ins~itutlo'ns in accordailce with 
the original authorities. One of the chief points 
discussed by the association was the marriageable 
age of the Hindu youth, of boys and girls. That 
discussion brought home to the minds of some 'that 
adult marriage both in the case of men and women 
is primarily enjoined in the Shastras. I am one of 
those who thought so and I have published my 

,views in English and Kannada. Some others have 
even published books proving that the Shastras 
enjoin post-puherty marriage in ~the case of girls. 
'fhe work of the Arya-Dharma-Ujjivini Sabha had 
to stop there. To carry out these views into prac
tice it is neceSSiJry to form a league such as the Orie 

we have recently organised. The members of this 
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League ar'e all pefsons who are convinced that too 
early marria~es are productive of evil results and 
that the marriageable age should be raised as high 
as possible, Many of them know from their ex
perience that many evils resultJrom the custom of 
eady marriages, and they are bent upon removing 
them- . somehow; while some others, viewing the 
question from the standpoint of both the shastras 

. and experience, believe. that early marriages are 
wrong. All these have now combined to determine 
how best to put a stop to the early marriages and 
the evils resulting therefrom. Such is the obj~ct 
of this League. 

2. Innstigation is necessary. 

"there are persons who approve of early 
marriages. They are of opinion that the shastras 
enjoin early marriages and that experience also 
shows that early marriages a~e alone wholesome. 
They form the majority of those who follow the 
custom of early marriages. As the custom of early 
marriages has been handed down to~s by a long 
tr~dition, it is natural that those who. view the 
custom with 'favour seek to preserve it without 
making any further enquiry. But in the case of 
thos~ who have made a further enquiry into 'the 
question, a change has come about in their opinion. 

, So that there is no doubt that in the case of others 
also such 'an enquiry may lead to a change of 
.0plOlon. Before entering on .an Investigation of 
the shastras it is necessary to show to the people 
how experience shows that many evils arise from 
the system of early marriages, When these evils 
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are brought home to the minds of the people there 
will arise a doubt in them as to how such an .evil 
practice of early marriage. can ever be enjoined' by 
the shastras. Then the mind will bf! ready for an 
investigation and will be i.nclined to enquire into 
the real meaning of the s!tastras. 

8. EYil~ of early mar.iage. 

Let us point out briefly some of the evils which 
our experience shows to arise from the system ~f 
early marriages. 

(1) The chances of early widowhood. with all 
its misery in the case of girls are so many. 

(2) The education of girls iachecked ooQ soon 
by their early marriages. From association with. 
an uneducated wife; the husband does not derive 
all .the advantages of a married life. All .the 
happiness and gain derivable fro~ his owu educa
tion does not accrue to the husband when living 
with an uneducated wife. 

(3) By marrying 'boys and gir~s at an. early' 
age and consummating the marriage at Il or 12 as 
soon as the' girl has attained w):tat is_ generally 
known as the age of puberty, both the husband and 
the wife become physically weak j their health is 
impaired j and they will be wanting incourge and 
spirit of enterprise. . The offspring of su.chcouples 
also will be wanting in those virtues and will 
graduaJly deteriorate. 

(4). The women who give birth to children a.t 
a very early age are more subject to . diseases and 
fatal maladies. They do not know the right ways 
of bringing up children, . nor are they competenUo 
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discharg~ the.' domeStic du'ties that devolve- dn 
,.them .. ,: 

.: : (S)'Asthere,is a~<;hance of , giving birth to 
children' ftom 'a very early age, thenumber of 
'Chiidrenislarg~ and their- mortality too is high. 

(6) In the system of ,early marriages, the 
consent of the re~l parties to the marriage is of no 
account~, The marriage thus contracted without 
their coosentmay prove to be ab~r t6 their future 
plans of life. It will act as a damper on their 
future,aspirations and, prove a source, of many an 
evil. 

, (7) . By thinking, speaking and acting as hus
:bandand wife too 'early in life, 'their organs 
-develop precociously and sexual passions are roused 
too eaHy. This leads, to: an early .exhaustion .of 
the organic frinctions. ' . . 

, . Howcaii ,the system· of early marriage, pro~ 
ductive of such evil results as t~ese,. ever commend 
'itself to thoughtfulpe'ople? Once this point has 
beed brought homeHo the mind, how can anyone 
'accept the' syst~rrt as enjoined in the, Shastras P 

,,-4:'Inyeltigation· of Shastras., 

There ar~ rnc'iny among uS'who hold that 
:early marriages, however injurious they may 
:seelli'frOln a, ~vorldlypoil1t of view, 'must be whole
:some as enjoined' in the Shastras and that we 
should not act against the injunction of the Shas
tras. . Such is the view held by the orthodox 
Hindus of the' present day. We can "wean them 
from this view only by discussing the Shastras 
~with thepl.' Does the Shastra . enjoin ~arly marriage 
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or adult marriage? This is the question. we: have 
to' settle by a discussion of the.snastr,as. But 
the orthodox leaders of the day say that th,ere,js 
no necessity for a fresh. discussion: of this question. 
It is quite na tural fori them-to hold. that there ,i!;;, 
no necessity for, a.fresh discussion ohhe.question' 
from the standpoint of,the Shastras, 'when· the . . 
immemorial custo.m of ~he brahmanas, the. smritis 
like that of Parasara, and the exegetical, wotks ;of 

, Vijnaneshvara,. Hel'):la'dri, .Madhava, . Kamalakar~,. 
etc., all go to provetlearIy that the early,~arria:ge 
is alone enjoined, in the Shastras.,· It is also 
natural for ,them. to question the COill'petence of the 
modern adv9cates of adult, marriage; Ton the:basis 
of the Shastras as against- the authority of Para;. 
shara and other· authors of sin ri tis. , B~tthis 
attitude' of the or'thodox- is not right. The truly 
orthodox thinkers 'whose sole ' aim' is to; kilOW 
Dharma would, not raise such objections~~They 
do not deprecate any rational investgation of the 
Shastras., Apastah1ba and" Bodhayana define the 
truly orthdd6xattittlde in the' followitig , terms:: 
U The truIt'orthodox are devoid of envy '",:rid 
·jealousy,: of pride and egotism, of 'greed and,'covc" 
tGusncss ;, 'they are content' with, what they have; 
they are not ' self-righteous 'or vain, theya:re:'fr~e 
from indiscriminatibn and other vices; they: are 
persons who have studied the Vedas with Pu'ranas 
and Itihasas and have understood the true :Dharma 
after full· enquiry. ,Such:ai'e the"people who 'can 
know whaf is diteclly taught in the Vedas and who 
tan;, difect" 'the 'worldly'- affaIrs" accbrdin~' 11:;: th~ 



Vedic Law." Such' are the truly orthodox leaders 
of society. It cannot be held that there are no 
such people among us here at present. Nor is it 
an act of temerity on the part of a modern investi
gator. to try to establish the law of adult marriage 
to the sat~sfaction of such people, 011 sound lines of 
rational interpretation of the Shastras. Accordingly 
I shall proceed to indicate briefly the line of in
vestigation followed by me in proving that the 
Shastras enjoin adult marriages; and I beg you 
will follow me with due attention. 

5. Shruti and Smriti distinguished. 

In. this. investigation we have to bear one point
intnind. The institution. of early marriage is 
based on one kind of authority, while the law of 
adult marriage is based on quite a different kind of 
authority. Smtiti is the chief authority which 
enjoins early marriage, and the present custom 
among brahmans, too, supports early marriage. 
The authority for adult marriage is Shruti or 
Veda. All agree that, of Shruti, Smriti, and 
custom, Shruti.is the highest authority. Those 
who know ~he exact nature of these authorities 
hold that the Vedic Laws always re·main the same,. 
wherea~ the regulations embodied in Smritis are 
all subject t? change In .course of time. Therefore. 
while the great sacrificial rites -enjoined in Shruti 
have always remained the same, the regulations of 
Vanta and Ashrama laid down in the Smritis·have 
chang~d with changes in time and place and in 
yutas.· SmrWs themselves saf that the Smritis 
whi~h lay down the rules and regulations 0f varlta 

".' I. 
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an.d ashrama: are different :for different .yugas silch· 
~s Krita, Treta, Dvapara arid' Kati.: The reason' is' 
this: the Smritis onlyemllody eucntales an'd regu.; 
lations as the leaders of the community following. 
the Vedic Law frame in regar<tto the: ,spiritual and 
temporal matters not expressly treated of in the 
Veda,-these rules aI:\d regulations having:a special 
bearing on the time, the place, .and the :materia:~ 
and moral condition of the people cOncerned. It 
is .these conventional practices that are codified !il' 
the Smritis. It is .but natural that these practices 
change with changes in time and place and in the' 
cultute of the people concerned'., Of such CaRVen., 
tilJnal practices of variousl kinds embodied in. the, 
Smritis which have been handed down to us in the 
caurse of ages,. some will be found -to be in. accord..! 
ance with: the Vedic Law, while .some others' will 
be found to be' in . conflict with jt. The Smritif 
which is consonant with the Vedic. Law is regarded 
as genuine (~~ by the ratio.nal expounders of 
the Law/while the Smriti opposed to the Vedic 
Law is regarded as. spurious (~). Similarly 
a custom (atRR)'may begenui'ne (~I!n*U() or spurious 
(~). 10 the case of marraige the Vedic Law' 
is one and the same, while the regulations of the 
Smritis are various; The Shruti has not expressly 
prescribed a specific age for marriage. As~ to the 
prope~ age of marriage and other matters 110tspeCi..; 
fically enjoined by the Shruti, the leaders of society 
have laid down regulations from time to time. 
The regulations laid down by the leaders of society 
have been different at ditfeteht;' periods. We 

IS' 
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should accept such of them only as are found 
consonant with the Vedic Law. If none of them 
are found to agree with the Vedic Law, it is but 
right that we should make new regulations 10 ac
cordance with that Law . 

. 6. Smritia Y&rJ. 

In the conventional regulations embodied in. 
the S!TIritis regarding stich matters as the marriage
able age, we find several divergences. In the case 
of: inen, the marriageable:age varies from 16 to 50-
The present practice of marrying boys below 16 is 
quite~ opposed to ali Smritis. The brahmacharya 
or student-life of the boys of the present day is not 
even a shadow of what is enjoined in the -shastras. 
In this matter there is a great divergence between 
the smriti and the practice of the prE$ent day. In 
the case of men, all-i~e., the learned as well as the 
unlearned'+-are found to transgress the Shastras, as 
will be admitted by all. In the case of girls, the 
Smritis themselves are found to differ greatly from 
one another. For instance, theParashCJra-smriti and 
some other. smrit!s say that the proper age for girls 
to marry at is from 8 to 10, that the girl who has 
not been married before twelve is equat to a shudra 
and that no brahmin should marry such a girl. 
In the Smritis like the Gautama-Dharmasutra it is 
s~id that a girl must be given in marriage before 
puberty. Some Smritis declare t~at the, girl 
who chances to show signs of puberty before 
marriage should be abandoned by the family. 
This last is the custornapproved by the·orthoc:lox 
ie.ction of the present day:; Our _people nowadays 
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act on the belief that a girl may be married at 
any age before puberty. ·Some smritis allow that 
a girl ·who shews signs of puberty during the 
betrothal ceremony maybe duly married after the 
performance of certain prescribed expiatory ritesi 
In works like the Manu"smriti and. Baudh·ayana
Dharmsutra it is said that the time' for the 
betrothal of a ·girl!n tna·rriage extends for .three. 
years after puberty and that a girl . not 'betrothed 

. till then may herself choose a suitable husband 
and marry him without incurring any sin. The 
Harita-Dharmasutra ,enjoins that girls should be 
duly initiated into strident-life through the ceremony 
ofupanay(ma, t.hat: they should leadthe·We of 
brahmacharya, .studying VedaS, worshipping sacred 
fire; arid observing the vows of brahmacharya: 
in matters ·of diet· and physical ,cleanliness· and 
general conduct, that they should close the studE!n l~ 
life after the age; of puberty and thenroarry. 
Harita distinctly ,says that no dvijas or twice-born 
can be born of women who have not had the 
physical, moral .and; spiritual cultlHe of brahma
charya in early:life. So divergent; are. the Smritis' 
ordinances . regarding the marriageable .age of 
girls .. 

7. Which Bmpit( ape we to follow?· 

\Vhich of. these divergent ordin;tnces we· are 
,to follow should be settled on~certaln approved 
pririciplesof conduct. The Mimarilsakas,.....:.the 
expounders of our'scriptures,.....:.have after due 
consideration laid down the rule that where 
mutually divergent :Ordinanc~sof con dud are laid . , 
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down in the Smritis, we should follow th~tonly 
which is :consonant with the SJtruti. .On this all 
agree. .On the· question of marriageable age of 
girls, the' Smritis' . ordinances may be classified 
under three heads :-

(I) Tbeyshould be married at some age 
before puberty. 

(2) For three years after puberty, a 'girl may 
be betrothed by the parents and married to a 
husband of their choice. After that period, the girl 
may choose her own husband and marry him. 
But the most eligible time for the. betrothal and 
marriage ,of a girl is some age before puberty. 

(3) A girl should spend her youth in student ... 
life,. duly initiated into it through 1tpanayna. She 
should study the Veda, observing. the disciplinary 
rules of brahmacharya and, close the student-life 
only after, puberty and then marry.' 

We·have now to determine which of these 
three mutually divergent ordinances ,of the smriti 
is consonant with the Vedic Law. 

8. Follow: the Sml'ltl conlonant :with the Yedlc Law. 

TheShruti has not expressly enjoined. the 
marriageable age anywhere. It only tells us 
what marriage is, what sort of persons are to 
marry, and how the married people should live. 
But when once these points are determined, the 
marriageable age is also c1etermined by implicatiQJ1., 
We know that the several acts constituting the 
marriage ceremony are each accompanied with 
the recitation of an appropriate mantra or mantras 

. ((ormu.1as)., The object of uttering these mantras 
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is, ~n.the enlightened orthodox view" to ~ndicat~ 
thenatore of the acts to be performed .. $0 tha.t th~ 
Vedic Law ·of MaHiage and the. Vedic idealof 
married life; should be determined from .th~ 
mantras uttered in. connection w.ith the marri~ge 
ceremony. The Vedic Law of m~rrigE1~applies to 
all Varnas ~like ; for all the dvijas or twice-horn 
classes are to recite' the' same rrianttas, without 
any distinction oFcaste. The HiRdns who do not 
belong to the twice~bbrn classes, i.e., theShudras, 
should conform to the' Vedic La w in thei rpractices 
though they cannot. recite the:V edic mantra!;.; 
These mantras do not, ac~ording .t~ the ,orthodox 
view, change with times. So thatthe Vedic Law 
of marriage as· made out from these mantras 
applies to all ages as well as to all Varnas. The 
regulations which differ with different Varnas, 
with differeryt Yugas, and with different; countries 
are not among those laid down in the Vedas. 
From time to time, the people have made 
additional regulation~ of their own accordirig to 
the social exigencies of their time and place 'j and 
these regulatio~s reflect the intelligence a.nd the 
moral culture of the people concerned. .These 
regulations·, 'v.,e may, rescind, or alter as may seem 
proper to us. . 

. t. TIle Yeclic Law of Marriage •. , :-

We shall now' proceed ~o ,determine the Vedic 
Law of marriage from an examination of the 
Vedic mantras of marriage ceremony, so far as 
they relate to' the question' under consideration, 
namely, the marriageable age of boys _and girls: 
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Let us look into the meaning of the words in which 
the bridegroom addresses the bride, in the most 
important part ,of 'the marriage ceremony. On 
Jrleetingthebride, in the first act ,of the ritual,the 
bridegroom addresses 'her in the following words :. 

, ~1JfT(ir ij- gs\;JfI~p:r ~ 'w.n ~ :ai(i(iiJ4~~: I 

ilift .~.~~: ~~SS}li~qf4I~~: II' 
, ~(tlf{c('bl .. i. ~ off ~,II', 

, "r seize thy hand to ha\1e a fine p'rogeny, 
that thou,t.naysUive with me" thy 'husband, till 
thou shalt attain: old, age. ' The Gods Bhaga; 
Aryaman, SavitriaridPurandhi have, given thee 
to mefor householdership." I 

i' Giving birth tei. heroic children" afJd devoted 
to' ,Devas, ,be thou conducive to: pur happiness 
and :well-being." 

Again pacing seven s,teps with the bride, the 
bridegroQm addresses her as follows,: • 

~·fc1"!Y~c(lraS, [d, ~ ~, ~ 
~~, q~ ~<r:, ~~<r:, mi ~<it~<it 
fc1~iragll ' 

',~~~, ~,~~,m~ 
~,'~~ m ~, '~~41~ 'm ~wr: II 

~ '€It~qlqt ~ ~ ~~ ijlMf4 .. 'roftl 
i{"i1.~"~~c('€Iloir ~ m ifirl~ d ~ '€I~M'ijIt=4I'b(l{U 
'~'~~~,,~~~~~~~II 

"May Vishnu, 'the Supreme Ruler, follow 
~ht;~, iij tbY,'luest ,after (1) food" (:?) vitC).li~Y,(3) 
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spiritual ·life, (4) health, (5) wealth (ca~tle, etc.), 
(6) seasons'gif~s, and (7) sacraqlental rites." 

"Bet~oll my comradein Oilll those seven con
cerns of life.· We have indeed J:>ecome comrades 
in the seven, concerns of life. May I retain tllY 
friendship, nor mayst thou swerve from mine." 

.. Let us walk together and be united iQ all 
purposes of· life. U oited s·h'al1 ~e b~· in our 
loving 'and graceful' deeds and g~od thqughts, 
enjoying alike food _ and vital strength. Let us 
unite our minds, our aspirations, our vows and :a11. 
our thoughts;" '. 

"Come now, let us Jive together: aSD.)an, :<:lnd 
wife and have progeny." .. 

With some slight variations and-witQa few 
omissions or· additions, according to the Vedic 
School. to which they belong, such are thew<?rd~ 
addressed to the brideby the bridegroom whentbey 
enter into marital relations. They sho.w what makes 
marriage a sacrament. and what the' status o£ th~ 
bride is at the time of the holy wedlock. 

Man· and woman are first brought together by 
sex-insinct ; and when this union, instead of being 
a temporary one mainly concerned with, its 
primary object, becomes. an abiding. one an.d 
extends to all the seven main concerns of life· 
enumerated in the formula of sapta-padi, it becomes 
what is· known as marriage, the .typical form of 
friendship. When man and womal,1 resolve to 
unite in life, harmoniously. blending their sever~l 
aspirations in temporal. and spiritual concerns and 
dedicate the united life to: lhe seryice of. Vishn~, 
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tne Divine L"ord of love, grace and beaaty,
service to the Divine Lord (orming the background 
of an their life-activities,-their marriage becomes 
a sacrament, and their married life becomes one 
whole sacramental life. Such is the idea of marri
age as sacrament conveyed by the words of marriage 
pledge quoted above. Do they not show that at 
the tim~ of marriage the bride and the bridegroom 
must be adults, able to understand the full 
meaning of the word! uttered? Can boys and 
girls of tender ages cherish such ideas as these 
words embody? Can these words be addressed 
by an adult bridegroom to a bride of eight or ten 
years of age? Those who can engage, at the time 
of marriage, in the acts of married life indicated 
in these words must be men and women of mature" 
age. 'From the formulas uttered by the bridegroom 
when seizing the hand of the bride and leading 
her through seven paces, we learn that both of 
theme understand the nature and functions of 
Devatas as also the nature and functions of 
married life. To live as friends" from the day 
of marriage onward, there must be "a mutaal 
harmony between them in point of age, culture, 
and temperament. At the tilne of marriage they 
must be thoughtful 'person"$ so conversant with 
temporal and spiritual' matters as to be able to 
engage in several important llndertakings' of 
temporal and spiritual significance such as the Vedic 
ideal of married life implies. It is clear therefore 
that the bride and the bridegroo~ must be agrewn- I 

up man and"a groWn~up woman eager to live' as'man 
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and: wife and td raise a worthy offspring: From 
other mantras used: iri connection 'with marriage 
we understand further' that they must at the time of 
marriage be able to set up 'a separate' household arid' 
to manage its aftairs independently~ For instal1ce, , 
soon after marriage, pointing: to the house which, ' 
they are to occupy, the bridegroom addresses the 
bride in these words: . 
~ tF0' .~ ~~ ~ ~ ~q:q+llqq:~ If 

~'~l1Cf~~~1 
~~ri~~~~11 

"Do thou enter the.house, that thou mayst:be., 
mistress of the house, Take charge of ,the whole 
and be. the mistress of the ceremonies'," 

" Be thou the queen (of the housflholdl, taking 
care of thy father-in-law; thy r;nother-in-Iaw, thy. , 
sister-in-law and thy brothers-in-law. 

These. words give us to, understanq ,that the 
bride should be, even at the time of marriage, one 
who is conversant with the Vedic ideals of married . 
life and able to (ule the household affairs, to -~ake 
a loving and protective care of the young and· the 
old in the family,.-one who has been duly trained 
to manage the temporal, and the spiritual concerns 
of a cultured Aryan household. 

10. Education of girls is necessary • 

. This, study of the marriage mantras suffices 
for our present purpose. It enables us to deter
mine. the Vedic conce'ption of marriageable age. 
It is clear that childhood is. not a period fit for 
marriage. Th,e Vedic mantras sho", that those 

J9 
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men and women alone are fit 'to lead a married' 
life according-to the Vedic ideal; who have learnt 
the duties, and responsibilities' of a Vedic house
holder and :C;\re of an age fit to duly discharge them 
independently. It is clear that the' woman abou~ to 
marry must be of 'an adult age, because she must 
have already. been duly educated and trained -for 
the due, discharge of the householder's duties; arid 
also .learnt all about the Vedic laws'and ideals 
of married life. This was the ancient custom, as 
stated by Yama, who says that the girls of ancient 
days led astudent:life of the same kind as that of 
boys before marriage. Harita,as we have already 
stated; insists that till they attain maturity :t~~ . 
girls of the twice-born classes should study Vedas~ 
subject to the same regimen of brahmacharya as 
boys. They were, like boys, ,to be initiated into' 
the Vedic study through the sacrament ot 
upanayana; they were to be subjected to the same 
regimen of food and austerity, and they were,lobe' 
taken through the same course of study, including· 
the Vedas. Having had such a training- as this, 
the Atyangirls of the ancient days \vere fit to dis
charge the duties of a householder, as enjoined by 
the VediC Law. We must follow the same system 
by adapting it to our present environment. Of aU 

, the several conventional systems which have been 
in vogue atdiffereht 'times as the difterent Smritis 
indicate' that which was in vogue in by 'far the 

J . " 

most ancient period and recommended in the case 
of the twice~born girls by Harita even in compara
tively modern days, is the only one which accords' 
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best with the Vedic Law. At any.rate the:modern 
. system of child-marriage is directly opposed to the 
Vedic Law. 

11 .. The adYautages of Adult J(al'l'iaga. 

Adult marriage .alone ·accords with the Vedic 
. Law, and is therefore the only true shastric course. 
Even from a. worldly point of view it would appear 
to be a wholesome course fO.r the people to adopt. 
The system· of adult marriage will ward ·off many 
:of the evils associated with the child-marriages 'of 
the ~presentday.The advocates of aduJt marriages 
claim the following advantages: 

(1) There will benooccasion for child widow
hood, 'and there will be: fewer chances; of early 
widowhood.· 

(2)· The education of boys~ndgirls wiUnot . 
. be interrupted as now.· 

(3) - ·Overpopuiation may be checked; and id
fant mortality an~ dangers of child-bearing m~y 
be reduced to a considerable extent. ' , 

. ,·(4) .The progeny will be strong, virile,.healthy, 
and of an enterprising. spirit. 

'(5) .. The domestic .Hfeof the married 'cou pIe 
will be of a high standard- in every.way., . . 

(6) The married .coup~e will be healthy and 
str.ongj .rputual .compatibility in age, culture and 

·temperament caa be. secured j and ,their mental 
condi~ion ,will be. sound,. not. wan.ting in. s.pirit of 
:adventur.e".st~.adiness. ao.d perseveraoce,.as.is ,the 
cilse.a~ pr~sent . 

.. : .(7) Tbeir civic life as. householders will he 
marked by cultured and intelligent· interest.' .' 
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, Thus, from both the.wdrldly and the shastric 
'points' ofv~ew the system. of.adult marriage appears 
to be wholesome in more respects than one. 

12. The' alleged 'adYantagea of early marriage are 
no real adYan!,&ge8 •. 

Some think that thesystemo( early lllar~i
ages has its own :advantages.. On proper exami-

. nation, all'the alleged' material advantages will be 
·found resolvable into the avoidance of the trouble 
!o~.tnaintaiQing the daughter Jor . a longtime and 
into the securing of some. material advantages ·for 
the daught~r or her parents .. It ;is by no means 

.. proper for the parents to sacrifice the daughter's 

.health, .cultur~ and all preparation for, her future 
progress, from a desire to secure wealth for the 
daughter or forihemselves,or to avoid their own 
trouble of bringing her up till she grows up into a 
'Y~plan. According to ,the Vedic Law they should 
.bring up their daughter in .her childhood with a 
loving care, educate her in her youth, teaching her 
such sciences and arts that will make .her an effici
ent manager of her future household, ·and then 
·marry her to a. worthy man, Is it then right and 
proper 'for the parents to marry their daughter be
:fore she is eight or ten to a young unproven lad of 
immature mind and character, or to regard her, at 
,eleven or twelve as mature enough to live with the 
:husband and become a mother in, another year or 
so, or . to, consign her thus too; e'arly in life to the 
tender mercies of the elder members of the hus
band's family who, can have' no natural Clffection 
f9r her;..;...while'she .doesnotkilow how to take 



care . of herself arid ,- the' chi! dren~ she ',may (bring 
forth, undergoes all kinds :of suffering:. ~nd ,:finally 
. becomes a' prey to consumption and, :othersedous 
physical and mental maladies? 'Is it ,right for:\h~ 
parents to look upon itasa trouble to bring up 
children up toa mature age, to educate them well 
and to guard them from ievil' 'ways ?Isit right 
and proper fbr the pa'rent!:;:to expose ,their children 
to the many evils of early marriage'withe:view;:to 
sp~ring themselves 'the trouble of bringing np 
their children in youth' or'with a view .to !gilining I 

some material advantages either for' themseives or 
for their children? It is from ignorance pure and 
simple that so~e·of aurpeople 'regard' these-fea-
turesas the advantages of early :me:rriage; :Th~ 
Aryans are not by nature 'so 'hard-hearted. 'It is 
only their ignorance that bas made ithem regard 
early marriage as enjoined by the Shastra, as con
ducive to the ;happiness 'and -well;.beiilg . of their 
children,or to' lot>k upon its occasienal' 'seeming 
material advantages as really beneficial. . Even1a 
slight-reflection :00 the subject will dispel this mis
conception. Why, are there nop'eople even 'among 
us who follow the system of adult marriage ? 'Is 
domestic happiness wanting among them' ? ,In 
what way has the system appeared to'them injll'ri- , 
ousor troublesome? On the contrary,it is; they 
who follow. the custom oLearly marriage that :find 
it very difficult to secure proper husbands for their 
daughters in time; Why 'should 'we tie outselves 
to the system of early marriage which:is oppo,sed 
to the Veda; and whichisthemanifest:sourc:e'of 
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so many ;evils? Why, should we not revive . the 
ancient ,system of adult marriage which is conso
nantwith the Vedic ideal?, We who ·professto 
{onow the Shastra are bound to do so. 

18. Curtailment of 'maRiage expenle •• 

One more advantage of very great importance 
actrues from· the marriage. reform on Vedic lines. 
,Among the existing customs relating to marriage 
there are sev~ral which have no basis in ~he Shas
tras, and' which involve a great deal o£ worry and 
all enormous expense of time and money. If we 
would follow the primary authority of the Veda, 
we might modify many of our expensive m.arriage 
customs or dispense with them altogether .. 'We 
may determine ·what are the essential integral 
parts of the marriage ·sacrament and adhere to 
tnem.a\one in practice, while observing or omit
ting, according to our convenience, the remaining 
parts which are purely secular. By thus regula
,ting our marriage ceremonies· according. to the 
Vedic Law, we will be able to curtail the marriage 
expehses to a considerable extent; and the curtail
ment of ~he marriage expenses is ooe of the main 
objects of this League. It is therefore one of the 
very necessary duties of this League to determine 
by an investigation of the' original Vedic authority 
the essential portion of the marriage sacrament 

.and to enlighten the public on the point. 
11.· The abolition of brldegroom-prioe. 

I may refer here to yet anothrr great advan
,tage of the Vedic system· of adult·marriage. ·It 
'may lead to lheabolition·of the evil of .bridegroom-
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price~ At present, because we have to -marry girls' 
at a very early age before puberty while there is no 
such limit of age in the case of men, the parents 
of girls have to induce bridegr:ooms; by offer of 
large presents and dowries, to marry .their girls 
before they come of age. This necessity· has ,led, 
to enormous additions to the expenses of marriage 
in. some parts of our country. By adopting the 
Vedic system of adult marriage of girls, the parent's 
anxiety as to the expiration of so short a maI.'riage~ 
able period will be effectivelyreinoved. The. 
parents ·wilL afford to wait till a proper bridegroom 
will be available. In that case, tbere will be an 
equal,necessity on both sid~s. The 'parents will 
then have no necessity to marry dieir daughter to 
any man or boy that may be available at the time. 
Out of the amount which is now paid as dowry or; 
present to the -bridegroom at the time of marriage 
or as' contribution to his future education, aportron 
may be'spent on the education of the girl suited 
to-the times. A girl properly educated in youth 
and scientifically' tra·ined for the discharge of aIr 
the responsibilities of her future life as hous~
holder is alone fit for marriage under the Vedic: 
Law. - Such girls will be sought for marria'ge by' 
men who are themselves duly qualified for _the life 
of the householder. Happy indeed will be the 
married life of men and women who are equal in 
intelligence and moral culture, e~ualirt age and' 
training" Even if she could not find a suitable man 
to marry, a well-educated woman would be able to.. 
live' by herself without the· help :of others; . The' 
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. , 

parents, need Jlot feel 50' anxious ;;tbout her as (lOW. 

Same thoughtful women, in virtue of their culture, 
are. sotI1etimes found to prefer a life of celibacy to 
married; life; and to such people the system of 
adult ma,rriage~will, afford a chance of following 
their noble aspiration. 

15. . The main. point at i.sue. 

"V'e have. seen that the system of adult mar
riage is consonant with the shastra and wholesome. 
to the people" The points which have but briefty 
been touched here will be' explained .at great length 
one after another from time to time in the form of 
lectures. Though the line of investigation adopted, 
here is based on, the principles laid down by, the 
exegetists: of old, it may appear somewhat new to 
the present,g~neration of indigenous scholars. For, 
the receritexpounders, of sodo-religious law-such 
as Hemadri, Madhavacharya, Kamalakara Bhatta, 
Vaidyanatha-Dikshita, Vaidika~Sarvabhauma'--
have fottheir main. object the determination of the 
conventional rules and regulations handed down to 
us in the. form of smritis. But the determination 
of such conventional regulations is one thing, while 
the disGussion as to whether those regulation!;; are 
consonant with, the Vedic law and wholesome to 
the people concerned is quite a different thing. 
The aim of the digest-writers mentioned above is 
to reconcile, the varying ,srriritis and to settle the 
conventional rules which people have to follow, 
without discussing ,the merits of lhose rules., In our 
prese.nt investigation we do not discuss whether or 
pot,such cony~qtional rule,S as ar~ han,deddown ,t.o 
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us are as laid down in the smdtis. Our main con
cern here is to determiI:1e whether the conventional: 
regulations handed down to us by Smritis and 
Acharas, by written and unwritten tradition, are in 
accordance with the Shruti and are wholesome to 
the people. The digest-writers such as those men
tioned above have qot entered on such discussion. 
They have all followed the tr~ditional rules and 
regulatioris without any such discussion. These rules 
and regulations 'have gone on changing from time 
to time little by -little till at last they have taken
different forms some of which are opposed to the 
Vedic La\V and to the system primarily based on 
that Law. Now our so~ialenvironment has can"" 
siderably changed and with' it the educational 
system I and the educated people, who have been 
trained, io 'the modern methods of culrur,e which: 
are somewhat different from those of the indigen
ous cultureseemahy evils ifl.:the ~xistit:Jg social 
institutions and have begun to enquire .into" the 
origin of those institutions;, Once such a' spirit of 
enquiry ,has been roused, jt is not p()ssible ,to stop 
it. No 'man of culture can possibly reconcile him..: 
self to the' modern 'social institutions without any 
enquiry. Those who wish to preserve the existing 
institutions have therefore to establish their merits 
by appeal to reason:. they, cannot attain thei» 
object by merely ignoring or-what isworse- .. 
abusing those who condemn our 'modern social 
institutions 6n rational grounds. It is therefore 
necessary for both parties to investigate the origin 
OfOUI existiI1~ $o~ial institutions ,sll,ch as marrjage~ 

~o 
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In all our investigation concerning marriage and 
allied institutiops we must. ever keep in view the 
main object of enquiry: we have to determine 
what conditions will facilitate the adoption of that 
system of marriage which is shastric and whole
some to the people. 

. 16. The whole of Yarna-ashrama-dharma il to be 
investigated. 

Though marriageable age is the main subject 
of enquiry at present, our investigation of the 
shastra will not end with it. For, when the Vedic 
Law is found to enjoin adult marriage in the case 
of women, we will naturally enquire how the 
followers of the Vedic Law, such as we have al
ways professed to be, have come to adopt the 
system of early marriage. An enquiry into the 
origin of the early marriage of girls will make it 
clear that, when. the brahmana families ceased to 
employ Aryan Shudras for domestic service, in
cluding cooking, as they used to do before, the 
whole of domestic service fell to the lot of the 
brahmana woman; that as a result of this change 
in her economical status any systematic intellec
tual education was thought unnecessary for the 
brahmana woman; and that therefore in the case 
of girls marriage and married life has come to take 
the place of the ttpanaya1Za and student-life of 
boys. This will lead to the further enquiry as, to 
what is the real nature of the fourfold division of 
varna', what ought to be the mutual relations of 
the four varnas, how they obtained in the early 
sta~es, and how they have changed, later on, and 



so forth. As the enquiry will further show that 
marriage is optional for woman as well as for man, 
we will be led to enquire into the true nature· of 
each ashrama (holy order of life) and the relations 
between the diflerent ashramas. Thus the whole 
institution of Varnashrama will come within the 
scope of our investig~tion. We will then haye to 
enquire into the relation between Religion or 
Dharma in general and the regulations of varna 
and ashrama in particular j and this will. lead also 
to the enquiry into the nature of Dharma in 
general. Further we will have to discuss the 
nature of Brahmacharya, the spiritual life of the 
student preceding the time of marriage, as also 
the dutie~ of the householder after marriage, the 
duration of the householder-life, and so forth. It 
is said in the Manu.-Smriti that the householder is 
the refuge of all ashramas, because--"it is explain
ed in the Manu-Smriti-all the ashramas or holy 
orders derive their sustenance from. him and are 
thereby enabled to carryon their duties. Another 
reason for. the statement may be conceived in 
accordance with' the system of Vatliashrama. 
Dharma. It is by following the life of brahina
charya that one becomes qualified for a d~edis
charge of the duties of the householder-life. The 
order·of: Brahmacharya is intended for this pur
pose. He who has spent his middle life in dis
charging the duties of the householder-life should 
enter the life of Vanaprastha (forest-hermit) 
or of Samnyasin. Thus all the other ashra
mas are related to the Grihastha-ashrama; 
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Brahmacharya isa preparation for the bouse-holder
life wbich in turn is a preparation for the other two. 
Thus in our study of marriage we will have directly 
or indirectly to turn our attention to almost all the 
subjects comprehended in our Dhaama Shastras or 
sacred institutes. 

17. _ Social Reform should be based OD &he ahastraa. 

For those who seek to guide their life accor
ding to the shastras, a study of shastras is quite 
necessary. We should spare no trouble in ascer
taining the real teacbing of the shastra. Without 
a study of the shastras we cannot ascertain what 
the shastra really enjoins, how much we ourselves 
have added to it, and how far we may change our 
institutions in accordance with the shastras. It is 
for want of a propor study of the shastra that 
meaningless customs as well as false and evil ones 
ha\'e been blindly incorporated in our socio-reli. 
gious life, \Vhere there is no proper study of the 
shastras, whatever evil customs the accredited 
leaders of society have consciously or unconsciously 
fallen into become the recognised cnstoms of the 
society, which the masses follow without any 
enquiry into their origin. In this way many ob
jectionable. practices have been incorporated in the 
institutions regulated by tbe Shruti and the Smriti. 
It is only bY·3 rational investigation of the shas. 
tras and other authorities that we will be able to 
discriminate and eliminate these evil practices. It 
is only by an investigation of the shastra that we 
should now determine which parts of our insti
tutions are enjoined by the shastra proper and are 
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therefore essential, which parts can be modified, 
and which parts are to be removed.· It is not right 
to change wholly our institutions without such 
investigation. If we go on reforming our insti
tutions in accordance with the findings of such 
investigation there is a cHance of the wholesome 
parts of our institution3 1=urviving this period of 
transition. \Ve find that many an evil result 
from our blind continuance of objectionable 
customs. \Ve also find that more evils arise 
from freely changing or giving up our customs 
according to our whims and fancies. It is 
with a view to avoid these evils that the Marriage 
Reform League in Mysore has proposed to 
devote one or two hours every week to discussions 
and lectures on such subjects as the system of 
of Marriage, Varnashrama-Dharma, Dharma in 
general, and so forth, and to publish the results 
for the benefit of the people at large through 
pamphlets and Magazines. The members of this 
League pray that all eur educated people will 
encourage this undertaking. 

Do 1Jamedi&. __ of _arriage Bef_ 

It is a work of time to bring home to the minds 
of the Hindus, to the learned and the unlearned, 
the ideas that child marriage is not shastric and is 
'unwholesome to the people, and that the adult 
marriage alone is·shastric and wholesome to the 
people. But this League must· try and remove 
sQme at least· of the evils of early marriage by 
introduCing .atonce some· of the wholesome features 
of the Vedic Law of marriage on the following lines: 
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(1) To teach to the hoys,along with secular 
subjects, the high Vedic 'ideals of married life, and 
to postpone the consummation of their marriage
where they are already married-till after they 

. have completed their student-life. 
(2) To put off the marriage of a girl as long 

as possible, and in no case-though her betrothal. 
has taken place before puberty-to consummate 
marriage before she is at least sixteen years old. 

(3) To give the girl a proper systematic edu
cation on scientific lines, to teach her the high 
Vedic ideals of- married life and to train her for 
the discharge of the duties and responsibilities of 
the householder-life before she actually enters on 
the duties of that life. 

(4) To teach to the people that the demand
ing of high bridegroom and bride prices is COll

demned by the shastras and is quite derogatory to 
the dignity of marriage regarded as a sacrament, 
and thereby to try to remove the evil custom. 

(5) To impress upon the parents that in the 
matter of their children's marriage~ they should 
ain\ not only at securing their own ease and pleasure 
of the moment but also at the true well-being and 
progress of their children; as well as of the off
spring of those marriages. 

If our attempts are directed chiefly towards' 
the ~ffectingof' these much needed reforms, there 
is, no doubt ~hat the Vedic Law of adult marriage 
will soon appeal to the people at large and will 
come into general pra'ctice at no very distant time. 

\ I . 



ThcAncient Hindu Ideal of Education. 

(A paper read at the meeting of the Mysore 
Education Union held on 

25th March, 7914.) 
.. To-day our country and her Dharma are in a sore plight, and in a 

special manner she calls on her daughters at this moment to come for
ward, as those in the ages before, to aid her with great Sraddha. Ho~ 
shall this be done? we are all asking. In • the fir¥ place let Hindu 
mothers renew in their sons the thirst for Brahmacharya_ Without.this 
our nation is shorn of her ancient strength. No country in the world has 
an ideal of the student's life so high as this, and if it be allowed to. die 
out of India, where shall the world look to restore it? In Brahma
charya is this secret of all strength, all greatness:' Let every mother 
determine that her sons shall be great! . , • • "~Sister Nivedita in 
.. The Civic and National Ideals, ". p_ 71. 

The genuine Hindu ideal of education, 

-J. By the ancient Hindu Ideal of Education 
I mean the system of training and culture. under 
which the ancient Indo-Aryan youth were brought 
up. On the system primarily are based the medi
eval and the modern Hin~u indigenous systems. 
N a doubt these differ in ·several pain ts from each 
other and from the ancient system. But the, real 
purposeful Hindu ideal was the most ancient,sys
tern, the principles Of which have to be gathered 
tram the original shastras,:-from the Vedic for~ 
mulas and rules relating to the student-life of the 
ancient, Indo-Aryan Youth. The medieval and 
the modern systems are for the most part more or 
less rituali~tic and symboli~ representations of the 
real li~ing p'rocess of the ancient spiritual educa
tion, and are in'most cases mere semblances there
of. If we would grasp, for any p~rposet ", tbe 
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genuine ·Hinduldeal of education, we should take 
up the most ancient one for an intelligent study. 
I dare. say that such a study will repay all the 
pains that we may bestoW' upon it. 

The ancient' Hindu and modern ideals contrasted. 

2. In any wen~organised society the educa
tion of the youth must b~ a preparation for the 
fut1l:re civic life of the man. Accordingly, among 
the anCient I Hindus, to(', the education of the 
youth was a: preparation for the civic iife of the 
grown-up man. The civic life of the ancient 
Hindu was wholly based on a spiritual ground
work; it was intended as a m,eans to his spiritual 
growth, his whole temporal life being made entire~ 
ly subservient to his spiritual intere$ts. The tem
poral well~being and success were. sought not for 
their own sake 'but onlY in so far as they might 
furnish favourable condi.tions for spiritual growth. 
This is, of course, in seeming contrast to the modern 
working ideal of civic life., - The civic life. of' the 
modern communJties is largely, .. if not exclusively, 
governed by considerations of temporal interests, 
and, has, if any, only. a thin veneer of a spiritual 
amalgam.· There being such a contrast between 
the ancient and modern. ideals: of civic life, we 
nlay expect '3: corresponding contrast. between the 
aricient' and· modern systems of education, which 
both alike' profess to prepare the youth for the 
future civic life. While; therefore,. in the ancient 
Hindu system, spiritual life formed, the ground" 
work of the education of the youth, ,the. time and 
·attention.given .. tQ i.tin the modern system are 
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very small indeed in proportion to its cultural 
value in the education of a truly civilised man. 

The llDCien& IIiJIdu ideal of cine life. 

3. What was thEm the ideal Civic life for 
which the ancient Hindu youth was to prepare 
himself? The· typical Indo-Aryan is not satisfied 
with the mere animal life of the body and the senses 
that had been led by the race of people he has left 
far behind. He looks upon it as 'perishable and 
aspires to live an immortal life. To such a man 
the Vedic teaching is addressed. According to the 
first command of the Vedic Law, the aspirant of 
the immortal life shall seek fellowship with the 
Divine Lord of the Universe. He shall know of 
the divine Lord's plan of the world-evolution with 
a view to co-operate in it and thereby attain unity 
with Him. The civic life is to him only a means 
to tht! attainment of this unity. It is. a field of 
action in which he is to realise his fellowship with 
the Divine Lord by co-operating with Him, i.e., by 
doing his best for the well~being· of the whole 
society in which he lives. This was a living ideal 
with the ancient Hindu. 

The purpose of the ancien' IIiJIdu BJlWIi of education. 

The education of the ancient Aryan youth 
was a preparation for this kind of civic life.. The 
main purpose of his education was, therefore, to 
make him understand and realise, partially at 
least, the true immortal divine nature of himself ; 
to make him know that he was not the bodily 
organism called man, that the true man was an 
emanation. of Brahman, the Divine Lord, as the 

21 
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spark is oUhe flame, having in him all the divine 
potentialities; that he had to begin developing 
those. potentialities into actual powers amidst the 
conditions of his temporal life. The youth was 
placed under a regimen of life which would con
duce to at least a partial realisation of this truth. 

The apiritual teacher to· be Bought. 

5. The ancient Hindu youth, when old 
enough. to observe the ruies of student-life, i.e., to 
lead the hard physical life of brahmacharya, was 
sent.to a spiritual teacher with whom he might re
side as a student till he was able to lead an inde
pendtmt life. The ideal teacher was one who was 
born' for the profession, who took kindly to the 
vocation ofa teacher. He was learned in the 
spiritual knowledge of the time and was leading a 
spiritual life. The spiritual teachei: would not 
refuse the candidate unless the youth was guilty of 
a heinous sin. 

Brahmopadesa. 

6. The, first instructions to the accepted pupil 
may be gathered from th~ ceremonial process of 
initiation laid down i~' the Vedic writings. 
Approaching the teacher, the youth announces his 
intention to. lead a spiritual life: iliiI".4'11mq:, 

~~~. On accepting the pupil, the teacher tells 
him that he is no longer to identify himself with 
the bodily organism j he says to him ~ <ti)i(I.Uf«, 
'!'Thou art that undefined one, the Brahman j" 
and he continues:. "thou shalt lead a life of 
Spir~t in complete devotion to Prajapati, the Lord 
of Creati'oll, if thou wilt realise Him. Look on me 
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the intiator, and thyself the initiated, as one with 
the Brahman to whom I lead thee." In these 
words the teacher impresses the spiritual unity of 
the teacher and the pupil with the Divine Lord of 
Creation. Thus does the teacher, seizing the pupil 
by the hand, tell him the meaning of the step he 
has taken. The pupil has now proposed to live 
the life of Spirit in the body in entire devotion 
to the Supreme Lord. To such an aspirant of 
spiritual life the real teacher, as the teacher says, 
is Agni, that divine flame within the pupil whereof 
he is a spark, and which he will be shewn how to 
kindle; while the human teacher is a teacher 
only as pointing out the way to the true divine 
teacher. 

UpanaJ'lUla. 

7. Then the teacher leads. the pupil nearer 
to himself and makes him over to the gracious 
protection of Agni and Indra, the guardian angels 
of strength and grace, of Prajapati and Savitri, 
the Lords of Creation, and .of all other angelic 
hosts of heaven and earth. Having committed the 
pupil to such divine protection, which will keep off 
all evil from him, the teacher delivers to him in
structions as to the life to be led during his resi
dence with the teacher. Brooding over the instruc
tions as to the true nature of his Self, and strong 
in the faith that he is under the protection of the 
guardian Devas, he is to prepare himself for the 
life of Spirit. . 

Brahmadlal'J'a. 

8. The teacher says to the pupil: "Drink enough 
water; be aGtive ; kindle the fire; don't sleep; obey 
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the teacher; restrain speech; study the Vedas." 
This is explained as follows. The pupil has first 
to assert control over the body and the .senses. He 
should not indulge in ,luxuries of any kind. He 
should avoid all rich and stimulant articles of food. 
He should be ever active in the personal service 'Of 
the teacher and thereby develop strength. He 
should restrain speech or study the sacred scrip
tures. ' He should kindle the sacred fire: that is to 
say, by brooding over his own true Self as one with 
Divine Self he should kindle the Divine flame 
within and thereby infuse strength and power into 
himself. He should never sleep, never lose sight 
of his true spiritual Self. To lose sight of th~ 
spiritual Self is to die unto one's own true Self. 
Concentrate thy attention of thy true Self and take 
thy stand th~re. To this end, abstain from all rich 
and stimulant food; only drink water as you 
please. Thus shalt thou live the immortal life. 
This is called brahmacharya or, spiritual life of the 
student. The rules ofbrahmacharya are laid down 
in somewhat greater detail in the later works on 
Aryan Sacred Laws. According to Apastamba, 
they may be stated as follows :-

"Obey thy teacher in all but sinful counsels; 
work for the good of the teacher; never contradict 
him; occupy a lower seat in his presence; never 
fea'st thyself; avoid all pungent food, salt, sweets 
and liquors, and flesh. Never sleep in the daytime. 
Do not use' fragrant essences; avoid all sexual 
intercourse; do not care for bodily brilliance; be 
content with keeping thyself clean. Do not indulge 
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in luxurious baths. (Here some instructions are 
given as to hair-dressing, dre'ss, belt, upper cloth, 
and the staff.) ... ' Never resort to dancing stalis, 
or huge concourses of people. Do 110t gOEsip about 
people; always resort to retired spots. Do not 
engage in thy personal ablutions where thy teacher 
moves about. Talk to women only as much as is 
necessary. Be gentle, peaceful, self-controlled, 
modest, steadfast, untired, without anger, without 
envy. Give all thy earnings to the teacher and do 
him all the personal service yOU can, ,This service 
to the teacher is the pupil's highest divine worship, 
the guru 'being for him the embodiment of God. 
Be eyer on the alert to guard thy teacher from all 
harm, and kil]dle the sacred fire everyday." 

Gayabol, ilia sacred word of power. 

9. When this life of brahmacharya has been 
led for a year, then the body, the senses and the' 
mind are purged of all their impurities and then 
the life of Spirit or Higher Self manifests itself 
through them. The pupil, thus awakened to 
the light of Spirit shining within him, glimpses 
forth his real spiritual Self. Through the ray of 
spiritual light shining within, the pupil can rise up 
to its source, the spiritual, Sun enlivening the whole 
nature. Then is the time for the teacher to give 
to the pupil the Gayatri-Mantra, the sacred word 
of power. By constant meditation through the 
Mantra on the Supreme Light of the Spiritual Sun, 
the Mantra becomes a very potent, weapon, armed 
with which the devotee can withstand all the powers 
of datkriess (asuras) that may ever assail him. 
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With this Mantra every Aryan prays thrice every
'day to the Divine Lord for strength and guidance; 
and fighting in the strength vouchsafed to him he 
hopes to win in all struggles of Hfe. 

Spiritual birth. 
ro. This marks the birth of Spirit in the 

pupil; and ,as having caused the birth of the ,real 
Self of the, pupil, the teacher is regarded as his true 
fatoer, and to that teacher he pledges his troth. 
T4enceforth, the pupil bears also the teacher's 
name marking hii?spiritual pedigree, gotra as we 
call it. This spiritual birth of the pupil has made 
him a true brahmana, of a r~al spiritual significance. 
In ,some pupils this birth takes place, as the Shruti 
says, after a year's life of brahmacharya : in others 
it may take place in six months, it? twenty-four 
days, in twelve, six, or even three days. The period 
is long or short according to the impurity to be 
purged away, a year being considered long enough 
for an average Aryan. IUs, however" said in the 
Shruti that the Gayatri-mantra may be given at 
once to the .Brabmana child, i.e., to the child born 
of patents who have lived a spiritual life all along, 
i.e., again, to the child who has been born and 
brought up all along in a pure physical, moral and 
spiritual atmosphere. In the case of such a pupil, 
the spiritual child is born in him as soon as the 
teacher tells him of the true' nature of 'his Self, arid 
the man.tra is given to him forthwith. ,Thus is the 

, pupil initiated into spiritual life. 
The Sacrament of Upanayana. 

II. This real process of initiation is repre
sented' by the modern Hindu Sacrament .called 



Up~nayana, whose significance is but vaguely 
understood. It will be interesting to identify the 
several parts of the sacrament with t~e several steps 
in the real process. The teacher telling the pupil 
of'the true nature of his own real Self as one with 
Brahman is the Brahmopadesa. The teacher's ac
ceptance of the pupil and leading the pupil to the 
Divine Lord and the guardian Devas for protec
tion is called Upanayana. The regulated life of the 
body and th~ senses and the mind subject. to the 
will of the Spirit behind, and the active life of 
personal service to the teacher as the visible em
bodiment of the Supreme Lord constitutes Brahma. 
clLarY4-vrata, the life of spiritual devotion, which 
enables the pupil to feel the immortal life, the true 
power, and the ever growing light of the Spirit be
hind. The giving of the' word of power to the 
spiritual child in the pupil is the Mantropadesa. 

Spiritual ~nd secular studies. 

12. Endued with thi~ . spiritual light, power 
and strength, the ancient Hindu youth pursued his 
studies in preparation for his future life in 'society. 
It was believed that this spiritual regeneration on 
the Vedic system cOl)duced to efficiency in all 
studies i ~ ~~ .: ~:. These stu-.... 
dies varied according to the natural aptitudes and 
tastes of the youth and to the demands of social 
efficiency. Among the ancient Hindu youth there 
were some who had no. zest for temporal life at 
all. Such students confined their attention to the 
spiritual studies solely, and even after completing 
their usual study remained as spiritual studentli 



with their teacher throughout life ~1~'NI.tUl:) 
dedicating themselves to the service of the spiri
tual teacher. Some of them, after completing the 
study, lived an independent life as forest-recluses, 
living a life of nature away from the civil popula
tion of towns and villages and pursuing their spiri
toal exercises exclusively; while some others be
came -samllyasilu who gave up all com"entional 
socia-religious walks of ci.".il life, and devoted 
themselves entirely to the acquisition of spiritoal 
1.-nowledge. These three classes of celibates form
ed of course a very small minority of the popula
tion, while the large majority looked for temporal 
careers as householders in society (gribasthas) and 
aspired to porsue them in the spirit of the Vedic 
Law, as a means to the spiritual progress, as 
sen.-ice to the Divine Lord, i.e.. with a ,iew to 
realise in social life their unity with Him. Such 
careers were once c1aysified broadly under foor 
heads: the career of (I) the -priest or teacher, 
(2) the ruler or warrior, (3) the producer and dis
tributor of wealth, and (4) the manual labourer. 
Aiming at one of these careers, the stodent would 
train himself for it, living a -life of brahmacbarya 
so long as be remained a student. The time for 
spiritual and secular studies was duly apportioned. 
About four months between the close of the rainy 
season and the commencement of winter was a1l\)t
ted to spiritual studies, while tbe rest of the year 
ivas devoted to the study of humanities and of 
the sciences and arts relating to the future profess
ions. 
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Concimons of IIpiPitaal insight. 

13. The student's attitude towards the spiri
tual teacher ought to be 'different from that to~ 
wards the purely secular teacher. A thorough 
attunement of the pupil's mind with that of -the 
teacher is necessary for a proper comprehension of 
the truths taught by the spiritual teacher. This is 
secured by a reverent a.nd loving service to the 
teacher regarded as the embodiment of the Supreme 
Lord, to whom the pupil ought to look up 
as the final source of all spiritual inspiration. 
\Vhen the pupil fails to grasp any spiritual truth 
once taught by the teacher, it is because his mind 
is not thoroughly attuned to the teacher's mind: he 
should then seek perfect attun"ement by further 
and more devoted service to the teacher, which is 
only a worship of the Divine Lordin the teacher : 
~R'i~WU .. e'l-«1 .~ '.~ (am. 1-14-9). Outside 
the spiritual studies, there is no necessity for such 
service: "' ~adM&~~ (anq.I-13-12). \Ve may 
explain the reason. thus: Spiritual truths concern 
the Spirit or the Self within, the individual Self ; 
or they may concern the Supreme Self (the Divine 
Lord) who shines through the individual Seif. 
Those truths, when taught by the teacher, are 
only his mental pictures of some aspects of 
the Spirit within, which cannot be dissociated 
from the thinking mind and presented to the 
mind and the senses, as an external object 
can be. So that, till the pupil's mind gets per
fectlyattuned to the teacher's mind, the exact 
picture of a spiritual aspec~ formed in the mind of 

~~ 
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the teacher cannot be reproduced in the pupil's 
mind_~ It -is not so in the case of rtlesciences rela
ting to external objects. The truths of these 
sciences can be brought horrie to the pupil's mind 
by directly placing before the pupil's mind and 
senses the external objects to which the truths 
relate. Thus a life of strict brahmacharya is a. 
necessary cot:Jdition of spiritual insight. The real 
life of brahmacharya has long gone out of practice 
among the Hindus, so that, writing about20oo 
years ago; ode of the sutrakaras (Apastamba) said, 
" in these' modern ages no Rishis are born, for .lack 
of tapas or brahinacharya-niyama in the student
life·of the youth." With the decline of spiritual 
fnsight, faith ill the reality of spiritual life has also 
declined. If the Hindus would again be a progress
ive people which they once were, they should 
revive this·spiritual1if!; of brahma.charya, observing 
the- rules thereof from their youth upwards. -

- Progress in science and art. . 

14. The real life of brahmacharya will 'not 
only contribute to a sense of reality of spiritual 
life among the. people, it will also lead to a real 
progress in science and art. With the mind and 
the senses purified and refined by the observance 
of the rules of brahmacharya, the 'student wil1 
obtain a· better insight into the subtle nature and 
con:tposition of the forces and things with which 
the modern sciences deal. The improvement in the 
a.rts of life· which may be thereby affected will tend 
to make life all the richer and more refined. The 
an~ient a.nq,~s evidently recognised this'bearin~ 
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of brahmacharya on the progress of sciene<e and 

art, as they laid down the, rule ~. ~ f.I~l$ 
.: iR<m::. "He who seeks mastery in science .... 
will do well to undergo spiritual regeneration 
according to the Vedic Law." When th~ ancient 
Hind\l$ led a life ofbrahmacharya. in youth they. 
'made :a very wonderful (fo!" , their. times) progress 
in sciences and arts' of life,. a few of which still, 
survive, while the rest are, known to us .only ill 
name .. 

Brotherhood of people< 
~ . - . 

IS. I may refer to one far-reaching result of 
the life of brahmachatya in youth, which is of very 
great importance to all people living in the moq,ern 
civilized world. The high ideals of. spi!itua,Uife, 
instilled ea~ly into the mind of every P!lpil, and 
even followed in practice by him in the way pointed 
out above, will permeate in course of time the life 
of the people as a whole through the cultured 
classes. This will ~en<;l to remove. t!l:e gre~d for 
material '. posse~sions, apd do a,waywith th~ h~. 
kering 'after. luxuries; andth,ere will be ,nq room 
for mutual jealousies of any, kind; Th.eJ~ i.s n~ 
fear that the pf!ople' will th~l~. Pecom~ Jethcp:gic ; 
for one of ,the primary .conditions·pf liipjritl,l<!-l.1ife 
according, to the Ved,ic La.", is strenuQIi,s w<;>r~ jlJ 
the cause. of the world-progress, iricr~ailing the 
happiness 'of pumanity;md allsen~ient existence, 
and thus increasing the glory, of the Divine Lord. 
Service for the glory of the Lord only increases 
the'divineglory' inh~rent ,in-the true Self in man ... 
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The awakening of Ule indiyldual. 
16. From this study of the ancient Hindu 

ideal of education we may derive some valuable 
lessons for the improvement of the modern system 
of education. The one striking feature of the 
ancient system is its primary concern with the true 
individual and his organs of knowledge. The in
dividual is first awakened and is taught how to 
gain control over his mind and senses which are to 
be purified and refined. The awakened soul with 
his pure and refined mind and senses can better 
grasp the truths of science and art than the impure 
and unrefined mind and senses with the light of 
soul shining but dimly through them. This is a 
feature of the ancient system which we may very 
wen introduce into the modern system. It will make 
a radical change in the life of man, by awakening 
and improving the individual himself. Knowledge 
is wanted not for its own sake, but for the indio 
vidual. When the true individual is aroused and 
given proper instruments, he can very easily 
acquire much of the knowledge which nowadays 
we take so much trouble to force into the young 
pupil's mind. In fact the awakened soul endued 
with strong and rt:fined instruments can achieve 
much more than now in all realms of thought and 
action. The modern system tries to evoke the 
powers of the mind and the senses as they are, with
out any direct attempt to purify and refine them. 

ReUgiou eclacatio. of Ule .laden&. 
17. The ancient system shews wherein true 

. religious education consists, and what is its place 
and use in the educatlon of the youth. True religious 
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education does not consist in teaching theology 
and religious dogmas, or even the mere philosophy 
and metaphysics of religion. ·On the contrary he 
should betatlght the broad fundamental truth 
of religion that the true man is not the bodily 
organism we call man; that the real self is the 
Spirit in the body, one with Brahman, the Supreme 
Self. He .should be taught to realise this truth by 
exercising his. individual will and controlling the 
mind and the senses. To this end he shall consci
ously lead a life of active unselfish strenuous work 
in devotion to a higher being and in the service of 
his spiritual teacher,-a life free from all sensual 

. indulgences and all stimulant food~ which excite 
passions. He will in due course be taught i,he 
fundamental laws of spiritual. evolution, and the 
path of spiritual progress. He will be told how he 
can gradually develop the mighty spiritual poten
tialities abiding in his own divine Self by always 
using the powers he already has for the glory of 
the Divine Lord, i.e., for the happiness of the 
w hole world. He will be shewn how· the opportu~ 
nities of his everyday social life may be used "for 
his spiritual progress. All religious instruction 
thus relates to practical life. When subjecUo the 
strict regimen . of food and denied all forms of 
sensual indulgence, as the 'rules of brahmacharya 
demand, the young students of both sexes may be 
saved from 'those sexual lapses ·which are often 
brought forward as an excuse for the early mar
riage of boys and girls,-which has been working so 

. much havoc ·in the Indian society. 
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. The student-life of girl, . 

. 18. In the anCient Hindu system, girls \vere 
ad:rnitted . .to. the. student-life in the same way as 
the boys, and subject t() the same rules. This is 
a. poiQt w,b~ch. the .modern orthodox· Hindus should 
take ~o hear:t. In oce of the ancient works on our 
sacred· laws, rules relating to the student-life. of 
gir.l~~u;e:l~id down: while in a.comparatively recent 
wprk,o{ ~he same kind we are told that, in times of 
yore, girls led student~life in the same way as boys. 
Why, then, has toe practice changed so m<,tterially? 
Some economical changes have since taken place, 
due chiefly to the increased rigidity ,of the caste 
s}:stern, which prevented :the employment of tht! 
people of. the labouring classes. as domestic ser-. 
valitSl,Q the· households of the cultured classes. 
The woman of the cultured classes has in conse
quence been consigned to domestic drudgery, which 
increased' with an increasing sense of ease and 
comfott. and a craving for luxuries and ·sensual 
indulgenc;.es ; and it has beep thought that for such 
rl. work in life: rio spiritual, literary or· technical 
training' of .~systerhatic character is necessary. 
l'his has led to the· early marriage of girls .. _At an 
age when~he boy is sent to school,. the girl is mar· 
.ried. and :sent to the husband"s family to learn 
houseOold. work under the . tender care· of the 
mpther-in-Iaw ; or 'after_ marriage she remains with 
the .parents learning household work, and joins the 
hqsband's family as soon as she is .regarded physio. 
10gicaUycapable of be.iring children. But there is 
po longer ailY nec.esslty for, continuing this system. 
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By" simple living and high th'inking,", by the use 
of machinery arid employment of' the laboring 
classes of cleanly habits for domestic serviCe, the 
upper classes can be released from such a wholesale 
domestic drudgery; and then there can. no longer 
be any meaning in denying to them the benefits of 
a liberal education. By educating boys and girls ' 
under the' wholesome regimen. of brahn1!lcharya 
we may put off with impunity their marriage till 
they have completed their edpcation .and attained 
full bodily development. ' 

Uniform religious Instruction for all Hindu students, 

19. The sketch given above of· the ancient 
Hindu ideal of education helps the solution. of 
some of the perplexingsocial.probleros connected 
with the caste system, notably the' problem of 
religious education of students in our schools. 
Acccording to the ancient system the Vedic culture 
is open to all aspirants of spiritual life, to whatever 
caste or class or sex t~ey may belong. The only 
distinction made in the ancient times was between 
a brahman a and 'a non-brahmana, but not in the 
same sense of the wor" as it now has, nor for the 
purpose of excluding thenon-brahmana from the 
Vedic culture. A brahmana ,youth was one who 
was born in a family which had all along: been 
leading. a spiritual life and who was therefore 
brought up in ap'ure physical, moral and; spiritual 
atmosphere. A brahmana youth was therefore one 
who' was distinguished by purity of life, exhibiting 
signs of· a pure body and mind; and'theVedic 
culture was open only t8 a youth of pure body and 
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mind. Other youths were those barn in families 
which had long bet ore fallen from brahmanical 
status' by neglect of spiritual life, and who were 
later on classed as Kshatriyas, Vaishyas, Shudras, 
and so on. In the case of these youths the tea
cher's first care was to purify their body and mind, 
and he admitted them to the Ve~ic culture after a 
year's life of brahmacharya or even less aceor~ 
ding to' the impurity of the body and the mind to 
be purged away. On the contrary, the brahmana 
youth was admitted to the Vedic culture as soon 
as he presented himself, simply because presumably 
he possessed a pure body and mind. It was held 
that a year's life of brahmacharya could purify any 
youth in body and mind; and· the teacher must 
have had his own tests to ascertain the purity. A 
more stringent and longer process of purification 
was demanded in later times to which Apastamba 
belonged. Tbe 'latest regulations deny the Vedic 
culture' altogether to the Shudras, while the modern 

I . 

custom has. excluded even the Kshatriya~ and the 
Vaishyas from that culture. The exclusion, it may 
be :observed, has become absolute when the reality 
of the spiritual life constituting brahmacharya has 
altogether disappeared and ceremonialism has 
taken its place. In the ancient times when the 
spiritu~l life was real, the sins of the delinquent 
parents were not visited upon the sons; and the 
e.xclusion of the delinquents themselves from spiri
tualculture was not absolute. On this question 
my orthodox brahmana brethren may firid it hard 
to agree with me" out of. their great regard arid 
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of brahmacharya on the progress of science and 

art, as they laid dowQ 'the rule: ~ ~ 
.: trm:. "He who seeks mastery in science 
~ . 
will do well to undergo spiritual regeneration 
ac;cording to the Vedic Law." 'When the ancient 
Hindus led a life of brahmacharya in youth. they. 
made a very wonderful (for their times) progress 
in sciences and arts of life, a few of which stm 
survive, while the rest are. known to us only in 
name. 

Brotherhood of people. 

IS. I may refer to one far-reaching result of 
the life of brahmacharya in youth, which is of very 
great importance to all people living in the modern 
civilized world. .The high ideals of spiritual life, 
instilled early into the mind of· every. pupil, and 
even followed in practice by him in the way pointed 
out above, will permeate in course of time the life 
of the people as a whole through the cultured 
classes. This will tend to remove ,the greed for 
material possessions, and 40 away with the han
kering after luxuries; and there will be no room 
for ~utoal jealousies of any kind. There is no 
fear that the people will then becom~ lethargic; 
for one of the primary conditions of spiritual life 
according to the Vedic Law is strenuous, work in 
the cause of the world-progress, increasing the 
happiness of humanity' and al~ sentient existence, 
and thus increasing the glory of the Divine Lord. 
Service for the glory of the Lord only increases 
·thedivine glory inherent il'l the true Self in man. 
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they will be prepared to adopt the measures of 
marriage reform so much needed, if only the bug
bear of the shastric prohibition is unmasked. We 
are aware of the many advantages claimed for the 
existing system; but most of them, on examinatiolJ, 
will be found to be only seeming, not real, advan
tages, in their naked form; while the few that are 
real should be sacrificed in view of the larger 
interests at stake. 

4. Many already see the evils of our custom 
of early marriages, but they are only deterred from 
giving it up by the compelling force of the long 
custom and in view of the few advantages it .nas. 
At the back of all this is the idea that the Shastra 
enjoins early marriages an'd that this injunction is 
an inviolable law. It is the removal of this idea 
that our study and teaching of the Shastra on this 
question should aim at. We put our faith in the 
Shastra in the 'belief that it embodies higher 
wisdom than ordinary men possess. -Should we 
not then reflect for a· while how the Shastra, which 
we look up to as the embodiment of \wsdom, can 
fall short of the wisdom of the ordinary intelligent 
man; how Shastra can enjoin early marriages, 
such as are practised by the brahmanas, which are 
the source of so many real evils and of only very 
few, if any, real advantages? 

5. Let us see what the Shastra says on the 
marriageable age of boys and girls. It is the 
Manu-Smriti and other· works of the class which 
guide our social and socio-religious institutions.' 
According to these works a man after finishing his 

24 
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student-life shall marry a girl between 8 and 12 

years of age, or one who may be younger still. It 
is the'duty of the parents or otherguardians of 
girls ,to give them away in marriage before they 
attain the age of puberty to worthy husbands. Bat 
when a girl is not so given away in marriage till three 
years have passed after she has attained maturity, 
she shilll marry a husband of her own choice: she 
shall not remain unmarried long after that age. 
This is the comprehensive regulation regarding 
the marriageitb1e age of boys and girls laid down 
in the 'Yorks called Smritis,the institutes now 
guiding the socia-religious institutions of the 
Hindus: All of them recommend the early marri
age of girls, and some condemn in severe terms the 
marriage of girls after puberty, while one or two go 
so far even as to insist that the 'girl who remains 
unmarried when she attains the age of puberty 
should be left alone in a wild forest to become a 
prey to' any carnivorous beast. These works on 
law have greatest weight with the orthodox Hin
dus, especially with the learned orthodox pandits 
or indigenous scholars, who look upon them as the 
Shastras of inviolable authority. 

6. A little examination will show that the 
Smritis cannot be credited with such inviolable 
authority. Every student of our sacred laws is 
aware that the law of Smriti is distinguished from 
the law of Shruti, and that the latter has a higher 
authority than th~ former. What every student 
may not 'know, or, even if he know's, may not al. 
ways ,bear in mind is the reason why it is so. 
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Shmti deals with facts, truths and laws which we 
can know only by hearing from others, i.e., through. 
revelation; it does not. deal 'with truths and law~ 
which man can find out for himself. Smriti, on 
the other hand, deals with facts, truths, and laws 
which man can know for himself; it sometimes 
deals with {acts and truths which, though origi
nally obtained by revelation, have, passed through 
the mind of man and have been subjected to the 
limitation of his intellectual vision, his moral power 
and his spiritual insight. The former lays down 
laws which are based on D~vine Wisdoin coming 
through Devas or superhuman men called Rishis; 
the latter lays down rules and regulations devised 
by man and based on his personal comprehension 
of laws of nature ascertained directly by himself 
or learned by him indirectly from others who have 
a direct knowledge of them. Thus we see the 
reason why Shruti .is of a higher authority than 
Smriti in matters concerning Dharma,.the path of 
higher progress. The authority of the. Smritis' 
varies with the intellectual, moral anel. spiritual 
eminence of their respective authors. Among the 
works called Smritis come the different syst~ms of 
philosophy,. different arts and sciences; and ~he 
Smritis such as the Manu·Smriti are only a parti. 
cular class. of the works ,so called in which our 
social and socio-religious rules, ,and r,egulations 
called Samaya.acharas are recorded. SamaY4 means 
samketa, convention, and achara means ru.1e or cus
tom. ,So the Smrith~ of the clas~ to which Manu
Smriti be:longs deal with (lJle~ a,nd, ~ustoms based 



on mere social convention bearing the stamp of 
humari culture, as distinguished from the Veda or 
~hruti, which is a' direct revelation through super
human agency. Our Shastrasdistinguish between 
Dharmajna-Samaya, the convention based on a 
knowledge 'of the 'revealed law, and that based on 
man's personal comprehension of the world around 
him, ·andhold that the former alone should have 
atlY daim to the title of Dharma: they derive their 
authority from the primary Dharma or the laws of 
Shruti on 'which they are based. \Ve have both 
kinds of conventional rules recorded in our Smritis 
or embodied in our unwritten customs (acharas); 
we have also both wholesome and unwholesome 
samaya-acharas in our laws and customs, written 
and unwriten ; and writers such as Apastamba have 
mentioned many acharas which, they say, are 
opposed -to shastras, to the genuine acharas, to those 
based on original revelation; to Dharma proper. 
When the. regulations. of the different Smritis on 

. any point -conflict with. each other, as in the case of 
the marriageable age of girls, we have to see which 
one of them is in accordance with Shruti or 
Dharma proper. Now, Harita and Yama among 
the authors of Smritis are often quoted to the eftect 
that at one time girls led a student:life of the same 
kind as that of boys and that they were married 
only after puberty. This former· custom conflicts 
with the regulations of the modern smritis enjoin
in'g marriage of girls before puberty and'condemn
ing marriages after puberty. Which -of these is 
in accord with the teaching of the Shruti? In the 



case of marriage the teaching of, the Shniti ·has to 
be ascertained fr~m tp.e Vedic Mantras uttered in 
connection with the -several stages of the marriage 
ceremony. The Mantras connected with the very 
first stages of the ceremony show that' at the tirpe 
of marriage the bride is expected to understand the 
duties and responsibilities -of married life, to be 
able to direct the temporal and spiritual concerns 
of the family life, and to enter at -<>n~e on the 
duties of married life in all its aspects. It is there
fore clear that the ancient system of fully -educating 
the girl under the regimen of brahmacharya and 
marrying her after puberty is the one which accords 
with the Shruti. It follows then tha"t our present 
system should be reformed on the lines of the ancient 
custom if we would follow the teaching of the highest 
Shastra in such an important concern of life. ' 

7. Even the marriage ritual which we are 
bound to observe, as laid down in the manuals 

, called. Grikya-Sutras, points to the ancient rule of 
adult marriage. The marriage ceremony as ob- . 
served now consists of four parts: (1) Kanya
varana, securing' the' consent of the parents of the 
girl j (2) Pa"igrakatla, or -seizing the hand, marriage 
proper j (3) the married couple going to their new 
home j (4) three days' life of spiritual devotion and 
celibacy preparatory to their cohabitation on the 
fourth day (samavesana, garbhadkana). These form 
the integral parts even of the present day marriage 
ceremony of the brahmanas, -so that, properly 
speaking, even now the bride ought to be an adult 

. wOlllan at the time of marriage; 
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8. ,\Ve believe that a knowledge of the Vedic 
Ja w of marriage and the Vedic' ideals of married 
life will be an effective preparation for marriage 
reform, and we hope that our social leaders will 
try and spread that knowledge. 

llL OrthodoX)" and _arriage Befol'lllo 

(AjJril 1915.) 

(A discussion between His Holiness the 
Uttaradi Swami Sri Madhvacharya and PANDIT 
A. MAHADEVA SASTRI.) 

. OccaaiOD for eliseuwon. 

\Ve are glad to record here a terse account of 
a long and interesting discussion on the question of 
Social Reform which took place on Sunday the 
28th last (March 1915) between His Holiness the 
Uttaradi Swami and Mr. A. Mahadeva Sastri. The 
Swami is the spiritual head of a very important 
section of the followers of the Dualistic School of 
Vedanta founded by Sri Madhvacharya. The 
present head of the Uttaradi Mutt is highly learned 
in Tarka and Vedanta and is held in great esteem 
by a large number of his priestly and lay disciples. 
Unlike the Swamis of his rank His Holiness is 
eager to know the methods of Social Reform on 
Shastric lines such as the one adopted by 1\Ir. 
Mahadeva Sastri and is even prepared to discuss 
the question in person; of course feeling confident 
that the success will always lie with him at every 
step. 1\Ir. Sastri, wise with his sev::n year's ex
perience of private and public discussions with pan-

o dits, is now quite averse to engaging in any personal 
discussions in public wjLh those who honestly and 
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firmly hold that the existing social regulations are 
too sacred to be investigated by ordinary men who 
should only honour them by implicit compliance, 
as they are supposed to have been laid down in 
their present form by omniscient mighty sages of 
old. In spite, howeyer, of his misgiving as to the 
apparent results of a discussion to be carried on 
with the Swami in the midst of his admirers and 
de\"oted disciples, Mr. Sastri, in his third visit to 
the Swami, made, at the Swami's urgent and 
repeated entreaties, an attempt to indicate his main 
line of investigation in determining what the 
original basic troths underlying our several social 
institutions are and where they stand in need of 
reform. 

....... at ____ wid! Ibuiti&. 

Mr. Sastri began by pointing out the diver
gence that there is between some of the approved 
corrent rractices of the Hindus of the present 
day and the written regulations of the Dharma
Sastras, comprehensively known as Vamashrama
Dharma. In some cases, the current practices in
volve open violations of the rules of Smritis and 
border on criminal breaches of very wholesome 
statutory regulations-such as the rules of student
life. avoidance of consanguinous marriages, m. In 
a few cases, however,-;uch as education of women 
and Sbudras, vegetarianism among BrahmanaS, 
freedom in the choice of professions-the existing 
practices mark a decided improvement on the 
written ~nul<ltions. Does not this, asked Mr. 
Sastri, make all ~king men among us reflect 
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whether if is not desirable to change our existing 
regula,tions'wherever necessary and frame a new 
body of regulations which, while consonant with 
the fundamental laws of Dharma or Heligion pro
per and sometimes urgently demanded by them, 
will bring our social institutions into .line· with the 
modern requirements of the Hindus as a commu
nity having to rub shoulders with other advancing 
communities, and having also to make headway 
along their own lines of spiritual progress. That 
such changes have been made in our socio-religious 

. regulations from time to time is borne out by the 
statement of the Smritis themselves that different 
regulations (Smritis) are intended for different 
Yugas or ages, and by the fact that different Vedic 
communities, scattered in different parts of the 
country have had each its own set of regulations 
diftering form those of the rest jn some important 
respects. 

Scope for Social Reform. 

The Swami interposing said:-Where our 
practices differ from the written regulations of the 
Smritis, we should fall back upon those regulations 
as they now are. We have no right to introduce 
any changes in those regulations. The different 
Smritis intended for different Yugas were all written 
by mighty Rishis who, in their unerring. omniscient 
wisdom, saw what was good: for each age. and for 
each community. 

Mr. Sastri, dem tirring to this, said :-The view 
that the regulations of the Smritis were all laid 
down by the mighty omniscient s~ges of old is only 
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based on recent works of dogmatic, sentimental 
and legend-loving writers. On the ,contrary, accor
ding to the treatises left by more matter~of~fact 
and practical compilers: of Law such as Apas
tamba, the regulations of Varnashrama-Dharma 
are characterised as Samayacharika - Dharmas,-'
rules of life (Dharma) relating to practices (Achara) 
bas~d on social convention (samaya, santkela)-as 
distinguished from the Shrauta-Karma, those 
greater Vedic rites and ceremonies of a" purely 
religious nature which are expressly laid down in' 
the Shruti, and, again, from the Orihya-Karma or 
those lesser ones, the domestic samskaras or sacra
mental rites, which could only be gathered from 
the observances current at the time of their compi
lation. Thus the Varnashr.ama-Dharma which 
constitutes the subject-matter of' the S,mritis are 
made up of regulations based upon social conven
tion. It is said that the authority of such' soCial 
conventions vests in Dharmajnas, those who know 
Dharma'proper, the Vedic Laws of the two classes 
mentioned above. Thus the authority for making 
social r.!lles vests in those men in society who' can 
make out the law laid down in the Veda. As to who 
can make out the Vedic Law, Manu says, 

---t ....... ~ '~ ... ~ 
'!lilt{ ~ :q~t(II~1 (lit{ ... , I 

4tijiolle@~ ~' "1ll' ~~: II 
"\Vhoso reflects upon the teachings of the 

Rishis and of Dharma by reason not conflicting with 
Vedic Texts, he alone knows Dharma and no other." 

If our community has not altogether degene
rated, there must be men in it who are competent 

25 
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to understand the Vedic Law and to make new 
social.rules and alter the existing ones. The social 
rules when framed by people who know frDm the 
script~re the Vedic Law relating to spiritual con
cerns and ,who are competent to judge of the social 
concerns to which these rules relate, are quite 
authorita~ive in th~ir sphere, as the Vedas are 
'authoritative in their own sphere, 'f,iiz., Dharma or 
religioriproper. So Apastamba says: 

\:jii~~~:q: ~ ~ II 
"The social conventions of those who know 

'Dharma are authoritative as well as the Vedas are 
(with regard to Dharma proper)." 

Rules bf social convention framed by men 
become authoritative only when they are based on 
Dharma, when they do not conflict with the Vedic 
Laws relating to spiritual progress, which man 
should not override by his intellect and reason, as 
they transcend his experience and relate to the 
permanent interests of the soul and the spirit. 

'Here the Swami interposed :-Samaya does 
not mean Samketa or convention only. According 
to Amara, it means Siddhanta also. ' 

Mr. Sastri replied :-Samketa and Siddhanta 
mean one and the same thing. Both mean ~ 
~~ the rules framed by men and the conclusions 
arrived at by men, as distinguished from th~ laws 
and truths taught in the Vedas and the sayings of 
Rishis which are impersonal and untainted by 
human bias, and which therefore compel man's 
implicit compliance . . , . . \ 
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Tempol'al and Spiritual aspects of M&l'l'iage. 

Then Mr. Sastri went on thus :-In all our 
socio-religious institutio'ns comprehepded under 
Vamashrama-Dhartna there is a secular or temporal 
aspect amenable to human comprehension and 
judgment and a religious or spiritual aspect tran
scending ordinary human experience and only 
amenable to Vedic Law. By 'way of illustration 
we may take the socio-religious institution of marri
age; Two aspects of.marriage may be distinguish
ed, temporal and religious. The temporal aspect 
is determined by natural sexual attraction and 
the social need of protection the weaker sex feels. 
The religious aspect of marriage consists in man 
and woman, thus brought together by the call of 
temporal interests, making up their mind, under 
the influence of the Vedic Law, to live as husband 
and wife a life of mutual love, help and co-opera
tion in all concerns of life, in the matter of food, 
health, wealth and progeny, cherishing 6piritual 
aspirations and using in their. joint life all their 
vital energies and talents and capacities so as to 
conduce to the advancement of their 'permanent 
spiritual interests. 

. For man such a socio-religious institution as 
marriage is necessary because sexual life which re
mains normal when guided by pure animal instinct 
becomes abnormal in the imaginative animal, man, 
and would degenerate into a morbid sensualism, if 
not brought under the directive control of high moral 

. and spiritual aspirations and resolutions. It is this 
:high moral and spiritual resolve that makes,marriage 
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~''''-'''''---''''-'''''''-----------------.....- ......................... ~.-............ ----........ . 

and the whole married liCe a samskara or sacra. 
ment and a holy liCe of sacrament. The offspring 
of such a union of man and woman in holy wed. 
lock will be of a very fine type. It is, therefore, no 
wonder that by r .. ising and bringing up such a pro
geny the m<\n and the woman discharge, as declared 
in the Veda, the debt they owe to the Pitris, to 
the great personages such as Marichi who original
ly gave birth to our race and whose chief function 
in the world is to advance human evolution by 
producing and preserving higher types of humanity. 

Yedla .... of .&nla,e. 

Mr. Sastri then proceeded to show how the 
Vedic ideals of marriage ami married liCe as voiced 

. forth in the Mant,.as of marriage constitute the 
basis of the Vedic Law j and, he said, the Vedic 
injunction thus made out may be formulated thus: 
when a man and a woman have been drawn to
gether by sexual attraction and other needs of a 
social :tnd temporal life, they shall lead a liCe of 
perfect union and mutual help and co-operation in 
aU concerns of life, temporal and spiritual, using 
their powers and capacities for the progress of their 
community and the whole sentient existence 
around them; and so long as they are inclined for 
a sexu"l life they shall lead a life of continence 
and chastity, thereby raising and bringing up a 
worthy virile oflspring, who will be in a position to 
help forward the cause of human progress in all 
departments of life. Thus, as shown by the Vedic 
M <1"Lr((s uttered by the bridegroom and the bride 
ilt the lime of marriage voicing Curlh tht:ir ide ... ls 
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of marriage ~nd manied life as well as their pled
ges and vows of mutual fidelity, love and co-opera
tion, the Vedic Law expects the bridegroom and 
the brid~ to be at the time of marriage a man and 
a woman who are fully alive to the responsibilities 
of married life, able to discharge them from the 
very day of marriage onward. This constitutes 
the Vivaha-Dlzarma, the spiritual side of marriage 
and married life; and it is this which constitutes 
the proper province of the Shasha, the sphere in 
which.our empirical reason should bow to revela
tion as relating to the operations of law which 
transcend the ordinary human experience. So, ac
cording to the highest authority on the matter, 
Vivalla-Dharma, or marriage and married life in its 
spiritual aspect as laid down in the Vedic Law, is 
applicable only to a grown-up man and a grown
up woman, both being mature in body and in 
thought,both having wills of their own, both able 
to guide themselves in all concerns of life, and 
both cherishing high spiritual aspirations. 

Marriage and Social Legislation • 

. The temporal aspect of marriage and married 
life,-Mr. Sastri said,-falls within the province of 
social convention wherein the community is left 
free to frame its own regulations of marriage and 
marrjed life according to their own ideas of social 
efficiency and moral propriety, and of consistency 
with the Vedic Law. This freedom has always 
been exercised by the Hindus from time immemori
al as sh0wn by the different codes of regulations 
(smritis) that have been in vogue at different periods 
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of our history, prescribing at different periods differ
ent ages of marriage for girls and boys and thus re
flecting the different environments and cultures of the 
communities that severally framed those regulations. 

Vedic Mantras inapplicable to early marriages. 

The Swami then rejoined :-The ideals of mar
riage and married life as voiced forth in the Vedic 
Mantras can be cherished even by immature girls 
even 'at the early ages at which they are now mar
ried according- to the regulations of the Smritis. 
Have we not seen,-the Swami asked,-children of 
four and five years of age playing at marriage and 
married life? How can it be said that the Vedic 
Law of marriage applies only to an adult woman? 

Mr. Sastri said in reply:-Children's ideas of 
marriage and married life relate to mere externals, 
the tamashas and other striking outward formalities, 
connected with marriage and married life. They 
can have no idea of the inner significance of the 
material factors of marriage or marrIed. life as set 
forth above. The words which the bridegroom and 
the bride exchange at the concluding part of the 
ceremony on the fourth night and the acts which 
are to 2ccompany them show that the bridegroom 
and the bride are morally and physically fit for 
immediate sexual cohabitation,-an act in which 
no child wife and husband' of the preseQt day 
brahmanical marriages can engage without bringing 
themselves and their guardians and others con
cerned within the clutches of the criminal law of 
the land, not to speak of the unhealthy and immoral 
nature of the act itself. 
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The Swami. then suggested:-The marriage 
mantras quoted above may refer to acts which will 
take 'place in the fulness of time in the future 
married life of the boy and the girl, though they 
may be immature at the time of marriage. ' 

At the suggestion of some pandits that then 
gathered around him, the Swami further argued:
If we try thus to make out the Vedic Law from 
the mantras of the m'arriage ceremony, we will.be 
led to absurd conclusions. There is, for instance, 
one marriage mantra in' which the bridegroom de
e1ares that Agni has given -him wealth and progmy 
as well as the bride. There is another. in which 
the bride prays to several gods to guard the several 
parts of rer body, to guard her baby when in 
arms, when walking about naked and'in all after
stages. If the mantras ,be significant of the condi
tion of the bride at the time of marriage as Mr. 
Sastri says, then the bride is to have at the. time of 
marriage a baby in arms,-whiCh is absurd. 

To this Mr. Sastri was not without an answer. 
But,· as a direct answer would lead to issues which 
would elude the grasp of the amateur students of 
the subject that assembled there and to solutions 
which would unruffle the minds of the Swami and 
of his mentors, Mr. Sastri desisted from a direct 
answer to the objection and proceeded to lead the 
discussion to the next strong point in the line 
leading to his main conclusion, a point which, when 
put; could not fail to strike the mind of even 
the most amateauri.sh student, But the· line of 

• 
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explanation of the point just raised by the Swami 
maybe briefly indicated here. 

I n the first place, the point as put by the oppo-
,nent is the one which he will find it equally difficult ' 
to explain. His answer is that all such mantras; 
including those which clearly point to the adult age 
of the bride, refer to acts and events that are to take 
place in future ir. the fulness of time, and do not -
point to the condition 0.£ the couple at the time of 
marriage. This is untenable because the Vedic 
mantras, wherever they occur, should be explained 
in their natural sense, that is to say, independent
ly of all reference to man-made rules and regula
tions, especially when, as in the case of marriage, 
those regulations are in mutual conflict,-the girls' 
marriageable age fixed by the different codes vary
ing from full adult age down to early childhood. 
Another equally untenable explanation of the' diffi
culty resorted to by the advocates of early marri
age is tha,t the marriage mantras are not significant 
and cannot therefore be taken as indicative of the 
conditions of the bridegroom and the bride at the 
time of marriage. This explanation ought to be 
the last refuge of even the modern exegetists, who 
may resort to it only when the mantra concerned 
is so obscurely worded as to defy all attempts at 
explanation or when it conveys a· meaning which is 
quit~ inapplicable to the act which accompanies 
the utterance of the mantra. 

Now, Mr. Sastri has his own explanation of 
the difficulties pointed out above. The wealth and 
progeny 'declared by the bridegroom to have been 
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given to him along with the bride by Agni, the 
invisible Devata or Intelligence controlling the 
vital energy in man and woman, consist of mere 
Powers and capacities in the region of vital- forces 
by which material wea1th are acquired and physical 
progeny brought Corth,-not of any tangible wealth 
and progeny which _ can be seen and touched by 
human eyes and hands. Agni is the Intelligence 
ruling the adolescent age of man and woman and 
guiding the development of the power~ and capaci
ties of producing wealth ilJId progeny. And these 
powers and capacities thus opened up under the 
influence of Agni will be brought to material frui
tion when man and woman have been married and 
have been leading a married life. So in- declaring 
that Agni has given him wealth and progeny along 
with the bride, the bridegroom means to say that 
she as well as himself are quite competent to bring 
Corth progeny and to gather spiritual and material 
wealth; that she like himself is mature, physically, 
morally and spiritually. The explanations which 
some Smritikaras and commentators have put 
upon the influence said to be exercised by Soma, 
Gandharva and Agni on women are of the same 
tenor. 

As to the prayers ca11ing on. the gods to guard 
the bride's person and the baby in arms, they 
manifestly refer to the future. A close study of 
the section in which this prayer occurs will show 
that this prayer is one in a series of prayers in 
which the first few are addressed, by way of thanks
giving, to the several gods who werec6ncerned in 

~6 
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the bride's growth and develppment in her pre
marital life. Then come another set of prayers 
addressed to the gods who will be concerned with 
her well-being in· the several. stages· of her whol~ 
married life. In these the bridegroom prays to 
gods to, avert all evils and afflictions in the bride's 
future married life arising from. calamities befalling 
herself, her husband, and the children of her 
family. It is in this connection that the baby in 
arm is mentioned. These prayers, again, are fol
lowed by others which occur in connection with all 
Vedic ceremonies, .having no special bearing on 
marriage and married life. Like these the prayer 
for the protection of the baby in arms has nothing 
to do with the state of the bride at the time of 
marriage. Moreover, they occur only in the ceremo
nials of two or three Vedic communities who have 
profusely added mantras unconnected with marriage 
to the original sto~k of mantras having special 
significance in connection with marriage. . They 
do not indeed occur in the ·ceremonials of a dozen 
or more other Vedic communities who have. also 
added superfluous mantras to the original stock in 
equal ·profusion. 

To avoid straying into the lines of discussion 
which have no direct bearing on the main point at 
issue and to take his stand on the sure and firm 
ground of his own- choice, Mr. Sastri turned from 
this line of explanation and said at the time in reply 
to the Swamin as follows:-Though there are some 
mantras-now found in connecrtion with marriage 
Tjt1,lals-whi~h manifestly refer only to future 
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events, the essential'. mantras of marriage cere
V\ony must be tak~mas indicative of the bride's 
state at lh~ time of marriage. These essential 
mantras contain expressions of eagerness on the 
part of the bridegroom :;l.Od the bride for consum
mation of marriage and should be taken as point
ing to immediate (ulfilment; and the parties who 
can give utterance to such mature ideas as are 
embodied in the marriage-vows and pledges and 
can understand their full tenor must be fully 
mature in body and. mind and fit for immediate. 
consummation. Except ill the case of manife~t 
absurdity .or o( physical impossibility there is no 
need to qualify the natural sense of a Vedic pas~
age even by way of bringing it into line with the 
Smritis.· In this particular case we should avoid 
such an attempt because th~ old ,and new Smritis 
are in mutual conflict as regards the marriageable 
age of women. 

AduU and earl1 marriages in the S~ritii. 

In explan,ationof this last statemen.t and by 
way of leading to his next poil1t .Mr. Sastrisaid : 
The extant Smritis, give us to understand t~at at 
one period of our history girls as well as boys had 
to lead a life of brahmacharya or Vedic student-life, 
that they were taught .vedas and sciences, that 
they were married after puberty on.the completion~ 
of their study, and that they were .i11 some cases· 
even allowed to remain life-long celibate Vedic 
students and teachers, Brahmavadinis. According 
to the regulations of the Sm~itis now in force, the. 
brahmin girl is to be married at the age at which, 
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boys are put to school, to do service to the hus
band and learn household work iIi his family. 
When thus the statutory regulations of ,the marri
ageable age of girls that have pbtaiIiedin difterent 
periods of our history are found to be in mutual 
confli~t, we Plust make out the Vedic Law by a 
natural interpretation of the Mantras; it will 110t 
do to give to the Vedic Mantras of marriage a 
forced meaning to make them· accord with the 
existing regulations regarding the marriageable age 
of girls. ' 

Mr. Sastri continued :-,When we find two 
mutually contradictory regulations in the Smritis, 
-one prescribing student-life for girls in their 
youth alld marriage after puberty,. and the other 
denying to th~m student-life altogether and enjoin
ing early marriage,-'-we are to follow that regula
tion which will better fulfil the demands of the 
Vedic Law as determined by the ideals of marri
age and married life voiced forth in the most 
significant Mantras connected with the main acts' 
of the marriage ceremony. The system of post
puberty marriage such as was in vogue in the hey
day of Indo-Afyan history affords to the girls 
opportunities for securing a liberal education and 
a healthy development of body and mind, and for 
preparing themselves for a due discharge of all the 
duties of married life as laid down by the Vedic 
Law. So, in giving up the present system of early 
marri~ge and reverting to the older system of post
puberty marri?ge, we will be better fulfilling the 
demands of the Vedic Law which is the ultimate 
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standard and authority .for the true orthodox 
·Hindu. 

In concluding the discussion Mr: Sastri ·said 
that, proceeding on this line, he has been able to 
determine the original basis of most of our socio
reI igious institutions and the reforms needed in them. 

* * * * 
The Sequel to the Discussion • 

. The Hindu Marriage Reform League in My
sore has every reason to congratulate itself on the 
fruitful results of the discussion above referred to, 
in which Mr. Mahadeva Sastri,the Secretary of 
the League, was given !in opportunity to show 
how truly orthodox is the movement· represented 
by the League whose chief object is to raise the 
marriageable age of Hindu girls and 'to enable 
them to spend the earliest and best part of their 
youth in securing, under a. sound system of educa,j 
tion, a healthy development of ·body and mind; 
His Holiness the Uttaradi Swami deserves much 
credit for· his able conduct in the discussion in 
which the eager partisans of both sides were held 
in due restraint. If the Swami himself gave way 
now and then to impatience in the heat of discus
sion, it was pardonable, he having chosen to play 
the part of a combatant in the debate. At first 
Mr. Sastri proposed only· to expound in ,his own 
way the line of his investigation of the Shastras 
Ivhich led him to the conclusions he has arrived at 
as to the necessity of reform· in our existing socio
celigious institutions comprehended under the term 
Varnasltrama-Dharma. But, owing to the Swami'~ 
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frequent interrogatories, the exposition was soon 
turned into a debate. The progress of the expo
sition was accordingly retarded, contrary to Mr. 
Sastri's expectation, as he had intended to present 
his subject from all points of view in one hour or 
so and be done with it. The result was that at the 
end of two hours and a half it was found that the 
discussion did not proceed beyond the preliminary 
points and' much remained unsaid. Mr. Sastri 
could not afford time to continue the discussion 
and wound up the subject at the point reached in 
the discussion, as shown above. 

Then at the instanc~, it is said, of some of the 
orthodox extremists of the city, a pandit of the 
Uttaradi Mutt, by name Elattur Krishnachar, dt:1i
vered a series of lectures traversing, among others, 
some of the points discussed at the debate, and 
concluding that the post-puberty marriages were 
unshastric. The debate and the lectures drew 
large audiences, as sensational discussions gener
ally do, and at the instance of some among them 
who wanted to hear the other side, the Hindu 
Marriage Reform League, Mysore, held two meet
ings in the Rangacharlu Memorial Hall to 
represent fully the views on the other side. The 
audiences at these meetings were equally large. 
Among the speakers at these meetings were Pandit 
L. Srinivasacharya (Palac~ Mahavidvan), Dr. S. 
Venkoba Hao,' Mr. V. N. Narasimmiyellgltr, the 
veteran advocate of Social Reform, and Mr. M. 
Venkatakrishnayya. They spoke at great length" 
pointing oat th.it post-puberty marriages were 
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shastric and wholesome to the Brahmanic commu
nity and answering all the objections brought 
against the system of post-puberty marriages. 
Pandit L. Srinivasacharya, whose great learning in 
Dharma-Sastra has been of late so much in evi
dence in South India, proved by Shastric quota
tions and proper reasoning that the Vedas enjoill 
post-puberty marriages primarily. As he interpreted 
the regulations of the Smritis, the early marriages 
enjoined in them came into use when, under the 
puculiar social conditions of recent ages of our 
history, the brahmanical communities found some 
practical inconvenience in fulfilling the conditiuns of 
the Vedic Law of adult marriage. ACj:ording to his 
showing, there is no reason why under the altered 
conditions of the present day the brahmanical com
munities who can -fulfil the conditions of the Vedic 
Law 01 adult marriage should continue to follow the 
emergency law of early marriage laid down in the 
Smritis. In all matters of religious significance, 
he said, the primary Vedic Law sh'.>uld be followed 
whenever possible, in preference to the secondary 
regulations of the Smritis. 

• • • • 
The Boucea of Law. 

The early part of the foregoing discussion 
having turned upon the sources of law, it will be 
instructive to read what the early matter-of-fact 
practical compilers of sacred laws have to say 
on the subject. \Ve therefore append here the 
passages from those writers bearing on the subject 
with Buh~er's English translation, 
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Gautama: 1. 1-2. 

1. The Veda is.the source of the sacred law, 
2. And the tradition and practice of those 

who know (the Veda). . 

A pastamba: I. I, 1-2. 
.... ~ 

~: ~: 'Et1+441"'111<"61"( ~ o41~ql~f+i': \I 

~- \;jii~e+44: mrruT ~ It 
1. Now, then=;fore, ~ve will declare the acts 

productive of merit which form part of the customs 
of daily life, as they hav.e been settled by the 
agreement (of those who know the law.) 

2. The' authority (for these duties) is the 
agreement of those who know the ]a~v, (and the 
authorities for the latter are) the. Vedas a.lone. 

Vasishtita: I. 4-7. 

Y.- ~RmlRl~((~)~: \I 

. r.... ~ ~nal:ql<: SIlUUTI{ \I 

~. ~: !!"I<CflI+4I€+t1 \I 
\P. G1.l@+4I~'CflI(o" ~: \I 

4. The sacred law has. been. settled by the reo 
vealed texts and by the tradition of the sages. 

5. On failure of (rules given in) these (two 
sources) the practice of the Sishtas (has) authority. 

6. But he whose heart is free from desire (is 
called) a Sishta. 

7. (Acts sanctioned by) the sacred law (are 
those) for which no (worldly) cause is perceptible. 
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BaudhaYlfna: I: i.i~9. 

~, \3tl~ d: SiRi4it'lll ' 

~, Eleotl304K04.I~: II 

~, mrm ~~ II 
~, ~~: fumml: II 

~, Nw: ~ f.\~IEI+I(f(f fiRt'fil<l: ~~,~
§qJ~~~:II' 

~, ~ ~ ~: ~qi(i(ul: I 

fm«iit3+l1'1&1/: ~: .II 
\t, ~~~II 
~,' ~1"3i(1(pij-
~"~ ~ qf.\:a~qIQcl): I 

a:rrmn~~ t<tsn: q~ ~, II 
~, ~ err ~ err ~ err ~(irffi: I 

~S1:l~~S_: II 
I. The sacred la~ is taught iri each Veda. 
2. We will explain (it) in accordance with: 

that. 
3. (The .sacred law), taught in the Tradition 

(smriti, stands) second. 
4. The practice of sishtas(stands) third. 
5. Sishtas, forsooth, (are those) who are free 

from envy, free from pride, contented with a store 
of grain sufficient for ten days, free from covetous
ness, and free from hypocrisy, arrogance, greed, 
perpl(!xity and anger. ' 
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6. "(Those are called) sishtas who, in accorl 
ance with the sacred law,. have studied tl 
Veda together with its appendages, know how' 
draw inference from that, and are able to addul 
proofs perceptible by the senses from the revealE 
texts." 

7. On failure of them, an assembly consistir 
at least of ten members (shall decide disputed poin 
of law). 

8.· Now they quote also the followir 
verses:-

, Four men who each. know one of the fOI 
Veda.s, a Mimamsaka, one who knows the Anga 
one whe recites (the works on) the sacred law ar 
three Brahmanas belonging to (three differen 
orders, constitute. an assembly consisting at least I 

ten rnem bers.' . 

g. 'There may be five, or there may be thre 
or there may be one blameless man who decid, 
(questions regarding) the sacred law. But a tho: 
sand fools cannot do it.' 



Aryan Ideals of Marriage. 

(Lecture at the Mysore Book-Club, 1916.) 

The old origin of ou KaPl'iage ideal. 

Our institution of marriage is primarily based 
on Vedic ideals of life and has developed out of 
them in the long course of our social evolution. 
These ideals of life-Dharma as they are compre
hen"sively known---,were laid down for the guidanc::e 
of the early Aryans, by Divine Sag~s, and these 
were embodied iq,the laws of spiritual life formu
lated in the Vedas and in the socio-religious insti
tutions relating to their temporal life. To under
stand these, ideals in their pristine purity and deep
est significance, we have to go back to the period 
long anterior to our immigration to India, the land 
watered by the seven Sil1dhus, the Indus and its 
tribqtaries. For a full comprehension of the e~act 
significance of the terms in which these ideals are 
spoken of, we have to go back to the period when 
the Hindus and the Eranians, worshippers of Agni 
and Soma, and perhaps also our Aryan brethren of 
Europe and Western Asia, all lived as one people ; 
that is to say, to the period when our !¥>cial and 
religious institutions were in their original plastic 
condition, full of vitality, when our system of wor
ship was not yet shaped into the elaborate sacri
ficial rites and ceremqnies known as yagas, when 
Agni meant something more than the external 
blazing fire .nto which we throw o~r oblatjon, when 
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Sonta meant something more than the beverage 
brewed from the creeper plant L."1lown by that name, 
when V Mlta meant spiritual d~votion, not colour or 
caste. It was certainly far anterior to the period 
when, settled in India, the Indo-Aryans became 
divided into hereditary castes according to their 
social occupations. I should take you back to this 
remote period of antiquity if I would bring home 

, to your minds the true origin of even that degree 
of sanctity which is still found associated with 
marriage among' the Hindus, especially of the 
upper castes. It is the Vedic ideals of marriage 
and married life that are reflected and deflected 
and even pen-erted in the socio.religious institutions 
worked out in our sacred laws such as those laid 
down in the Manu-Smriti and other writings of the 
class.. No apology is therefore needed on my part 
for making references in the course of this discourse 
to remole periods of our history in tr);ng to explain 
our ideals of marriage. 

K8ft'i&ge ... a aa.cramea&. 

2. Marriage, with us as with several other 
peoples more or less ci\;lised, is a sacrament,-an 
institution having a deep spiritual significance, and 
whose \'alue cannot be judged from its uses and 
purposes which our external senses alone can give 
us to understand. The breeding of progeny and 
mere satisfaction of the natural craving for sexual 
companionship are not the only aims of muried 
life cherished by cultured J>e<'ples all over the \vorld. 
Among the advanced and cultured races of people, 
married life is intended to serve Qther and nobler 
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purposes than these, however essential and valu
able these are in themselves: nay, it serves to 
ennoble and sanctify even these acts by bringing 
into operation higher sentiments than mere natural 
instincts which alone operate in the lower animals 
and savages. There is one constitutional difference 
between men and lower animals which renders the 
restrictions and limitations implied in marriage and 
married life necessary for a healthy operation of 
this instinctual process. As memory and imagi
nation grow in man, sex-instinct 4evelops some 
morbid tendencies and is liable to abuse and. 
excess, leading even. to some socia I disturbances 
and troubles, ~nd it becomes necessary to place 
some healthy restrictions on its erratic action. 
In the lower animals, for the most part, sex-instinct 
works in a healthy way and according to the needs 
of the propagation of the species; but even here 
abuses and excesses are ·observed only where an 
animal develops human qualities of memory and 
imagination. Once in the social history of our race, 
as our Sacred Tradition says, the sexual relations 
were free and unrestrained by any laws of mar~iage; 
clnd it was, as says the same Tradition, the abuse 
of this freedom that led to the institution of ·marri. 
age. Such restriction, however, does not seem to 
be the sole or even the main purpose of marriage 
and married life, as we are given to understand. 
However important and necessary, it does not go 
far to make marriage such a holy sacrament as we 
consider it to be. The Vedic ideals of .marriage 
and married life involve several other purposes, 



eacp equally if not far more important than main
tenance of social order and of the physical vigour 
of the race'-which may appear sacred enough to 
purely secular minds j-and it is those other pur
poses which to our minds make marriage and 
married life holy sacraments, as relating to the 
higher and more spiritual aspects of our whole life
work on earth. 

The high status of woman in marriage. 

3· The spiritual aspect of marriage is well 
brought out by Gautama's designation of it-in his 
list of forty Vedic Samskaras or Sacraments-as 
~~'iifIRoft:a~:, Saha-dharma - charini - samyoga, 
uQion of a man with a woman who chooses to ful
fil Dharma or spiritual purposes of life conjointly 
with him. This, as we will see, is a'very'express
ive term pregllant with meaning, conveying fully 
the Vedic' ideal of marriage and married life. ,In 
the first place, the designation clearly points to the 
high purpose which woman equally with man has 
to consciously fulfil in life. In the next place, the 
term brings out clearly what is still more important, 
the truth that man and woman should live a'mar
ried life if they would fully achieve the lligh pur
poses of their earth-life in all its aspects. Equally 
important is the implication that man and woman 
should come to live together in married life by 
their own choice between the several ideals of life 
and by' mutual agreement, not thrown together 
haphazard by the choice of other persons while 
they themselves have no idea of all that marriage 
means. It shQws further that prior ~Q marriage 
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woman no less than man should. have been well 
aware of the ideals of married life and have made 
up her mind to live up to the high ideals of her 
choice, proposing of her own free will anq. consent 
to live with man in bonds of mu~ual fidelity, har
mony and co-operation. It is not indeed possible 
to exhaustively express the whole significance of 
this designation of marrige i.n such short space or 
time.as I can command in this context. Th~ other 
designations of. marriage in common use do not 
bring out so fully the meaning oqhe Vedic ideal 
of marriage. Vivalta or Udvaha, for instance, means 
simply the leading away .of the bride with her 
articles of dowry from her parental home to the 
new home of the married couple. Parinayana 
refers to the ceremonial act of leading the bride 
round the sacred fire lit at th-e tim~ of marriage. 
Panigrakana and Upayama mark the bridegroom's 
acceptance of the hand offered by the bride. Such 
terms as these point to some ceremonial spectacular 
aspects of marriage and the beginnings of married 
life;. whereas the· term Saha-dharma-charini-sa1~
yoga signifies the. high comprehensive purpose of 
the whole responsible life of man and woman and 
the preparation that is necessary for it. 

Married life Is all-comprehensive. 

4. The designation serves to make clear one 
distinguishing feature of the Vedic ideal of married 
life already referred to. It clearly points to the 
truth that to fully achieve the high purpose of our 
earth.life man and woman must live together. We 
are apt to think that the breeding and rearing ~f 
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progeny is the only purpose of life for which man 
and woman should live together, and that tpey 
may be left . free to. live alone as soon as the res
ponsibilities connected with that purpose have been 
discharged. The purpose of married life according 
to the. Vedic ideal is not limited to the discharge 
of this function; on the contrary it extends to the 
whole life of man and woman on earth. That is 
to say; as married life is a necessary condition for 
a due discharge of the responsibilities connected 
with reproductive function, so also it is a nli!cessary 
condition, according to the Vedic Law, for the ful
filment of tpe other equally or even more' import
ant functions of man's life on earth. The raising 
and bringing up of progeny is only one of the four. 
main functions of an Aryan's life on earth as laid 
down in the Vedic Law. He has besides to edu
cate the youth of the community and train them 
for their r~spective careers in life. He has further 
t-o understand and gain control over the higher and 
finer: forces of Nature with a view to developing 
the resources of the land and the community of 
his birth and raising the standard of all the arts of 
life which contribute to the general culture, refine
m~nt· and happiness of the people at large. He 
has furthermore to look after the purely spiritual 
concerns of himself and the community,-himself 
rising, and also trying to lift the community, high 
above the petty temporal concerns of the material 
and sensual side of the earth-life, high up to. the 
lofty and limitless levels of ,Spiritual being and 
~xistence. Such au the four .lines of activity 
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marked out by Vedic Law for !pan and woman, 
ne~ther of whom alone can, according to that law 
fulfil on these lines his or her life-purposes witho",t 
the aid of the otht!r. It is clear to us that in the 
present stage of human evolution,-i.e., as human 
organiem is at present constituted,~the reproduc
tive function cannot be ,discharged by man or 
woman alone; and the Vedic, Law only recognises 
the sway of this necessity throughout man's life
work and insists on the co-operation of man and 
woman in other concerns of life also: In express 
terms-such as aN'!~IIi5(il,,; ~ err ~ ~:,~: 
qID-the Veda impresses the fact that man and 
woman form two halves of one whole being, each 
serving a distinct function, put both having to act 
as efficient factors in co-operation to produce one 
single result. It is t~erefore but natural for t,he 
Vedic Law to enjoin that married relation should 
be maintained througho'ut life, and to insist on a 
thorough-going co-operation of man and woman in 
all concernsoflif~ including reproduction. As a 
close examination of human nature will shew, in 
each and every part of theirconstitutioJl man and 
woman are' complimentary to each other. The 
differences in, their nature go to' prove t,hat they 
are intended for conjoint action in the fulfilment 
of their life-purposes, each supplying what the 
other lacks. This difference in their constitution 
and the fact that numerically men and women are 
equally distributed point to the high wisdom of the 
Vedic Law which enjoins conjoint a'tion of man 
and woman in all activities connected with 'the 

28 . 
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reproductive, educative, economic and spiritual 
spheres 'of earth-life. Thus we see that the Vedic 
outlook of married life is broader apd deeper than 
the ordinary man's conception; and certainly the 
Vedic Laws of life are based on that deep 
knowledge of Nature's, processes which w.a~ pos
ses~ed by the Divine Sages of old who gave the 
DharlTla~religious and social law-to the early 
Aryans. 

Dhal'D1a in maI'l'ied life. 

5. We should understand yet another aspect 
of the Vedic ideal of life if we would realise why 
marriage and married life are quite so sacred anq 
important as the Hindus have always regarded 
them. In other words we should study marriage 
and- married life in their aspect as Dharma and 
understand their religious .significance. Dharma 
in its orginat Vedic sense as synonymous with 
Yajna means the action of Divine Will in Nature, 
the Eternal Divine Law of Sac;:rifice governing the 
evolution of the universe. Man being truly divine 
in his essential nature, he should follow the divine 
law of sacrifice in his life if he would realise his 
inherent blissful nature. That is to say, the main 
purpose of man's life is a realisation of his oneness 
with the Divine Lord; and he is to achieve this by 
acting as the Divine Lord does, by gradually 
divesting himself of all limitations which circum
scribe his interests and sphere of action, and there
by unfolding his true nature, which is of limitless 
range like Ithat of the Divin~ Lord.. So man's 
p'harllla or life-work consi~ts in so extending his 
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range of life that it may ultimately cojncide with 
that of the Divine Lord witb whom he is one in 
nature and .in ,being. The Aryans to whom the 
Vedic truths and laws have been given are so 
constituted as to be soon able to perceive the 
perisbability ,of all things pertaining to the'mun
dane existence and to aspire to attain to ,the level 
of the immortal super-mundane spiritual being and 
life. As seekers of such immortal infinite life,-of . . 

unity with Brahman,-the Aryans are known as 
Brahmanas, devotees of tl:le infinite Spirit, and 
constitute Vama, a community of seekers, men of 
Vrala or spiritual aspiration, such a community 
being often spoken of as Arya- Varna in the Rig
veda as rlistinguished from Dasyus, the unspiritual 
barbarians. It was for such a community that 
Dharma or Vedic Law of life was laid dowrr, 
chalking out the course of life leading to the reali
sation of man's inherent unity with the Lord of 
the Universe. The Vedic Religion is truly the path 
which leads from the unreal to the real, from 
darkness to light, from death to immortality. 
The first 'Step or entrance on this path is marked 
by Yaga in the older Vedic scheme of life, and by 
U panayana and Marriage in the later. Yaga in
volves two steps corresponding to U panayana and 
marriage. The first consists in rec9gnising the 
divinity of man's soul within, in awakening it and 
in getting the bodily organism under the soul's 
control; while the second consists in realising 
the ~nity of the soul within with the Universal 
Soul in Nature without. Jhe first cons~itute~ 
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Agni-adhana. the establishing of the rule of the 
fiery Spirit-who is the nature or" Hudra, Siva
exetti~ing control over organism;. and ,the second 
constitutes Soma-Yagainwhich the Spirit within 
man goes out to realise his unity with Soma, 
Vishl1u, the all-pervading beneficent Lord of the 
Ui1iverse. Upanayana and marriage also represent 
respectively the, two processes of awakening the 
individual soul or Brahman within man anq of 
realising his unity with the Universal Soul, Brah
man without. So Yagadiksha or V panayatla marks 
the first step on the path, that of awakening 
Brahman in man j and hence it is that, in Vedic 
parlance, Yaga-dikslza or V pattayana makes one a 
Brahmana, the seeker and devotee of Brahman j
it may be a man or a woman, belonging to any 
creed, caste, or race. Thus Dharma means estab
lishment of the rule of man's divine soul within 
and his striving to realise his unity with the 
Divine Lord. Marriage as Dharma means ari inti
mate association in life of a man and a woman' 
who seek to realise their unity with the Divine 
Lord of the Universe, and married life m-eallS the 
~ourse of activities in their joint - life on earth 
by which they try to achieve a realisation of that· 
unity. 

Foul' Iinel of aotiYity In married life. 

6. The Brahmana,-the man or the woman 
in whom the divine soul has been awakened and 
who seeks to realise his or her oneness with Brah
man without,-then, has to realise that unity with 
Brahman in earth-life. To such a soul the Vedic 
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Law has shewn three lin~s of activity in earth-life 
along which the. realisation has to be sought, and 
along which every brahmana must work before 
transferring his or her life-activities to the purely 
spiritual concerns of life. One line of activity 
relates to the education of the youth. The brah
man's work in relatIon to the youth consists ·in 
awakening their souls, in helping them to gain 
control over their bodies, in training their natural 
faculties, in teaching them the fundamental truths 
and laws of Dharma, and in giving them the' 
knowledge required io~ their worldly careers as 
citizens ;-i11 short, in preparing the youth of both 
sexes for their ,future work as householders. This 
is, in the language of the Vedic Law, to discharge 
the debt due to the Rishis; the divine agents 
entrusted with the care of the spiritual well-being" 
of humanity. The Brahmana owes to them a debt 
as he has derived ultimately from them all the 
knowledge of spiritual laws that he possesses, and 
he has to discharge that debt by helping the Rishis 
in their line of work, by imparting his spiritual 
lmowledge to' the youth of his community. 1n 
doing this work, thp. brahmana really does the 
work of the Divine Lord Himself, in the,spirit of 
divine love and self-sacrafice, and thereby realises 
his unity with the Divine Lord. The second line 
of work iscon~erned with the raising of progeny 
under proper conditions and bringing up children 
as becomes a brahmana parent. This is a debt 
due to the Pitri-Devas headed by Prajapati and 
Manu, who have in charge the propagation of th~ 
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race _ and improvement of the organic structure of 
the human bodies, and from. whom primarily the 
brahmana has derived his fine body. The third 
line of activity relates to the study :wd the manipu
lation of Nature's forces with a view to.improving 
all the resources which contribute to the health, 
wealth and h~ppiness of the people at large and 
lead to a healthy growth and development of their 
organic capacities. T.o this line of activity belongs 
the performance of Vedic Yagas, most of which are 

. scientific processes and magic rites by which 
Nature's finer forces rlJle~ by Devas-or the Shi~ 
ning Ones-are pressed for man's service, with the 
help of those Devas invoked by Vedjc incantations. 
This is helping in the task of Devas, the divine 
agents concerned with the growth and development 

"of man's mind and senses. In working along these 
lines the brahmana works with God and in the 
spidt of divine love and self-sacrifice, and thereby 
realises his unity with God. Such are the activities· 
relating to temporal concerns in which the brah
mana's immediate duties lie; and until these duties 
have been duly discharged no man or woman 
should turn to the fourth line of activities which 
relate to. the purely spiritual spheres of life, quite 
beyond the earthly concerns. Accordingly Manu 
says: . 

Sl'{ar~ :il"ttnlql~~ ~.u JiJP) f.Ft~ I 
. :a:r.tl:flf)~ ~aT· S ~qi{r.f') ~: II 

.' Having discharged the three debts, let a man 
turn his thought to liberation; he who without 
discharging them seeks liberation is sure to go 
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down" (VI. 35). He who would soar high without 
discharging these duties to the community is sure 
to fall. In plainer terms, without realising his 
unity with God in earth-life it is hopeless to realise 
unity on higher planes. Thus a life of intense 
activity directed to the well-being of the commu
nity at large is the lot of the Brahmana, is the 
Dharma of the man or the woman who seeks to 
realise unity with Br;thman. For a fulfilment of 
thiS Dharma, man and woman-it would seem 
according to the Vedic Law-must co-operate in 
married life.' For efficiency in the sphere of edu
cation, in the conquest and manipulation of nature's 
finer forces, and in supermundane spiritual activi
ties, the intimate association of man and woman 
such as married life implies would seem to be quite 
as necessary as in the discharge of duties connected 
with reproductive function. The work to be done 
in each of the four lines of activity is so great and 
requires such special training and capacity that it 
may not be possible for any man or womal1 to 
completely discharge in one life the duties con
nected with all the four departments of life-work. 
A man or a woman may choose one particular line 
of work as the dominant concern of his or her 
married life according to 'his or her capacity and 
temperament, and then such a man and such a 
woman as have chosen ,the same line of activity 
will have to marry. There are thus four kinds of 
marriage and married life'! named after the domi
nant line of life-,work chosen by the people about 
to marry. ' The marriage is named Arska when the 
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dominant concern of .married life is the education 
of the youth; it is named Prajaf;atytl when the 
breeding· and bringing up of a noble progeny is 
chosen as the dominant line of life-work; {t is 
named Daiva when the employing of Nature's 
forces for the service of man is chosen as the 
special line of life-work; it is called Brahma when 
the specie-al line of life-work' chosen relates to the 
purely spiritual concerns of the individual and the 
community altogether unconnected with the mun
dane affairs of the earth-life. All are. lines of 
activity along which the married couple tnay seek 
to realise unity with Brahman, the Divine Lord of 
the world. No brclhmana may be inactive, and in 
all lines of activity, whether relating to the tempo
ral concerns of the earth-life or to the purely 
spiritual concerns, it is in married life that we 
should look for efficiency and fruitfulness. The 
Vedic La w, it is thus evident, does not restrict 
married life to th'e exercise of reproductive func
tion, which, un<ier proper conditions laid down in 
the Vedic Law, certainly leads to the realisation 
of man's oneness with the Divine Lord in His 
creative aspect; it would seem, according to that 
Law, that in 'the other lines of activities also such 
happy blending of the t~o distinct natures of man 
and wo'man as is implied in married life helps the 
conscious realisation of man's oneness with Brah
man in His othet aspects also, 

. Spiritual perfection through m&l'ried life, 

7. Married life according to Vedic Law is 
thus co-elCtensive with the whole field of man's 
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responsible action, and. it is so aU-embracing that 
the Vedic teachers of old regarded married life as 
the only normal. one for a man or a woman to lead 
on earth, and condemned the' single life, in the 
case of both maJ;l and woman, as abnormal, as 
prejudicial to the ·tn~e interests of the individual 
and the community. The misanthrope!! who, un
mindful of .their social obligatiol1si avoided society 
and lived solitary lives a's anchorites and hermits 
were condemned in severe terms by the Vedic law-. 
givers of old. Single life in or :out of society was 
to be the lot .of those who suffered' from incurable 
organic diseases of body or of mind transmissible 
from parents to children. The normal life for' a 
man or a woman ofa healthy body and mind lay 
-in married state. They alone among the able
bodied and sound-mindedwh.o were impatient of 
the rules and restrictions ofma-rried life took to 
the single lives of r~lllses and herm'lts. Among 
such were oft~n people who by ,practice of severe 
austerities of various sorts developed avery strong 
will-power, and who, in the .absence of .due moral 
balance to be gained only ill householder-li,fe, e:x:er
.cised that power to the detriment of social order 
~nd well-being. .In our Itihasas andPQranas we 
read of persons who by tapas gail}ed control oVer 
nner forces of nature and terrorised the. society by 
'using their power for illegitimate pU"rposes. So, ac
cording to Vedic Law, it is in married life that a 
btahmana should seek true spiritual' development 

. in all its aspects; and it is. the life of holy wedlotk 
.that leads 'in ~ood. time tQ .spiritual perfection. 

29 
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Vasishtha, Atri, Janaka, Pippalada, Bharadvaja 
and a host of other sages of whom we read in our 
sacred books,not to speak of Shri-Rama and Shri
Krishna, are instances of people who. attained and 
maintained spiritual. perfection in married life . 
. Why, the very highest Gods,. such as Siva, Vishnu~, 
Brahma who are embodiments of absolute spiritual 
perfectien, are conceived' as working in the world 
and carrying on the work of \Vorld~progress along 
with their consorts. 

Yedic ideals Ito .. modifled. 

8. .We shall now.examine the modern Hindu 
"iastitution of marriage in the light of the. Vedic 
ideal of marriage and married life with a view to 
finding how far it embodies that ideal, where it has 
suffered .from frequent adjustments to the later 
conditions of the Hindu society, and where re~ 

adjustments are necessary for a better working out 
of that ideal. Such an examination is quite neces
sary because· we, Hindus profess to follow the 
Vedic ideals.of Hfe,-what we call Dharma. vVe 
repeat the Vedic formulas (Mantras) at our cere
rnonies, and the bride and the bridegroom take 
pledges and vows of marriage and married life 
binding themselves to follow the . Vedic rules of 
·married ·life from the very day of marriage 
onward. If we would keep faith with Vedic 
Dharma and be true to our solemn pledges and 
vows, it behoves us to see that the conditions 
of our rnarried life are in accord with the Vedic 
ideals' and to improve the existing conditions 
·where they do· _not· answer the· demands of 
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Vedic Dharma. The first glance at the modern 
institutiqn of marriage, even as worked out in 
the Manu-Smriti, shows that it falls far short of the 
Vedic ideal. The original ideal has in the long lapse 
of ages suffered considerably owing to a general 
weakening in the spiritual aspirations of the people 
in general. I have no time now to trace the causes 
and the process of degeneration in the spiritual 
tone of the people which has gone on since the 
Vedic Laws were first given to our rac.e. It is 
enough for our present purpose to state that the 
process set in when the Rishis and other lofty 
personages ceased to personally guide the religious. 
and social affairs of our people-as they did at 
first, living as men amongst them-and left the 
people to their own resources to make their way in 
the world and to work out their further progress 
with the help of the teaching they had left behind. 
\Vith the withdrawal of this direct guidance of the 
Rishis, the spiritual tone of the people-:-which 
under the direct guidance of those lofty personages 
was kept very high-became low, and the sensual 
and mateQalistic tendencies of the Aryans, who 
were then as a people not so highly -cultured in 
spiritual matters, began to assert themselves.. In 
course of time the~r spiritualaspiration;:; grew weak j 
andin the end. physical strenglh. having gamed 
the. upper hand in social matters, the stronge~man 
has held the weaker woman in subjection. It should 
not, however, be understood that .the people·them
selves as a whole have gone on degenerating in all 
respects .. Far fwm it. On the contrary; the people 
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as a whole have gone on 'progressing in all direc. 
tions. Intellectually, morally, and even spjritually, 
there has been a marked progress as the ages have 
gone by, though spiritual giants like the great sages 
of old were not quite so common as before among 
the later Aryans, they appearing only as meteoric 
phenomena at long ir~tervals for restoring spiritual 
balance jn the aflairs of the Aryans when unduly 
disturbed. This statement may need some expla. 
nalion, w,hich I proceed to give. According to our 

I Sacred Tradition, our Aryan community, in the 
nascent stage of its early history, was led in person 
by Hulers and Teachers of the rank of Manus and 
Maharshis-Vaivasvata Manu, Vasishtha, Vyasa, 
etc. As the community grew from infancy to 
maturity, these Rulersand Teachers loosened their 
leading strings and allowed the community to 
manage its own affairs in the light of the teaching 
they had left behind and thus grow into a self. 
reliant people. Though the community as a whole 
continued to advance in general culture, it was not 
possible for it to. maintain itself at the spiritual 
level to which it attained under the pe~sonal rule 
and gUIdance of the Manu and the Maharshis. 
With the withdrawal of their direct guidance, the 
community gradually sank in spirituality to' th~ 
level of its general culture. I(we study our ancient 
history we shall find that at some particular points 
the .level of our general culture and our moral and 
spiritual tone was not so high,--was even much 
luwl;;r than it is at present,-'and that Higher Beings 
pad to intervene occasionally whenever mcltters 
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reached a critical point,--whenever the even though· 
slow progress of Dharma received a set-back from 
an upheaval of unspiritual tendencies, and the 
social and religious institutions of the. time were· 
affected very much 'for the worse. We shall furthe1r 
find that through all these vicis.situdes we Hindus, 
as a whole-if we take into account not the brah
mans ·only, bUl aU class~s of people including .the 
lowest-have been progressing, advancing all along' 
in general culture and improving our social and· 
religious institutions from time to time. However 
mueh we have thus advanced in general cul~ui-e,· 
we have not yet attained to anything like the level 
of the Great Sages,-the progenitors of the Aryan 
race-in spiritual enlightenment; nor have we yet 
realised or assimilated the Vedic ideaIs of spiritual· 
life they held up to us. These ideals still . remain' 
the highest we have to work up to, and they will' 
continue to be our ideals forages to come .• It is' _ 
only the social and socio-religious institutions,'
the external forms embodying these ideals,-which. 
we will have to alter and improve; according to our 
advance in general culture,-and in those matters' 
only which fall within the scope of our mind and, 
senses, of our perception and judgment,~while~ 
adhering to the Vedic teaching,in all matters which: 
transcend our vision and understanding . 

. Readjustment of the present system. 

9. Let us now see how the working out of the 
Vedic ideals of married lifein. our community was· 
afft:cted by the fall in. its spiritual tone and the . 
consequent domination of the physical might and-
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the materialistic and sensualistic tendencies in all 
socia! concerns of life. The. immediate result 
was a fall ill the woman's social status. From 
being a «omrade in married life and a helpmate in 
all concerns Qf life, the physically weaker woman 
was held in subjectionhy the stronger man and 
came to be regarded as a handmaid catering for 
his pleasures in earth-life, which became the 'chief 
object of his concern. She was denied all the in
tellectual, moral' and spiritual culture that was 
open to man and which would make her a self
reliant co-worker along with man. She was cOflsi
dered fit only for housekeeping under his protection 
and lead, and for bearing and bringing up children 
for him. \Vhen the responsibilities of reproductive 
function had heen discharged man thought he could 
leave his wife and family and become a forest
hermit (Vanaprastha) or a wanderer (Parivrajaka), 
hoping. to pursue a life of spiritual devotion with 
undivided attention, undisturbed by the cares of 
his family and community,' The wife, 1,mcultured 
as she was, could not associate with him in his 
spiritual life ; she could not as erstwhile help him 
through her own line of spiritul culture, nor could 
she be l?0 helped by him .. She 'was to live under 
the care ,and protection of het ,~n or ,some other 
male r~lative. Sometimes, though .rarely, men' 
who conceived a loathing for sexual life altogether 
even before marriage were allowed to be life-long 
celibate students, or. forest-hermits or Parivra
jakas. These celibate orders had thus their origin 
in the fall of woman's status. Uncultured as 
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women were, they were regarded as unfit to be 
helphll associates jn purely. spi.ritual concerns of 
life, Nay, . their very sight-was to. beayoided, by 
-men as something very obnox!ou~ to theirspiritual 
.progress. Thus the high purpose .of life which-was 
to be achieved. in. married condition by . cultured 
men and women. was gradually lost sight of, and 
marriage \vas regarded as only a means to the satis
faction of lust. \-Vomen have come. to be always 
associated with carnal pleasures of life and their 
company has therefore been held to be prejudicial 
to the. pursuit of a pure spiritual life. As these 
celibate orders had to .. renounce all concerns .of 
family and community, the institution .proved a 
.dead loss to th~ society as a whole~ which became 
much the poorer as: all men of experiellceand higher 
wisdom withdrew from the guidance of the affairs 
of the community, leaving it practically in the hands 
of freshmen lacking wisdo~ and experience. The 
lead. of the community havingfallen into the hands 
of the inexperienced men. it is no \Yonder that the 
inevitable adjustments in our institu.tions made 
from time to time. t08uit the. changing environ~ 
ments have. often in the end proved detrimental to 
the progress of the community. The .institutionof 
marriage is one of those most affected by such ad
justments ; and when we view our present system 
in the light of the Vedic ideals we see our way how 
to readjust it to th~ original high· ideals and in 
accordance with the standards of our higher cuI
ture and refinement. 
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Bpiritual. basis of the present system •. 

10. We shall now proceed to study our 
present system of marriage to see how far it sub
serves the main purpose of life,-how far it repre
sents the Vedic ideal of married life through which 
the main purpose of life has to he achieved. Here 
we will do well to bear in mind that the main pur
pose of life as set forth in the Veda consists in such 
an .aU-round development of the active side of 
human nature as ~illlead: to a realisation of the 
immortality and divinity of the human soul. We 
must also bear in mind how married ·life according 
to Vedic Law subserves this purpose, how living 
in society and in family man· may fully achieve 
the highest spiritual aspira,tions"nay, how mar
ried life in the. family . and in the community 
affords a field for' the exercise of activities lead
ihg to . the. realisation of, man's oneness with 
-Brahman, how the c0-operation of a cultured man 
and a .culturedwoman leads to efficiency in all 
fields of activity and to the fulfilment of the highest 
spiritual. aspirations. Let us first get some clear 
,idea of the highest purpose of an Aryan's life as 
-set forth in the Veda and see how married life ac
cording to the Vedic ideal, which. still forms the 
groundwork of ou'r present system, subserves that 
purpose; for, then we shall clearly see where the 
present system is defec'tive and how it may be re. 
·formed .. The path 'of Dharma,-the path of true 
spiritual progress which the Aryan has to tread in 
life,-+-is one of intense activity coupled with true 
wisdom. The path of Dharma originally laid down 



for the guidance. of the Aryan is, in its most 
authoritative and purest form-according to our 
Sacred Tradition-outlined in the Bhagavadgita, 
in the :;econd and third adhyayas. It is there 
spoken of as Yoga, combining a knowledge of the 
true nature of the soul and a life of service and 
unselfish activity i-a combination of Sankhya and 
Yoga, J nana and Karma, Vidya and A vidya, with 
Bhakti or loving devotion to God added to them. 
This path of Dharma or Yoga is the same as the. 
path of Yajna said to have Men taught to the 
early Aryan: 
~:~:~~~Rr: I 

... ........A.... .... ~ 
stiIil' ~~I"I""'1lCf .~ cUi e"liI+i~.11 

" Prajapati created people along with Yajna and 
said at first: 'by this shall ye produce; may this 
fulfil your heartfelt desires.' " 

In this life of Yajna,~it is said there further 
on,-men nourish Devas and Devas nourish men, 
and this mutual strengthening leads to the highest 
good of man and the whole world. The most 
efficient worker on this path of Yajna is he who, 
recognising the inherent immortal nature of his 
own true Self as. one with Brahman,-;-the Supreme 

"Infinite One, the Divine Lord of the universe,~ 
does all work in a spirit of devotion and service to 
the Divine Lord, and as a part of the Divine 
Lord's work of the world-progress, and in co-opera
tion with Devas and other agents of the Lord. It 
is this path of Yoga or Yajna which the Divine 
Lord taught to 'men through the progenitors of 
huma'nity such as Vivasvat, and was handed down 

30 
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through Manu and Ikshvaku to the early Aryans; 
When i~ had long been forgotten in the course of 
ages, Lord $hri-Krishna taught it again on the 
field of Kurukshetra to Arjuna for a spiritual re
suscitation of the Indo-Aryans, the Hindus. It has 
to be taught again and again till it is quite assimi
lated and becomes part and parcel of the popular 
aspiration and constitutes a primary working factor 
in life. This Yoga, or Yajnajor Dharma, as it is 
variously called, forms the life-work of the Aryan, 
which he has to achieve in married life. There 
are four aspects or departments of this life-work of 
the Aryan to which I have already referred as the 
four lines of activities of married life, relating 
respectively to the work of Rishis, Pitris, Devas, 
and Brahma; the four lines of social service con
cerned with the educative, reproductive, economic, 
and purely spiritual functions of the community. 
These four lines of work in the aggregate constitute 
the, Dharma of the Aryan's married life ,and are 
spoken of as Yajnas,-Deva-Yajna, Pitri-Yajna, 
Brahma-Yajna, and so on. These Yajnas are now
a-days observed as rituals, not as lines.of strenu
ous life-work connected with the actual every-day 
life of the community. These rituals" we must, 
understand, are only _symbolic processes; serving 
as reminders to us of the several lines of our life
work and the spirit with which we are to e'ngage in 
the activities connected with them. Some of these 
rituals are no doubt, in part, magical processes 
lproduclive of physical and super-physi~al results 
'"v,hen properly gone through ;bu tthese results 
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~renot in themselves quite so important for 
the man performing them as the sp'irit with 
which he perfo~ms them. These 'results attract 
only the unenlightened, while the enlightened man 
makes ofthe rituals channels of the spiritual force 
welling' ilp 'within' him' amd carries the sacrificial 
spirit connected with the observance of the rituals 
on to the whOle work of his lHe. A difference is 
made in our scriptures among the Yajnasperformed 
by the enlightened and the unenlightened. An act 
of Yajna accompanied ~ith Vidya;-..:...with a recog
nition of ,the divinity of the soul and a spirit of 
sacrifice and unselfish service,-is said to be far 
more efficacious and to have a far higher spiritual 
v~lue tha'n the sarpe act· done, with a lo'nging for. 
the im~ediate physical 'or superphysical result. It 
is Yajnas of the farmer kind which lead to a reali-. 
sation of unity with 'the Divine Lord. Speaking 
of the forty Samskaras or sacramental rituais-iri,: 
eluding U panayana, marriage, and aU' ~acrificial 
rites-Gautama says that they t~nnot lead to union 
with Brahman unless they are accompanied with a 
full development of spirituaI9ualiti~s, Atma-g1tn«s.· 
Not only rituals, but all our activities, will have i 
spiritual value to the extent that they form expres
sions of our true inherent spiritual nature, which 
may be recognised in its eightfold manifestation, 
as the eight A tma-gunas which Gautama, has 
enumerated as follows:-(I),~~, kindness 
and compassion to all creatures in distress; (2) 
~:, forgiveness, freedom from anger and resent-

ment; ,(3) ~J' absence of envy_; <l;pprec;iftion 
I ... "-. - -- - -
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of the good in others however little; (4) ~, 
purity and righteousness, (sJ ac;CI'4IQ:, moderation, 
freedom from w()rry; (6) ~J constant quest of 

the good; (i) 'OI'iI'iU4'l , cheerful charity; (S) 'OI't'lU, 
freedom from greed or co,-etousness. In these 
w .. ys our true Self manifests itself in life. Howeyer 
effiC<tcious the rituals may be in other respects, 
they haye no spiritual value unless they are eD

souled by the true Self, unless they form e.xpres-
- sions of the Higher Self in these and kindred ways. 
As Gautama says, a man who has fully deYelvped 
these qualities in his life-work can alone attain 
unity with Brahman, whereas a man who has gone 
through all the forty Samsl-aras, but who has not 
developed the eight spiritual qualities. cannot attain 
unity with Brahman and rise to His regions. So 
~lso in the case of the sacrament of marria.ge. we 
should understand its fall m~aning and the true 
nature of the married life into which it initiates us. 
The mere ritual. ,-ery elaborate as it hJ.s now 
grown. may \-aguely indicate the solemnity of the 
step we are taking; but our married life will not 
be quite so effective if we do not understand the 
meaning of the YOWS and pledges taken at the time 
of marriage and of the high purpose of our married 
life. Such an understanding will gh-e us also an 
idea of the sort of preparation necessary for the 
man and the woman about to marry and an insight 
into tbe meaning and purpose of the rules and 
regulCitions of marriage and married life. 

~riMs ,..paniieIl Iv .uriap. 

1 I. The most essential part of the marriage 
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ritual as binding together man and woman indis
solubly as husband and wife is, as Manu says, , 
Salt.lpadi, ceremony of treading seven steps. This 
ceremony is purely symbolic, and binds the otan 
and the woman together by a pledge of life-long 
partnership and co-operOltion in all concemsof life, 
mentioned OlS se,oeno Our activities in life are 
directed to the securing of food, power, health, 
wealth, the benefits of the seasons, purity of life, 
and to sriritual bliss; and these seven lines of 
acti,,;ty constitute the seven pa.das or concerns of 
lif~ \\llile treading the seven steps in a cere
monial fashion, the b~de is exhorted to associate 
her every step or line of activity with Vishnu, the 
all-sustaining Lord of the universe, dedicating all 
her work to His service and receiving. His blessing 
all the way in her lif~ Then the bridegroom asks 
the bride to be his comrade.-his SaUa,-in all 
the seven concerns of life, and prays that nothing 
may happen to break asunder tbis comradeship at 
any tim~ Tben the couple take solemn vows 
pledging themselves to love and please each 
other to the utmost, to think best of each 
other, to enjoy together all wealth and power, 
and to maintain perfect harmony in all their 
thoughts, aspirations and plans of lif~ This pledge 
sets the seal of marriage on the couple, who im
mediately proceed to fulfil the purposes of married 
life. If we clearly understand the meaning of the 
pledge to be taken at the time of marriage by the 
bridegroom and the bride, we will have an idea of 
the sort of previoDs preparation needed on the part 
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of the man and the woman who wish to marry, in 
tpe Vedic. sense of the word. The terms of the 
exh!Jrtation and the pledge shew clearly that man 
and woman should both have at the time of mar
riage clear ideas of their joint life-work and of its 
high purpose. They enter on the duties of married 
life, not as mere novices, but as responsible persons 
having had a full previous training, woman as well 
as man. Woman is to be man's comrade in life, 
his Sakha, with the same range of knowledge and 
interests,. mature in body, mind and understanding, 
able to enter into a purposeful union on equal 
terms with a man of equal status as life-partner of . 
her. own free .choic.e,-both dedic.ating their life
work as service to the Divine Lord of the universe, 
both ready to fulfil the purposes of married life 
from the very day of marriage onward. Everyone 
of us knows . how. in the case of man the life of 
Brahmacharya forms a preparation for married 
life. It is !laid in our Sacred Tradition that in former 
ages woman also had to unqergo the same prepa
ra.tion prior to tnarriage~ So long as high Vedic 
ideals of married life were followed in practice in 
their true spirit, men and women had both to 
undergo the training of Brahmacharya as a prepa
ration for the responsible dutiesofmarried life. 
But when Rishis ceased to personally guide the 
affairs of the community, its spiritual tone sank to 
the level of its low general culture. All the socio-reli
gious institutions t~rough whic.h high spiritual ideals 
c;>f life were worked out suffered degeneration and 
gra~ually b~c<l:me: masses of dry life~ess ritualistic 
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forms, many a wearisome and adventitious cere~ 

mony having been added to the original simple 
rituals pregnant with life and meaning. Sensuality 
and materialism gradually came to rule the life of. 
the general masS of the community, till iIi the end 
to the physically weak woman's Jot fell the work 
of ministering to man's material comfort and 
pleasure, and she was given only a very subordinate 
place a~ong with man in the religion of ritualistic 
worship. Woman was held fit only to attend to 
the creature comforts of the family, while man 
alone was held worthy of directly offering worship 
to God. Though with the general advance of the 
community in culture woman's status has con~ 
siderably improved in recent. times, she is assigned 
by law (smriti) a much lower status than she actu
ally enjoys in society. One result of degeneration 
in the ideal of married life has shewn itself iri. the 
law's denial of student-life to woman, in the degene~ 
tation of man's Brahmacharya into a mass of 
external forms and in its survival in a mere semb
lance of the original. During student.life in its 
original form-as we may still learn from t!lE~ exisp 
ting formulas. (Vedic mantras) of ttpanayatta and 
Yagadiksha,.--,.theyouth ot botb sexes preparing for 
their life-w.Qrk in society were; taught to recognise 
the divinity of their true Self-of the Spirit distinct 
from their bodies, ......... and to exer~ise control of the 
Spirit over the body, senses and mind,-which is 
the literal meaning of Brahmacharya, spiritual life. 
And then, while leading ·a life of service rendered 
to the spiritua] teacher as to an embodiment of the 
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Divine Lord Himself, they w.ere taught certain 
spiritual. truths to master by deep meditation, and 
certain rules of conduct for scrupulous observ~nce 
in practical life. They were set certain tasli:s, in 
performing which they developed resourcefulness 
and self-reliance. They were also taught certain 
mantras-or words of power-which they were to 
ponder upon and master till they could use them 
to invoke Devas or Highedntelligences to their aid. 
By such training and culture their souls became as 
pure and strong as fires, and it was such pure 
and fiery souls that united at marriage for the 
fulfilment of their life·work as laid'down in the 
Vedic Law. The formulas (mantras) of pledges 
used in the Saptapadi section of the marriage ritual 
are made up of the same .words as are addressed, 
in the Vedic Ritual of Agnichayana, to the fire of 
the individual soul of the aspirant when it is joined 
to the ever pure Cosmic Fire or the Universal Soul. 
This only she.ws that it is two such individual souls, 
~each living in unison with the Supreme Lord and 
devoted to His ~ervice,-that are to join together in 
marriage •. N Q more need be said to im press the lofty 
spiritual meaning of marriage and married life and 
the necessity for aprevious training of man and 
woman in preparation for their life-work in married 
life. It is·such pur~ an.d strong souls who, united in 
bonds of marriage, are to enter into the life of the 
community, and w"ho, working in one or more of the 
four lines of social activities,can realise their oneness 
with the Supreme Lord of theworld who is ever guid
ing human evolution along the line of true progress. 
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12. We are oowjna position !o understand: 
the rule. of marriage, r.efeliring to the, Varna.and" 
Gotra of men. and,. women. to. he married. The V~dic; 
scheme of lifeis, '.as we have seen,:intend,edfoi. thei 
Aryans, for men and women of Varna, for'thos.e! 
who are seekers, of fellowship l-vith,theDivineLord" 
who recognise, the divinity of thesbu.l, and seek to 
realise in actual Jife the oneness of the: soul' with 
the Divine Lord. There is a rule, o,Lmarriage,i 
a bye~law as it were,. :to ,the, effec,t :that ,marri.Jge: 
should .take ph-ce, between ,men:.and women: of . tl1e 
same V;;trmt.. :r):lis ru1.e prel'iuppOs,eS a gr'oupiog of: 
th~ people jl'lto somerec.ogniseddi visions. , The 
grouping we are now fa1lliliarwith:. is ,the division) 
of. the peoplt; according. to their; profel>sional joccu~ 
pations into ,arahmailas,Kshatriyas, Vaisbyas,: and; 
Shudras. According tothjs grouping" ,tMrulei, 
would i-nean that the me~ and the:woinen who, a,re 
to be married must by,~atui:e i anqtrail1ing ,bei 
qualified for .the same civ.il or,professional,occti .. 
pations., in .married life ,among, the Jour, namely,. 
Teachi,ng, ,MUitary~. 'Commercial, and, . Industrial. 
This,,&rouping .iscomparatively.ofa'recerit origin 
and growth, having had its origin when the spiritual 
tone of the Aryan' cominunity, was low' and the 
external and' material interests as, represented by 
the civil .occupations loomed large in the people'.s 
eyes, developing tendencies for, that hereditary 
exc1usiyeness which have finally led-tothecompartJ. 
mental"division of the people ,into castes; b~sed. on 
mere accidelit- oH:iir'th. : But; w(Fhav'e :reasoils to 
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believe that a more natural and spiritually signi
ficant grouping of the people consistent with the 
Vedic ..ideals of life.~ork was prevalent when the 
people were still in touch with the original living 
ideals of spiritual life. I refer to the grouping of 
men and women according to the special lines of 
activities chosen by them as the dominan~ concern 
of their married life, pursued as service to God arid 
His Agents,-such as education of the youth, rear
ingof progeny, deveiopment of the natural 
resources, and pure spiritual life. Then the mean
ing of the rule would be that the man and the 
woman about to marry must be those who have 
chosen the same line of work as the dominant 
concern of their married life. They are of the 
same Varna, 1;>ecause they have chosen to seek God 
and se;ve him along the same line of life-work. It 
is, as I have shewn already, with reference to such 
lines of work chosen by the married couples that 
their marriages were known as A rsha, Prajapatya, 
Daiva and Brahma. In this grouping there is a 
direct reference to the idea of service to God and 
to the community, which forms the spiritual side 
of the life-work, whereas in the grouping of people 
according to civil occupalions,-which in a way 
roughly corresponds to the other grouping-,-the 
original idea of s~rvice has gone to the back. 
ground, giving place to the professional interests 
of classes and individuals. As a matter of fact, 
this grouping according to professional occupations 
...-which has come down to us as caste~was non~ 
existent in the early periods of Aryan history when 
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the Vedic ideals of life were prevalent in the~r 
pristine purity. 

In this connection we wiIldo well als() to bear 
in mind that Varna does not originally mean colol,lr 
or caste. Varna is etymologically th~ satne as 
Varana (seeking) or Vrata (devotion, spiritual aspi
ration). It is used in this sense in some Vedic 
sacrificial mantras; and in the worcJ Vamin ,syn
onymous with brahmaclzarin it means brahmacharya, 
life of spiritual devotion. Interpreted in this sense 
of the word, persons of the same Vama are those 
who consciously seek to serve God in the same line 
of life-work. It was only in the latest periods of our 
social. history when the spiritual side of life ceased 
to attract popular devotion that the ideas of col~ur, 
caste and race came to be associated with the word 
Varna and were .imported into the Vedic scheme 
of marriage and married .life. 

lIarri&ge and Gotra. 

13. I shall now proceed to consider the rule 
of Gotra in relation to marriage. It is laid down 
as an inviolable rule that a man and a woman, of 
the same gotra should not marry. Theinviolability 
of the rule points to some deep spiritual signific
ance underlying it, as lapses are permitted only in 
matters, other than spiritual. What then is the 
spiritual significance of gotra when we speak oC 
affinity or variety in gotra between two persons in 
the Aryan community? It cannot mean blood
relationship, descent by blood from the same an
cestor; for ,blood-relations are technically known 
assapinads, persoo$, of the same flesh and blood, 
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and definite rules are laid down as to the extent of 
affinity in blood to be avoided in marriage. Golra 
affinity is" deeper than that of blood, and is to be 
avoided in marriage, however remote blood-rela
tionship may be. Gotya inits vedic sense means, 
spiritual ,heredity. Seven primarylines-ofgotra 0); , 

spiritual heredity ,are rrientioned in our:scriptures t 

each. name'd after·' a Maharashi or great sage. It 
is only'inthis sense that we 'can understand the 
rule thafthe gotraof a: Kshatriyais the'same as 
that' of his 'Purohita or spiritual preceptor. The
got-ra-rishis ate named in invoking' Agni, the sacred 
FiJ,"e': "I invoke the Pure One, as Bhrigu, Aurva 
and Apnavana did." Gotra, therefore, means the 
manner of invoking God and: worshipping Him, 
whiCh differs witli people according ,to their religi-' 
bUS tem11eraments ; 'and those who worship God iri 
the same fashion according to therr temperament 
are said to be of the saine gotra. It is this spiritual 
affinity mOl:e than the physical which is to deter
mine kinship between souls, especiaiJy ·in the case 
6f persons who have left their 'physical, bodies and 
pass~d: away beyond the earth. In matters con
terri,ing spiritual ministrations to the dead such as 
Shraddhas and Yagas, it is this affinity that is 
taken into account', an'd it is this affin'ity that rules 
the 'system of adoption of sons' and daughters by 
tJ.1ildless persons. Distinctions of t;otra as separate 
CroIn those bf var1Uitnay roughly correspond to the 
various lines' cf spiritual devotion-known as 
karma-marga, Jnana-marga, 'Bh'akd.iriarga, and 
SO 'oir,~which are' determined by the religious 
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temperaments of the individuals. The original or 
the main purpose of the rule insisting on. a vadety 
of gotra in the: case of the man and the woman to, 
QC married seems to be to add to the wealt~ :and[ 
range of the spiritual Hfe of the coupl,e ~nd to 
el1abl~ th~m to q.tt<;lin a' better realis"!-tion, oUhe 
soul'soneriess'vvith the :Supremei Lordin. whot;l'l( 
all the several aspects ofspirituallifeco~respond" 
~ng to the seven gotras .are found in a, synthetic 
combination. The rule that at mariagethe· man 
and the woman· should .be of different gotras is a 
~ure i.ndication that the woman; like the man; 
~ust have previously undergone spiritual trairing 
according to her religious temperament, must 
have awakened the fiery Spi,rit within her ill. the 
way suited to her temperament. . In the marriage 
rituals nowc;urrent among us, the pr:oce.sses ,antece~ 
dent to patti-grahanaor. the marriage prOPer includ~ 
\he bride's maunji-dharanacorrespondirrg .to: Upa
naya,na which il1it~ates one into the life 0.£ Brahma
charya. The words put into her mouth in COnnec~ 
tion with this ceremonial act show what ,her life 
antecedent to marriage ought to be. She says: 
II Seeking purity qf thought, offspring;, soundness of 
the body and the w<;>mb, J devote myself to the 
service of Agniand gird myself to lead a righteous 
life and secure happiness." J may again refer to the 
ancient practice' of allowing girls to Ieadalife of 
Brahmacharya and to study Vedas, like boys, prior 
to marriage. It is the woman' who has thus led a 
life of Brahmacharya, who has thus consCiously 
lived a strenuous life ·of. student, pure itl body: and 
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mind, in the way suited to her religious tempera
ment-it is such a woman that offers her hand in 
marriage to a man who has led an equally pure 
life in the way suited to his religious temperament 
different from her OWll.' Thus the woman of one 
gotra marries' a man of different gotra, and they 
take pledges and vows of harmonious work in all 
the seven concerns of life. Thisrelation of hus
band and wife is the type of all love and friendship: 
m ;QIH4<t\wi~, true frieridship extends to all 
the seven concerns. Even after the ceremony of 
Sapta-padi which completes the marriage proper, 
the couple; both grown-up adults, have to lead a 
life of brahmacharya or celibacy for some time 
longer, while living. together inclose association 
under the same roof and even sharing the same 
bed at night-as is done even now for three nights 

j during the marriage ceremony-both demonstra~ 
ting 'thus the mastery of theirSpi.it over the body. 
Even when this period-extending from three days 
to one year, according to the power of continence 
attai'ned by the couple~is over,it is not till the 
wOI11anhas shown herself ready and willing that 
the man may approach her for sexual embrace. 
Mark the words in which the newly wedded wife 
invites the husband on this occasion and the words 
in \vhich he responds. The wife says: 

~~~~I~~~m~1 
~ ~~ ~ ~fOT: ~'5114fc* ~ ~ II, 

" I have found thee intent at heart on consum
mation, .thee who hast had thy .birth in tapas 
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(self-restraint) and who art enriched with tapas .. 
Investing me here with progeny and wealth, do 
thou reproduce thyself through our ofispring, thou 
who art desirous of progeny." 

The husband responds thus: 

~ ~ ;r.mr {(Q~ ~ ~ ~ iIT~ I 

~~~:~~r~il 
"I have founq. thee intent at heart on consum

mation, seeking impregnation iI~. thy ~ody,j do, 
thou, a mature woman, injoy my embrace and re

. produce thyself through our offspring, desirous as 
thou art of progeny." . 

Even prior to this stage in, the ce~emo.nyof 
Soma-yaga she expresseshers~if thus adciresshlg 
Agni: " , 

c:qe14ntl ~ ~ ~ ~'NT;:rr ,l 
;fR ~ QcI' ~ Jrfst ~ar· 1m II 

"Wefldeveloped in body, by Thy grace T 
shall join tny husband; and end ned with 'sound 
germs let me bear his seed and get a virile child' 
by Thy grace; may I ever enjoy plentitude of 
wealth." 

'The present system of Marriage. 

14· ' Enough has been said, I believe,. to show 
the status of woman at the time of marriage 
according to the Vedic ideal. Look at that pi&ture 
and this; look at the present system. of marriage 
in which the bride is but a child or even an in .. 
fant. What a fall! We do not seem to be even 
honest in OUr fall. We still pretend to guide aU 
our life according to Vedic ideals; we still use 
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Vedic formulas in our marriage ceremonies .. The 
whole marriage ceremony of the present day looks 
a mere mockery. In the highest form of marriage 
prescribed for the Brahmanas, the . fathei- gives 
away in irrevocable marriage a mere child or 
i£1fant to one who is equally a chilrl . in age, 
who at any rate is a child in so far as he is 
ignorant' of the high Vedic ideal of marriage 
and married life ~ aild this is called the Brahma 
form of marriage, in which, as understood of old, 
the bridegroom and . bride have to take solemn. 
pledges and vows,proposing to devote their whole 
married life to a line of purely spiritual activities 
uncontaminated with any concern for the mundane 
affairs of individuals or of the community~ "Ve are 
perhaps not altogether to blame: we are ·not guilty 
of any conscious violation. We. are indeed quite 
innocent, being altogetherigt}orant of .themeaning 
of the words put into our mouths during the 
marriage ceremonies, or repeated for US by .the 
priests who are equally ignorallt of their meaning 
and therefore ~qually innocent and guiltless. We 
may-ever~' absolve ourselves from the -guilt because 
we only follow the dicta of 01,l!.")etw:givers (Smrili
Karas), who, in their turn, lost sight qf the original 
ideals or concealed them from us and preserved 
them· only in names and ceremonial forms which 
have lost al~ their meaning to us. To convince 
ourselves of. this, we have only to look at their 
definitions. 9£ the four higher kinds of m.arri~g~~ 
r~c)~l'aJmLa ~arri~g~J~. g.~fined:as onl;! in -,'YhiGt\ 
the father of. the <girt gives her ~:Way in marriage 



bedecked. with rich clothing and jewels, to :a man 
learned in Vedas; the Daiva as one, .in. which. the 
father gives away, the girl toa. 'priest officiating at 
his sacrificial rite; the Prajapatya as one in which 
the father gives the girl away binding the bride
groom to live a married life till death; the ,A rsha 
as one, in which the girl's father ,accept!i fr9m the 
bridegroom one or two pairs of ca ttle (bull and 
cow), In these definitions reference.i~ made only 
to the attitude of the girl's {ather in giving her 
away in marriage and to his benefits; there is, no 
reference at all to the bride's and the bridegrQom's 
aims and purposes of married life such as we have 
referred to in describing the Vedic ideals' of 
married life. Though in the pJ;esellt system of 
marriage we may plead ignorance and the force of 
custom for not consulting the aims and aspirations 
of 'the immediate parties concerned hi ;marriage, 
there is no such excuse for a father giving his 
daughter away in marriage or accept~ng a girl 'as 
wife for his son, out 9f purely pecuniary consider. 
ations. Neither is thert~ any excuse for a man 
marrying a wpman' for a satisfaction of the 
momentary lust, or by use of force, or by deceitfl;ll 
means. Such marriages ate condemned in the 
Smritis as Asura\demoniac), Gandharva (nym
phic), Rakshasa (fiendish) and paisacba, (devi
lish). The offspring of these degraded marriages, 
the sha~tr<1.s .say, will be givell to cruelty, lying and 
irreligious life; . whereas out of the <?ther four 
,higher. marriages are born persons. ;of spiritual 
,p()wer ,and lustre, handsome and strong, who will 
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rise to fame and wealth, who wiIllead a righteous 
life and attain happiness. 

Simplea~ Marriage Ritu.al. 

IS. One im mediate result of an understanding 
of the true meaning of the Vedic ideal of marriage 
and married life will be the discrimination of the 
essential from the non-essential portions of our 
elaborate marriage ritual. The ceremonies no\v 
~xtendlng over five days are made up of sundry 
acts of ritual of various degrees of importcll1ce. 
Out of all this the pani-grahana, the seizing of the 
hand, especially the sapta-padi portion of it, consti
tutes the essential part, - the. marriage proper, in 
which the bridegroom and the bride take the pled
ges and vows which knit them together in indisso
luble ties of marriage.. None of the ceremonies 
antecedent to this can make them husband and 
wife; and whether the ceremonies subsequent to it 
take place or not, they do not cease to be husband 
and wife. In point of fact, the ceremonies preced
ing 'Sapta-padi relate for the most part to the 
preparation of the girl for marriage, including a 
sembiance of the life of Brahmacharrya, while 
the rest relate to the process of suing for the 
hand of the girl from her father and his con
senting to the marriage. The ceremonies succeed
ing sapta-padi relate to the couple's departure 
for the place of the bridegroom's residence 
where they are to live their married life. There 
they begih their married life with a life of Brahma
charya of three days' duration as a preparation 
for the Garbhadhancl ceremony which is altogether 
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independent of marriage. Thus marriage in its 
simplest form may be reduced to Saptapadi. But 
to judge from the recorded rituals, the ceremony 
has never been so simple. The simplest form that 
was ever in practice seems to be the one found in 
the Rik-Samhita. There is in' it a wedding hymn 
known as Surya-Sukta, which first in a few verses 
impresses the sacredness of marriage and then 
gives the mantras used in the marriage ceremony 
as current at the time of the compilation of the 
Rig-Veda in its present form, i.e., about four thou
sand years ago. In speaking of rile marriage of 
Surya and Soma-the prototype of all marriage
in the terms of Soma-Yaga, this hymn confirms'my 
belief that our marriage ceremony has developed 
out of Soma-Yaga, that Indo-Eranian titual which 
initiated the Aryan man and woman into the duties 
of sacred married life. It gives us clearly to know 
that the main object of married life is the helping 
of human souls in the realisation of their oneness 
with Soma or Vishnu, the all-sustaining Divi.ne 
Lord of the world. This wedding hymn is. com
plete in itself. It first describes the nature of 
Soma as the all-sustaining Power of the world and 
then it speaks of Surya,-the Vach, the human soul 
aspiring with prayers for attaining union with 
Soma-as being led in a wec\ding procession to 
marry Soma.. Then follow the verses used in the 
marriage ceremony according to the order of the 
several events in the programme. They Q<;cur in 
the following order: 

(I) The bride mO\lnts the car to gQtQ th~ 
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bridegroom's place of residence, accompanied with 
prayers asking the guardian angel of maidenhood 
to relp.ase the maiden from his charge, prayers for 
safe journey, and solemn declarations releasing 
the bride from her' duty to her parent's home and 
family. 

(2) 
(3) 

bride. 

The bride is welcomed to her new home. 
Prayers for casting off all evil from the 

(4) . Pcmigrahana-the marriage proper; pray~ 
ers to Gods. 

(5) Prayt!r for the couple's happy life. 
(6) Installation of the bride as the mistress 

of the new home with prayers for complete felicity. 
(7) Final prayer of the couple to Gods to 

keep their Hearts ever united. 
The course of ritual as arranged here is com

plete in itself, including the most important parts 
of the ceremony. It exhibits one peculiar feature 
which we will do well to notice. The whole marri
a.ge ceremony is to take place in the bridegroom's 
place of residence, or, as was propably the original 
scheme, in the house newly set apart as the future 
residence of the married couple, but not in the 
house of the bride's father as is now the case. In 
all subsequent changes there has been a tendency 
to make the cerempny more complex and to trans
fer the whole of it to the house 'of the bride's 
father, evidently because bride has been too young 
at the time of marriage to live with the husband 
away from her parents and to take charge of ~ 
whole household, 
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Conclusion. 

16. Thus a study of the original Vedic ideals 
of marriage and married life goes far to impress 
on us t~e sacr.ednessof the institution and en'ables 
us to see how our present system has gradually 
grown out of, and is primarily based on, highest 
and noblest ideals and conceptions. To social 
reformers of all schools, to those especially who 
would preserve the sanctity.of our institution and 
even elevate it to its highest original level, 
such a study is absolutely necessary and very illu
minative. If shows the. strong as well as the weak 
points in our existing practices which, even as they 
are, have commanded the admiratio'n of many a 
foreign s(udent and critic. Let us try to preserve 
the strong points therein and remove the' weak 
ones, keeping always in view the high Vedi~ ideals 
of life <l;S well' as the demands of the advancing 
general culture and refinement. 



Appreciation of 
The 'Vedic Law of Marriage' 

(FIRST EDITION.) 

MRS: ANNIE BESANT.-" I think that your 
pamphlet on the VEDIC LAW of MARRIAGE is 
admirable, and I hope it will have a very wide 
circulation. I have· written a notice of it in the 
MA Y issue of the Central Hindu College AI aga
zine." 

This notice runs as follows :-" Pandit A. 
Mahadeva Sastri. has issued ,a pamphlet, entitled 
the VEDIC LAW OF MARRIAGE, which deserves very 
carefu( reading.· The ·sub-title is 'or the Emanci
pationof woman." The author in his preface notes 
three stages of the laws of marriage and the status 
of women in Indian history: the first, when woman 
and man were practically equal, when. she had a 
thorough education, was free to chodse between 
spiritual culture and the domestic life, a.nd was an 
adult on marriage; this was Aryan civilisation as 
shaped by the original Manu. The second s~age 
was woman in a lower status, her education limit
ed, study of the Vedas forbidden to her, the marri
age age lowered, a hand-maid of man instead of 
his co-pa rtner. J n the third stage', she was made 
entirely dependent, was married as a child, and 
was entirely controlled by man. Each stage of 
woman's status has its corresponding stage in'the 
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nation, wh~ch has degenerated with its women, 
until instead of the ancient Rishis we have ',the 
modern Bhattas, who know not ~hat . the investi
gation of a ilew truth means; and who hold it a sin 
to depart even slightly from the estabishedcustom 
which governs the interpretation of Vedas and 
Smritis.' This introduction is followed by an 
admirable analysis of the marriage mantras, and 
by other papers. This most valuable pamphlet 
should have a very. wide circulation, and should do 
immense good." , 

T. RAMACHANDRA Row, ESQ., B.A.,B.L.,Re
tired Sub Judge.-" Your pamphlet (on MARRIAGE) 

is very good. The theory is simple, yet deep and 
. far.reaching, as all truths are. You base yourself 
on the Ved~s, and you ate :the, more justified in! 
doing so because Mantras are there still used in the 
marriage ceremonies in spite of all changes of 
Smritis and customs. The rules deduced aresim~ 
pIe and clear and are quite inconsonance with 
common-sense; they are identical with those so 
muc;' insisted on by advocates of reform on ration
alistic lines. We base ourselves on the, highest 
spiritual authority and are supported by the high
est reason. Changes have occurred with the lapse 
of time and texts (sutras andsmriti~) have. given, 
their support to the changes as suited to the times. 
There is no atlempt to reject, explain away, or 

. place a strained interpretation on these later texts ; 
they are all as a rule accepted and shewn. as indi
catinK the various stag~s through which t~e usage~ 
d·etcriorated. The times have now changed arid it 
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is meet we, should go back to the original Vedic 
ideals . .These ideals· insist on the education of both 
sexes and marriages after puberty. We should 
therefore now give sound education to the girls 
and prepare ourselves for restoring marriages after 
puberty.-This is the burden of your song and I 
am really charmed with its simplicity arid grandeur. 
I am af.raid our venerable Dewan Bahadur has 
placed himself in an unenviable position by his 
attempt to reconcile the Vedas and the Smritisa.nd 
found himself supported neither by the orthodox 
nor the rationalists. I think your replies are effec
tive and to the point," 

BABH SRIS CHANDRA BASU, B.A.,. Sub Judge, 
Allahabad;~" I read with great interest the two 
pamphlets you were kind enough to sena me some
time ago. They are v,ery well written, and discuss 
the subject of l\1ARRIAGE and CASTE in a manner 
which reflects great credit on your scholarship and 
erudition. These pamphlets deserve wide circula
tion." 

N. SUBBA HAU PANTULU, ESQ., B.A., B.L., 
lately, Member of the Madras Legislative Coun
cil--:-" Your letter and the pamphlet on' the VEDIC 
LAW OF MARRIAGE are to hand. I very much 
appreciate your learned disquisition on the subject. 
I have long thought that one like you with a full 
grasp of vVestern and Eastern ideals and literature 
should write a book on the Hindu Ideals of Marri
age and the Evolutio1'1. of Hindu Marriage. I hope 
Y0ij. will find,time to take up this subject, especial
ly the latter portion and deal with it exhaustively.'! 
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V. S. SRINIVASA SASTRI; ESQ., B.A., L.~., 
Author of 'MarriageafterPuberty.'~" Your veiws 
are of course quite in accordance with mine, and 
I am happy;that; from the larger outlook you have 
assumed,you confirm the conclusions to which my 
narrower study had led me ...... " 

T.' SADASIVIER, ESQ~, M.L., Chief' Judge, 
Travancore High Court.~11 I thank you very much 
for the able pamphlet :,onthe VEDI~' LAW AND 
MARRIAGE. In conClusion, allow me to 
express my sincere hope that by the grace of the 
Lord and the Rishis, earnest disinterested scholars 
and seekers after truth like yourself might rise in 
the holy land of ours in increasing' numbers to 
purify, lies tore and vivify our ancierit literature so 
that the future sons apd daughters of our beloved 
and revered motherland might be more and more 
worthy of her." 

THE INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER, March 29, 
1908.-" Hindus all over the country cherish· the 
belief in their \ sacred books-though to most of 
them they are sealed books as well-as a national 
sentiment; and the service which Sanskrit scholars 
of unimpeachable orthodoxy like Mr. Mahadeva 
Sastri do by proving that the ancientShastras are 
totally opposed to the present-day evil customs, is 
of great importance to the spread of social reform 
ideas .. The {act that s~me of us do not stand in 
need of support from Sanskrit classics to our con
victions on behalf of social reform, cannot be 
allowed' to detract from t'he value to the Hindu 
community as q whole of 'sucl! w.ritings as 

, ~~ 
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Mr. Mahadeva Sastri's able and convincing tr,eatise 
on the VEDIC LAW OF MARRIAGE." .' _ ,Again 
on Oetobe1' 25, '1908.-:-" The falling away from the 
high aims and ideals of the Sh1'uti is marked by 
th~ Smritis and' customs of the later degenerate 
times. The attempt, therefore, on the part of 
those, who are for a hetter state of things, to 
directly appeal to the SIt1'utis, is certainly better 
than to miru:.e. matters and read into the Smritis 
liberal interpretations which they cannot bear . 

The pamphlet is a very lucid exposition of a 
very important subject, and the zeal and the out
spokenness of the author encourage the reader to 
look forward with great pleasure to the perusal of 
the fuller and more thorough exposition of the 
subject which the author promises to bring out 
hereafter." , ' 

THE VEDIC MAGAZINE :-,-" The VEDIC LAW 

OF MARRIAGE: It is a learned treatise on a very 
momentous question. The learned author seems 
to have made a deep study of the problem. for the 
book under review has upon it the impress of 
profound and deep' scholarship and patient re
search. He is right in holding the view that 
the chief obstacle in the way of reform is the 
regrettable fact of the modern interpretation of the 
shastric texts not being based upon the principles 
of exegesis adopted by Jaimini, Badarayana, Apas
tambha and other recognised ancient authorities. 

Mr. Shastri has done well to look for 
the ideal of marriage in the mantras, for they and 
they onl,y c.nstitute the fountaiQ head of all 

, " 
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knowledge .. The learned author selects some of the 
mantras uttered by the bridegroom at the time of 
the marriage ceremony and proves beautifully that 
.the Vedic ideal is the loftiest ever preached in the 
world. The booklet should be studied by all 
who are interested in the past history of India and 
who value truth for its own sake. Mr. Sastri 
has done an invaluable service to the cause of 
Vedic revival by bringing out this excellent pro
ductipn. 

A VAIDIKA SANSK.RIT PANDIT writes.- " "Or;m 

.,..~ ~o:t,;S VEDIC LAW OF MARRIAGE t!I~ ~31f;m;s, elEl 

:1"':1. t!loZS~ t!lof~e1~d:i:» ~ "'~If o:-»o-&6»e>a X';);&'S:oo..& 

~e>a ~?Sc i6."BiI ~Ob~I5~a& ~o~t,)i3~ "lJ" IlI'tloZSa> 
A-.. 0- I \....Ja--
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